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Abstract

When either a human author or a computer natural language generation system tries to
express an idea, there is usually more than one way to say it. This is a problem both
for systems that process language, such as systems that recognise textual entailment,
which must detect when two surface forms express the same idea; and for systems that
generate language, which must choose the most appropriate way to express an idea from
a potentially large number of surface forms.

For a natural language generation system, for a given meaning there may be multiple
words that could be chosen to express it, or multiple phrases that express the same idea.
However, it has also been argued that there are no true synonyms, that even words that
have very similar meanings cannot be substituted for each other in all circumstances.
Automatic natural language generation systems therefore have a use for modules which
make effective word and phrase choices among closely related alternatives.

In this thesis we consider the specific problem of choosing an appropriate word or
phrase where the alternatives are closely related in meaning but differ in sentiment or
attitude. One example is stingy and frugal, one of which is critical of what it describes
and the other of which is complimentary.

The thesis will address three aspects of the problem. The first question is whether
existing methods to predict word choice among closely related words are sufficient for
choosing between words that differ in sentiment. There are several methods in the litera-
ture for this, relying on statistical models of words in context. The early, relatively poor
performance of these methods had been used to argue that statistical methods are not
suitable for this task, but later successes with statistical approaches suggest that sufficient
amounts of data make it approachable. Using a comprehensive set of data for this thesis,
we show that sets of words that differ in sentiment behave in a distinct fashion, suggesting
that they are particularly amenable to statistical approaches.

The second aspect of our research into choosing between related words or phrases that
differ in sentiment is investigating whether or not including some global information about
the entire text is useful in predicting word choice. We hypothesise that information about
the sentiment of a document as a whole (for example, if the document is a movie review,
whether it is favourable or not) will assist in choosing between closely related words that
differ in sentiment. We demonstrate several models improving prediction of the correct
word in context, incorporating information from the entire document, the most successful
of which are metrics which account for distance from the target word.

The third aspect is an investigation into human perceptions of word choice in a par-
ticular generation task — valence shifting — with the goal of changing an existing text
so that it is similar in meaning, but more negative in tone. Existing work, which includes
using hand-crafted vocabularies annotated with sentiment data, and corpus-derived cues,
has found this to be a difficult problem. This work investigates both the success of es-
tablishing a more negative tone, and the resulting fluency of the text by asking human
judges to evaluate both aspects of the text then explores possible metrics that can predict
negativity for use in valence shifting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The problem of Natural Language Generation (NLG) in general is the process of automat-

ically producing natural (human) language via a computational process for some purpose.

There are many examples of NLG system goals including:

communicating a piece of information such as the bilingual weather reporting sys-

tem of Goldberg et al. (1994), who generate forecast descriptions from computational

models;

determining a users’ needs and then communicating information such as a back-

and-forth conversation between the user and the system about a medical diagnosis,

as in the virtual nurse project described by Bickmore et al. (2009), allowing patients

with low health literacy to receive detailed personalised information;

assisting a user in producing text such as by having them input their communicative

goal or determining it from their existing speech or writing, and providing improved

phrasings or word choices, such as the help with synonym choice and simile choice

that the system of Liu et al. (2011) gives to love letter authors; and

producing creative or artistic works such as humour or poetry with little or no hu-

man input, for example the pun generation system of Binsted et al. (1997).

The goal of the creator of an NLG system may vary from a straightforward need

to have an agent perform the system’s goal, e.g. to have an automatic system provide

medical information for human resourcing or accuracy reasons; to a desire to investigate

the linguistic phenomenon in question, for example, to analyse the basis of humour by

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

attempting to identify patterns in humour and then see if subjects respond similarly to

automatically generated humour as they do to human-created humour.

There are in turn a multitude of sub-tasks involved in natural language generation,

including determining the goals of the system, determining an appropriate representation

of the system’s state, determining how to translate that state into natural language with

appropriate syntax, semantics and pragmatics (and, in the case of speech, phonetics and

prosody).

One such task is the task of Lexical Choice, that is, choosing the individual words

that the system will output. This in turn has several subcomponents:

selecting words with correct meanings where the system wants to refer to a place

where goods are purchased, the system probably chooses market or supermarket and

not bank or camel;

selecting words with correct implications where the system wants to, for example,

refer to a law enforcement official in a neutral context, it should choose police officer

rather than the derogatory pig; and

selecting words that fit the surrounding text where there is a strong tendency to-

wards certain words appearing or not appearing together, the system may want to,

for example, choose difficult task or difficult job over difficult duty all other things

being equal.

In this thesis, we investigate this problem of lexical choice, particularly with reference

to the sentiment of the word. Consider the following example sentence, from a movie

review:

(1.1) Thomas Bo Larses is particularly good as the younger son overflowing with toxic

anger.

Consider how the meaning of example (1.1) changes if it is rewritten as any of the

following:

(1.2) Thomas Bo Larses is particularly good as the younger son overflowing with toxic

rage.

(1.3) Thomas Bo Larses is particularly good as the younger son overflowing with toxic

irritation.

(1.4) Thomas Bo Larses is particularly good as the younger son overflowing with toxic

annoyance.



1.1. CHOOSING AMONG NEAR SYNONYMS 3

All of these choices have certain effects on the sentence. There is the issue of emotional

strength in which anger and rage describe strong negative emotions, irritation a lesser one,

and annoyance a mild one, there are also issues of fluency, particularly the collocation of

these words with toxic, which is itself strongly negative. A lexical choice system needs to

consider all these aspects of meaning when making lexical choices.

1.1 Choosing among near synonyms

The first specific lexical choice problem addressed by this thesis is that of the near syn-

onym choice problem. Near synonyms are words which are very close in meaning,

although they may differ somewhat in their denotations or connotations. For example,

in the case of wood and forest, both refer to a grouping of trees, but the former refers to

a smaller grouping of trees than the latter. In the case of slim and skinny the latter is

more negative or derogatory in tone. In the case of attorney and solicitor the difference

is regional, something like the situation of words that are translations of each other in

different natural languages.

It has been argued that in fact there is no such thing as true synonyms, where the two

words are completely substitutable for each other in any context (at least in a given sense),

that instead any two words will differ in at the very least their selectional preferences. In

any event, in this work we are interested in near synonyms with a clear difference in one

aspect of meaning, that of sentiment (sometimes polarity), as in slim and skinny above.

In communicating, the speaker will usually find it important to convey the appropriate

sentiment at the appropriate strength, that is, to avoid being negative where a positive

sentiment was meant, and also to avoid being lukewarm where a strong sentiment was

intended.

This problem is clearly applicable to natural language generation, especially to appli-

cations that generate polarised text or which wish to present an accurate summary of such

and in the case of dialogue agents, an agent expressing a sentiment of inappropriate po-

larity or strength to the context may prove to be actively destructive to its conversational

goal.

Thus, the first problem considered by this thesis is that of choosing the correct near

synonym in the event where near synonyms carry, and differ in, polarity.

Specifically, we investigate the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task, where a system

attempts to re-predict an author’s original choice of word, for example, choosing between

error, mistake and oversight in this example given by Edmonds (1997):
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(1.5) However, such a move also would run the risk of cutting deeply into U.S. economic

growth, which is why some economists think it would be a big {error | mistake |

oversight}.

This serves as one possible proxy for best near synonym choice, in aggregate, since in

general the word human authors choose most often in any given context ought to be the

word that systems choose too.

The near-synonym choice problem and the FITB task has a comparatively long history.

Initial indications were that it was not particularly amenable to statistical techniques (Ed-

monds, 1997, 1999) that attempt to predict near synonyms primarily based on using their

context as features, however, in the last five years there has been markedly increasing

success with various statistical techniques.

However, we observe that in measuring this success, little account has been taken of

whether statistical techniques are performing equally well when taking into account what

kind of near synonyms they do best on. That is, near synonyms can differ in denotational

meaning, formality, sentiment or sentiment strength, and similar axes. But the evaluation

of statistical approaches to the FITB task have largely assumed that performance on any

set of near synonyms is independent of these axes.

Our specific intuition is that, in the case of near synonyms with affective meaning, the

choice of near synonym may not rely solely on local context as many statistical approaches

have found best, but may be able to be better predicted by relying on cues from the entire

document. Our reasoning is first that, at least in many opinionated documents, especially

ones intended to summarise a point of view or to be persuasive, maintaining a consistent

sentiment is one of the foremost principles of coherence, likely to affect near-synonym

choice as well as other linguistic choices; and that work in the domain of sentiment analysis

has found that features from the entire document have proved useful in correctly predicting

the sentiment of that document.

We thus concentrate on the axis of sentiment difference, and provide evidence that near

synonyms that differ in sentiment do behave differently in the FITB task when approached

using statistical techniques. Specifically we evaluate the comparative performance of near-

synonym sets that differ in sentiment and those that do not, both on existing approaches to

FITB developed by Edmonds (1997) and Inkpen (2007b), and on a new approach utilising

a Support Vector Machine based method which uses word presence features weighted by

their distance from the near synonym they are being used to predict.
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1.2 Valence shifting

Valence shifting is the problem of transforming a text into one that expresses a different

sentiment, either in strength or in polarity, while otherwise preserving the meaning of

the text as far as is possible. This can be considered as a special case of paraphrase

generation, the problem of creating two texts with different surface expressions but close

or identical meanings.

Automatic valence shifting has applications in natural language generation and in

assisted writing tools. For example, an automatic thesaurus such as that suggested by

Inkpen and Hirst (2006); Inkpen (2007b) might suggest a word choice that allows a text

to keep more closely to the tone of the surrounding document, or a summarisation tool

may select a sentence to incorporate into its summary but alter its expression in order

to align its sentiment strength more closely with the summary rather than the original

document.

This task should be possible, but existing approaches to valence shifting have had very

mixed results when presented to human judges who are tasked specifically with choosing

whether the original or the shifted sentence has greater sentiment in the hypothesised

direction. Existing approaches have ranged from lexical substitution like that discussed

here to full paraphrasing: given the existing approaches have to date not reported strong

evaluations we return to lexical substitution as a proof of concept.

Thus, this thesis thus first asks the question: is a simple version of valence shifting

at all effective? Intuitively, it should be the case, at least allowing for difficulties like

negation, that replacing evil with bad renders a sentence such as examples (1.6) and (1.7)

somewhat less negative:

(1.6) Movies, like literature, have always been fascinated with twins—especially when

one sibling is good and the other is evil.

(1.7) Movies, like literature, have always been fascinated with twins—especially when

one sibling is good and the other is bad.

Thus, our first hypothesis is that, as above, in general replacing a word in a sentence

with a word that has less negativity renders the sentence less negative. This is confirmed

by an experiment with human subjects.

The second problem considered by this thesis is how to predict the ability of a lexi-

cal substitution to alter the perceived sentiment strength of the resulting sentence. We

hypothesise that a metric to predict the ability of words to shift the valence of a sen-
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tence could be derived from their distribution among documents with different sentiment.

We provide one such measure which appears to be useful for building a model of human

judgements.

1.3 Contributions of this thesis

Work described in this thesis makes several contributions to the research into lexical choice,

particularly with reference to sentiment.

1. This thesis shows that the statistical techniques used to choose among near synonyms

respond noticeably differently when there are sentiment differences between the near

synonyms, in a way that is not typically considered when evaluating such systems

(Chapter 3).

2. This thesis introduces new annotated datasets for the evaluation of the FITB task

on near synonyms differing in sentiment (Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Appendix A, Ap-

pendix B).

3. This thesis investigates several different feature sets which may improve performance

on the FITB task described above (Chapter 4).

4. This thesis develops a new statistical approach to the FITB task, the first such

which achieves any success with features other than those immediately surrounding

the missing near synonym (Chapter 4).

5. This thesis shows that the new statistical approach responds comparatively well

when there are sentiment differences among the near synonyms (Chapter 4).

6. This thesis shows, based on human subject judgements, that the choice of a single

lexical item can make a significant difference in the perceived negativity of a sentence,

providing support for lexical choice as a crucial aspect of valence shifting (Chapter 5).

7. This thesis proposes techniques for automatically determining the valence-shifting

capabilities of a near synonym based on that near synonym’s distribution among

sentiment charged texts (Chapter 5).

1.4 Thesis outline

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The six chapters following this one first explore

further the scope of the problem and then investigate three aspects of it.
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In Chapter 2 of this thesis we describe existing literature on the near-synonymity

choice problem, with related work in identifying and producing text with similar meanings

including paraphrasing, entailment, and word sense disambiguation; we describe existing

literature on the both detecting the sentiment of text (known as sentiment analysis)

and of changing it (known as valence shifting); and we discuss existing approaches to

the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task.

In Chapter 3 we discuss existing techniques for correctly predicting the author’s choice

of near synonyms, specifically those described by Edmonds (1997) and Inkpen (2007b),

and consider their success in choosing between near synonyms where there are sentiment

differences between the synonyms, showing that there is some difference in performance.

In Chapter 4 we describe several new approaches to the FITB task, relying primarily

on unigram word presence features, augmented with a distance weighting measure which

allows features from the entire document to be considered, and analysed specifically in

terms of improving on correctly predicting the author’s choice of near synonym in the

specific case where there are sentiment differences between the synonyms.

In Chapter 5 we investigate valence shifting by lexical substitution, both demonstrating

with human subjects that this works as expected, and demonstrating that a metric based

on Kullback–Leibler divergence measures may be able to capture the ability of a lexical

choice to affect the perceived negativity of the sentence.

In Chapter 6 we review the overall contributions of this thesis and suggest avenues of

further research.





Chapter 2

Related work

In this chapter, we will first review the conceptual background to this project. We begin

by discussing the theory of meaning and synonymy in Section 2.1, as this provides us

with the key task definition for this work. We then briefly discuss central computational

approaches to semantics in general in Section 2.2, together with three semantic tasks that

are related to words and phrases with similar meanings: paraphrase, textual entailment,

and word sense disambiguation. Finally we discuss the broad task requiring the correct

choice of near-synonym, which is the problem of Natural Language Generation (NLG) in

Section 2.3 with particular reference to the task of realisation, which is choosing the

surface form of language output.

We then review the specific task which we will explore throughout this thesis, that of

computational approaches to near-synonym choice. We discuss the existing approaches to

the specific Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task in Section 2.4 together with their present

performance. We then review the popular research avenue of sentiment analysis, which

we use to justify certain approaches to near-synonymy, in Section 2.5. Finally, we review

the task of valence shifting, one of the uses to which near-synonym choice can be

put, in Section 2.6. Finally we conclude in Section 2.7 with some avenues of investigation

suggested by the literature, which inform the rest of this thesis.

2.1 Meaning and synonymy

In this section, we describe the characterisation of the meaning of words, when they are

regarded as synonyms, and the historical tendency to model the relationship between

synonyms and near-synonyms differently from the relationship between other words.

9
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Loosely, synonymy is the relation where two words mean the same thing. “Mean[ing]

the same thing” of course does an enormous amount of work here, and the philosophical

literature on what constitutes meaning, and then the same meaning, is very large. As a

very small example of the kind of problems that arise Lyons (1977) discusses the sentence

given by Frege (1892):

(2.1) The Morning Star is the Evening Star

The complexity of the idea of the Morning Star and the Evening Star “meaning the

same thing” becomes clear when one considers that, historically, it was not always known

that the Morning and Evening Stars are actually both the planet Venus. So example (2.1)

is not a simple tautology informing us that Venus is identical with itself, it contains actual

information. Furthermore, the two phrases the Morning Star and the Evening Star are not

substitutable for each other despite referring to the planet Venus, nor can every occurrence

of the Morning Star and the Evening Star in English be substituted by [the planet] Venus,

for example, in literary or poetic usages.

There are thus many complexities in the notion of meaning, which have led to much

philosophical discussion. In this review we do not provide an extensive summary of the

philosophical literature: for influential texts summarising the key philosophical arguments

by linguistic semanticists see Lyons (1977) and Cruse (1986). Rather, in this section, we

introduce the key concepts of synonymy, paraphrase, reference, connotation and

denotation as used in work on the computational linguistic problems of word choice,

paraphrase and textual entailment.

2.1.1 Sense, reference, connotation and denotation

The terms denotation, connotation, sense and reference in the philosophical lit-

erature may refer to several possible relationships between utterances and their meaning.

One such is a set-theoretic framework for semantics which is called model-theoretic

or Tarskian model-theoretic, for the philosophical treatment of truth of Tarski (1936).

In model-theoretic semantics there is a distinction between the denotation of a word and

its connotation, and between its sense and its reference. The term denotation refers

to the reference-related parts of a word’s meaning. Lyons (1977) gives the distinction

between reference and denotation as follows: reference is a semantic property of a par-

ticular utterance, and describes that utterance’s relationship with the world insofar as

the utterance makes statements about truths. Denotation is rather a property of lexemes

independent of particular utterances. For example, the denotation of cow as a lexeme is
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not a particular cow, but rather the set of its possible referents: all cows. The denotation

of red is not a particular red object, but the set of all red objects.

The distinction between reference and sense is due to Frege (1892) and motivated

by example (2.1), which shows that two phrases may pick out the same object in the world

but nevertheless not be identical in all respects. A word or phrase refers to an object

that it is picking out of the world, or rather a model world maintained by the parties

to the discourse. The sense of the word is the meaning independent of referent, so for

example independently of picking out the planet Venus, the phrase the Morning Star has

the sense of a small bright point in the sky associated with the early part of the day.

The traditional split between the linguistic study of semantics and pragmatics

follows the denotation/connotation binary.

In the philosophical literature, the term denotation refers to the reference-related

parts of a word’s meaning. Lyons (1977) gives the distinction between reference and deno-

tation as follows: reference is a semantic property of a particular utterance, and describes

that utterance’s relationship with the world insofar as the utterance makes statements

about truths. Denotation is rather a property of lexemes independent of particular utter-

ances. For example, the denotation of cow as a lexeme is not a particular cow, but rather

the set of its possible referents: all cows. The denotation of red is not a particular red

object, but the set of all red objects.

In this view lexical semantics is the study of this relationship, the study of the

relationship between words and their intrinsic meaning outside (or rather, generalised

over) their use in specific utterances.

Lyons observes that the term connotation is more problematic. In the philosophical

literature, following Mill (1843), it may be used to refer to a property in a word’s meaning

(so that white denotes the set of white things, but connotes the property of whiteness

itself), or used to refer to the sense of the word, which is a related but slightly different

concept (recall the sense of the Morning Star, which picks out particular properties of

Venus by which to refer to it, but the use of connotation by Mill relates only to the

properties themselves, not to the relationship between the properties and an intended

referent).

Finally Lyons gives a non-philosophical use of connotation, which actually corre-

sponds most closely to its use in the rest of this thesis, which is the associations of word:

“the connotation of a word is thought of as an emotive or affective component additional

to its central meaning.” Emotive and affective are used in a narrower sense in this thesis,

but as we will see below the term connotation has tended to be used in the computa-
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tional linguistics literature we discuss to mean implications of a word in addition to its

central meaning, rather than as it is used in philosophy.

While we will use the model-theoretic account of semantics in this thesis,| alternative

models of semantics are possible. For example, cognitive linguists—who refer to the model-

theoretic account as the dictionary model—contrast their encyclopedic model, in

which the meaning of words are part of a cognitive network of knowledge, in which the

denotation of words is not privileged over connotation. (Evans and Green, 2006, pp.

207–210)

2.1.2 Modelling lexical relationships above the near-synonym level

In natural language, a very typical model of the semantics of words is that of a taxonomy

or ontology of words, showing their denotation as either a superset or a subset of that of

other words. Typical relationships are synonymy; hypernymy, that is, having a meaning

superordinate to another lexical item such as the relationship between thing and truck);

and hyponymy, the inverse of hypernymy.

Ontologies are often built manually by domain experts or lexicographers, but may also

be built semi-automatically (eg Kang and Lee (2001)) or automatically (eg Hearst (1992,

1998); Mititelu (2006)). They may be domain-specific, such as the insurance company

ontology of Kietz et al. (2000) or they may be general purpose, of which the best known

example in computational linguistics is WordNet, discussed in Section 2.1.2.1.

2.1.2.1 WordNet

We here describe the general purpose lexical ontology WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)1 in more

detail, since it will be used as a source of data in this thesis in Chapter 3.

WordNet is an English language lexical database, which arranges words — or rather

word senses — into synsets: sets of synonyms. Each synset is given a definition. For

example, consider two of the WordNet synsets containing evil (the first as a noun sense

and the second as an adjective sense):

(2.2) evil, immorality, wickedness, iniquity, defined as “morally objectionable behavior”

(2.3) malefic, malevolent, malign, evil, defined as “having or exerting a malignant influ-

ence”

The primary relationships between synsets are those of hypernymy and hyponymy,

thus the concept of a human (also a person, individual, or soul) is a hyponym of the less
1Available from http://wordnet.princeton.edu/

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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specific concept organism and is a hypernym of the more specific denotations of adult,

female person and inhabitant among many others. Other relations provided are those of

meronymy (part-whole) and antonymy (opposed or contrasted meanings, such as wet

and dry).

WordNet has been influential in having no distinction between items in its synsets, so

that no difference is made between human (also a person, individual, or soul in its dataset.

WordNet 2.0 is used throughout this thesis.

2.1.3 Defining near-synonymy and near-synonymous relationships

The key principle of synonymy is a persistent distinction made between the relationship

between any two lexical items which are often modelled in an ontology as outlined in

Section 2.1.2, and the relationship between lexical items identified as (near-)synonyms,

for which there is a strong recent tendency to use unhierachical models. In this section,

we discuss how (near-)synonyms are defined, and how differences in their connotation and

denotation are detailed.

As Stubbs (2001) puts it, “[it] is often said that it is difficult to find examples [of

synonyms] which are entirely convincing.” However, as Edmonds (1999) observed “absolute

synonymy is somewhat of a red herring for us, for if all of the options in a given context are

completely identical there is obviously no need for non-random lexical choice.” This is as

true for our purposes as it was for his. We thus come to the concept of near-synonymy,

the term used in the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) literature to signify, essentially, “words

that mean similar but not quite the same things” (Edmonds, 1999; Edmonds and Hirst,

2002; Inkpen, 2004; Inkpen and Hirst, 2006; Inkpen, 2007b; Islam and Inkpen, 2010; Wang

and Hirst, 2010). As a more precise definition of near-synonym, Edmonds (1999) defines

near-synonyms as words that differ in meaning only in a sufficiently fine-grained way.

“Sufficiently fine-grained” in this case has two possible, specific, meanings, either:

• the level where the differences in meaning stop corresponding between languages; or

• at the level intuitively defined by lexicographers in the production of dictionaries,

particularly dictionaries of word choice.

There are several possible ways of dividing the space of “meaning similar things”. Cruse

(1986) gives a criterion of “low degree of implicit contrastiveness” for synonyms, excluding,

for example the dog breeds spaniel and alsatian because part of the use of those words

is to exclude other dogs from their reference. Overall, Cruse gives the following sub-

categorisation of synonyms:
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cognitive synonyms which, when substituted for one another, preserve the truth con-

ditions of a sentence but may change other properties of it such as style; and

plesionyms which, when substituted for one another, alter the truth conditions of a

sentence but preserve a certain amount of semantic similarity.

As an example of cognitive synonymy, he gives violin and fiddle as in his example

context here:

(2.4) He plays the violin very well.

(2.5) He plays the fiddle very well.

He permits cognitive synonyms to differ in expressive meaning (for example father and

daddy), it is propositional content he is concerned with in making this distinction. The

explicit test then for a plesionym is that it is possible to assert one while denying the

other, for which he gives examples including the following:

(2.6) It wasn’t foggy last Friday — just misty.

(2.7) You did not thrash us at badminton — but I admit you beat us.

Cruse does not absolutely distinguish where plesionymity becomes non-synonymity,

instead identifying a notion of semantic distance. In previous work on the Fill In the

Blanks (FITB) problem in particular, this is formalised by Edmonds (1999); Edmonds

and Hirst (2002) who have an ontology of concepts that becomes clustered, rather than

hierarchical, at the level of plesionyms (henceforth “near-synonyms”, the term more widely

used in the FITB literature).

In the computational linguistics literature, the divisions given by Cruse are broadly

maintained in what comes to be called near-synonyms that differ denotationally (roughly,

cognitive synonyms) and connotationally (roughly, plesionyms). Initially DiMarco et al.

(1993) follow Cruse closely and uses the reference/sense distinction dating to Frege, give

two main axes for lexical choice at the near-synonym level:

denotational choices where the choice is between two words that have slightly different

meanings, for example mist and fog; and

connotative choices where the choice is between two words that have the same meaning

but have different usages, such as the different interpersonal contexts in which the

speaker might choose to use police officer, cop and pig.
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However, once the focus becomes choosing the correct word from within a set of near-

synonyms, the distinctions made among them grow. Edmonds (1999) uses 35 distinctions

in total, collected into four groups by Edmonds and Hirst (2002):

stylistic along such dimensions as the formality of the word;

expressive, including attitudinal along such dimensions as whether the word implies

a negative or positive judgement towards the object of the description; or

denotational along such dimensions as whether the word implies certain other events,

facts or judgements.

structural along such dimensions as collocation, and syntactic variations

Inkpen and Hirst (2006) uses a similar set of groups, removing structural entirely and

replacing expressive variations only with attitudinal variations. Ultimately, they group

stylistic and attitudinal distinctions together into a class they term attitude-style dis-

tinctions, which loosely corresponds to the connotational distinctions of DiMarco

et al. (1993).

2.1.4 Modeling near-synonymy

Given the tendency described in Section 2.1.2 to model meaning in a hierarchical structure,

it is the obvious representation of near-synonyms. However, Edmonds and Hirst (2002)

argue against using an ontology such as WordNet to model the differences between near

synonyms for the following reasons:

• Ontologies privilege hypernymy as the primary relationship between concepts, whereas

there is no obvious reason that, among near synonyms, a hypernymy relationship

between two words is more important than that of, say, a difference in attitude (such

as a pejorative word choice rather than a neutral one).

• The ontology will be very shallow: most near-synonyms will be directly under their

parent concept, which is not a very useful representation for choosing between them.

• The ontology will become highly language specific: differences between near syn-

onyms for an identical concept vary across languages.

Hirst (1995) differentiates between two models of near synonyms: a prototype theory

approach and a Saussurean approach. In the prototype theory approach, knowledge is

modelled on the basis of prototypes: the user of the prototypes understands the word tree
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by analogy with the prototype of a tree that they have in their knowledge base. Near

synonyms would be modelled as either individual prototypes or variants on a prototype

theme.

In contrast, in the Saussurean approach to modelling near synonyms, near synonyms

are associated with each other solely by their differences. Hirst (1995) argues that this

is much more computationally feasible than the prototype theory approach. Edmonds

and Hirst (2002) and Inkpen and Hirst (2006) both describe formalised versions of the

Saussurean approach, which they call a cluster model, in which there is a coarse-grained

ontology which models concepts which are cross-linguistic and where, attached to each

node in the ontology, there is a cluster of near-synonyms, annotated with their differences

from each other. DiMarco et al. (1993) had earlier proposed a similar idea, termed formal

usage notes, based on entries in word usage guides.

Consider the diagram from Edmonds and Hirst (2002) shown in Figure 2.1. We see

that the ontology extends from the denotation of Thing2 to that of Error, and under

error there are language specific clusters, including the English words error, mistake,

blunder etc., with lines between them representing the non-hierarchical differences in their

meaning.

The motivation for the statistical approach to lexical choice by Edmonds (1997) (see

Section 2.4) as discussed in Edmonds (1999) seems to have been to further motivate work

on these lexical semantic models by demonstrating the limitations of the narrow-context

statistical approaches. The increasing success of the statistical models alone has led inquiry

into the FITB task away from knowledge-based approaches to date.

2.2 Computation and meaning

In this section, we discuss several computational linguistic approaches to meaning. We

briefly introduce the area of computational semantics in Section 2.2.1, and then discuss

three specific problems which are related to the near-synonym choice problem: paraphrase

in Section 2.2.2; textual entailment in Section 2.2.3; and word sense disambiguation in Sec-

tion 2.2.4. We introduce these in order to provide background on some of the approaches

to meaning in computational linguistics more broadly.

2Items in the hierarchy represent multiple terms, we denote all words in the near-synonym set with
thing as Thing.
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Figure 2.1: A clustered model of lexical knowledge (Edmonds and Hirst, 2002, Figure 6)

2.2.1 Overview of computational semantics

Computational semantics is the integration of formal semantics, and of automated rea-

soning, into computational linguistics, with a goal of translating symbolic representations

of meaning such as logical formulae into human language and vice versa (Bos, 2011).3

One major application of computational semantics in natural language processing is

that once one has acquired a formal representation of knowledge, one can use automatic

inferencing to draw conclusions about the world in a way that may assist an application

with its goal. As an example, Gardent and Webber (2001) formulate referring expression

disambiguation as a formal problem for reasoners to address. In the question answering

domain in particular, even without extensive reasoning, semantic representations may

either reduce ambiguity in searching for answers, or allow higher recall in an initial search

by allowing searches for semantically related text that do not share a similar surface form

(eg Ahn et al. (2005); Furbach et al. (2010)).

Computational semantics relies on databases of background knowledge of various de-

grees of structure. Use of the WordNet database of hypernymy, hyponymy and other

3For full introduction to computational semantics, and a survey of present research, directions, the
reader is respectively referred to Blackburn and Bos (2005) and to Bos (2011).
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semantic relations (Fellbaum, 1998) is widespread both as a data source and as a gold

standard: a very incomplete list includes Lin (1998); McCarthy et al. (2004); Budanitsky

and Hirst (2006); Snow et al. (2006). It is used extensively as one of the central gold

standards in word sense disambiguation. Other important resources are FrameNet (Baker

et al., 1998), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) and VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2008) (all as

cited in Bos (2011)).

Clearly, as we discussed in Section 2.1, the field of lexical semantics has closely con-

cerned itself with synonymy and near-synonymy, and thus computational semantic ap-

proaches are one natural approach to the problem. The lexical knowledge base approaches

to near-synonymy of Edmonds (1999); Edmonds and Hirst (2002); Inkpen (2004); Inkpen

and Hirst (2006) can be characterised as computational semantic approaches, contrasting

with later corpus statistics approaches which rely on less formal features, and which are

discussed further in Section 2.4.

2.2.2 Paraphrase

The definition of paraphrase is similar to that of synonymy: phrases (from the level of

words upwards) that mean the same thing, with the same difficult considerations with

regards to “meaning the same thing” discussed in Section 2.1. In computational linguistic

usage, the definition tends to be less strong than that of synonyms. For example, the

definition given by Dras (1999, definitions 4.1.1 and 4.1.3) is still widely cited:

1. A paraphrase pair is a pair of units of text deemed to be interchange-

able[…]

2. A paraphrase of a unit of text is the alternative to that unit of text

given in some paraphrase pair.

Likewise, Madnani and Dorr (2010) give examples where words and phrases which are

substitutable, rather than having identical semantic content, are considered paraphrases,

such as substituting the hypernym say for the more specific word reply. Hirst (2003)

described paraphrasing as “talk[ing] about the same situation in a different way” where

the different ways include variations on similar axes to the near-synonym axes: denotation,

connotation, style and so on.

There are two broad parts to the paraphrase problem, the first is identifying paraphrase

pairs, and the other is substituting them for one another. The paraphrase task has several

applications, including query expansion for information retrieval and question answering
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where the surface form of a query may not by itself resemble the context of the answer

closely; assessing the output of machine translation systems by allowing paraphrases of the

human-authored gold standard output; and improving machine translation by searching

for translations of not only a phrase from the original text but also translations of its

paraphrases. (Madnani and Dorr, 2010)

Knowledge based approaches to paraphrase problems have been widely discussed (among

the many examples Madnani and Dorr list are McKeown (1979); Dras (1999); Fujita et al.

(2004)), corpus-based approaches have also been widely investigated more recently. Some

of the corpus-based approaches to paraphrase acquisition discussed by Madnani and Dorr

include:

paraphrase acquisition from a single corpus in which phrases with similar mean-

ings are usually identified by appearing in similar contexts (known as distribu-

tional similarity) (eg Lin (1998) for words, and Lin and Pantel (2001); Paşca

and Dienes (2005) for multi-word paraphrases); and

paraphrasing using parallel corpora in a single language, for example, multiple trans-

lations of a single text as used by Barzilay and McKeown (2001).

Some researchers have additionally investigated generating paraphrases with specific

qualities, for example Zhao et al. (2009) investigated generating paraphrases tuned for

specific desires such as shorter or simpler sentences; and as discussed in Section 2.3.1

Keshtkar (2011) investigated acquiring and generating paraphrases that shared an emo-

tional property, such as fear, anger or happiness.

Evaluation is typically manual, with authors such as Barzilay and McKeown presenting

human judges with paraphrase pairs and asking them to assess the correctness. Callison-

Burch (2007, Section 4.1) argued for substitution-based evaluation instead, in which one of

a paraphrase pair replaces the other in a context and judges are asked questions similar to

those suggested by Linguistic Data Consortium (2005) for machine translation. Callison-

Burch thus asked subjects:

• How much of the meaning of the original phrase is expressed in the para-

phrase?

• How do you judge the fluency of the sentence?

As is typical with Natural Language Generation evaluation, to be discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3.2, Madnani and Dorr report that the evaluation of paraphrase is very often
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Text Hypothesis Entailment
Norway’s most famous painting, “The
Scream” by Edvard Munch, was recovered
Saturday, almost three months after it was
stolen from an Oslo museum.

Edvard Munch painted
“The Scream”.

True

The Republic of Yemen is an Arab, Islamic
and independent sovereign state whose in-
tegrity is inviolable, and no part of which
may be ceded.

The national language of
Yemen is Arabic.

True

Bush returned to the White House late Sat-
urday while his running mate was off cam-
paigning in the West.

Bush left the White House. False

Table 2.1: Examples of Text-Hypothesis pairs from Dagan et al. (2006, Table 1)

application-driven, since the generation of paraphrases is seldom pursued as an appli-

cation in and of itself.

2.2.3 Textual entailment

Textual entailment is the problem of recognising or generating pairs of statements such

that the truth of one statement entails the truth of the other. These are referred to as the

text (T ) and hypothesis (H). Examples of three text/hypothesis pairs from Dagan et al.

(2006) are shown in Table 2.1.

The entailment problem has ancient roots, with logical inference explored and cata-

logued extensively by Aristotle (350 BCE). Computational linguistic work on inference

from one statement to another also has a long history (comparatively speaking), with ex-

amples of early work including Charniak (1979) discussing how to infer the correct domain

of discussion (he gives the example of inferring that the phrase “[t]he woman waved while

the man on the stage sawed her in half” is in the domain of magic performances) and

Joshi et al. (1984) exploring how to avoid having a system make statements from which a

hearer might draw false inferences.

The Recognising Textual Entailment (RTE) challenge has been posed in the natural

language processing community annually for several years, beginning with the 2005 chal-

lenge described by Dagan et al. (2006) and most recently with RTE-7, held in 2011 (Ben-

tivogli et al., 2011).

The survey of Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis (2010) lists seven textual entailment

and paraphrase recognition approaches: using logical representations to check for logi-
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cal entailment; using vector space models of semantics to check for “sufficient closeness”

in meaning; using the surface form of T and H to evaluate similarity; using models of

syntactic structure to evaluate similarity; using semantic role-labelling resources such as

FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) to evaluate similarity; using machine learning techniques

with features such as context of the phrases and certain features within them including

negation; and the template-based method of searching for similar enough contexts for the

two phrases.

2.2.4 Word sense disambiguation

The problem of word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the problem of distinguishing be-

tween words that have identical surface forms but different meanings. Navigli (2009) gives

examples (2.8) and (2.9), in which bass has the sense of low-pitched and a type of fish

respectively:

(2.8) I can hear bass sounds.

(2.9) They liked grilled bass.

Navigli describes WSD as an intermediate task, ideally solved in applications like

machine translation, since the two senses of bass in English are likely to have different

translations in a target language. However, he describes the contribution of WSD to

applications as still undemonstrated, despite the essence of the description of the WSD

task dates back to early machine translation literature (Weaver, 1955).

Approaches to WSD make considerable use of structured knowledge bases including

thesauri, machine readable dictionaries and ontologies, together with corpora both sense-

annotated and not. Navigli characterises the computational approaches as largely based on

machine learning, with examples including Yarowsky (1992) using decision lists; Mooney

(1996) using several approaches including neural nets and decision trees; and Lee and Ng

(2002) using Support Vector Machines.

2.3 Word choice in natural language generation

Natural Language Generation (NLG) is the problem of the generation, rather than

analysis, of natural language. Generating natural language requires concrete decisions with

regard to the meaning of words, because ultimately the system must produce meaningful

output to be successful. In this section, we focus on NLG treatments of affect, and discuss
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Module Content task Structure task
Document planning Content determination Document structuring
Microplanning Lexicalisation Aggregation

Referring expression generation
Realisation Linguistic realisation Structure realisation

Table 2.2: Natural Language Generation modules and tasks (Reiter and Dale, 2000, Figure
3.1)

the existing evaluation of its success in order to inform our evaluation of the valence-

shifting task.

NLG can be divided into at least three sub-tasks, in the widely accepted division given

by Reiter and Dale (2000):

document planning deciding what to say, that is given a communicative goal (such

as “describe tomorrow’s weather”), output a discourse plan to achieve the goal, at

about sentence-level granularity

microplanning optimising the discourse plan by, for example, combining or dividing

sentences, removing repetition, and other manipulations to improve the clarity of

the communication at the sentence level

realisation transforming the discourse plan into natural language output, that is, a string

of meaningful words

Reiter and Dale (2000) provide a more detailed breakdown shown in Table 2.2.

Here we see the lexicalisation task occurring at the microplanning phrase of NLG,

they later note controversy about which phase of NLG lexicalisation belongs to, with

suggestions that it could occur at any time from document planning on.

In any case, NLG ultimately requires that the lexicalisation problem be solved. In this

section, we outline several natural language generation approaches to lexicalisation. In

Section 2.3.1 we discuss systems which integrate affective lexical choice mechanisms; and

in Section 2.3.2 we discuss the present state of evaluating the success of NLG systems with

particular reference to realisation.

For a general review of NLG, the reader is referred to Reiter and Dale (2000) and

Krahmer and Theune (2010).
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2.3.1 NLG systems which integrate affective lexical choice mech-
anisms

NLG systems already require subtle word and phrase choice decisions to be made for

some applications. Generating affective lexical items in particular has been addressed as

part of designing a conversational agent: a dialogue agent that communicates with

human partners in a natural style. Such agents will often have use-cases in which the agent

must communicate in an emotionally charged environment Closely related to and partially

overlapping with NLG systems are authoring tools, which could make suggestions about

appropriate word choice.

Fleischman and Hovy (2002) investigated word choices for a conversational agent by

modelling the task in terms of agents and their dispositions towards—plans and goals

surrounding—or attitudes to the subject of their speech, where attitude was simplified to

a single integer value from −5 to 5. Values are manually assigned: in their example of

discussing the driver of a military vehicle that had an accident, using the driver’s name is

assigned a disposition of 5, the driver a disposition of 0 and a private a disposition of −2.

A realisation fitting attitudes to different sentential constituents was chosen using a simple

distance metric which correlated significantly with human judgements of the attitude of

the resulting sentences. The metric used is as follows:

1. the speaker’s attitude to the object x, is manually assigned, is denoted by attitude(x)

2. the distance between the speaker’s attitude to x attitude(x) and the sentiment

strength of a particular lexical reference to x shade(x) is computed, looking up

shades in a manually compiled database:

Dist(x) = |attitude(x)− shade(x)| (2.1)

3. the emotional score of the entire sentence is computed:

EmotScore(x) = Dist(verb)−
∑

Dist(constituent) (2.2)

Mairesse and Walker (2010) describe a complex conversational agent system called

personage designed to be variable along the so-called “Big Five” personality traits: ex-

traversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness to experi-

ence, tested in the domain of restaurant recommendation. The personage system inte-

grates parametrised personality traits into every step of the standard NLG pipeline: their
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Emotion Paraphrases
Disgust getting of evil; been rather sick
Anger am royally pissed; see me angry
Happiness the love of ; good feeling

Table 2.3: Examples of emotionally laden paraphrases acquired by Keshtkar (2011, Table
4.7)

many parameters include variables ranging from the tendency of the personality to express

multiple ideas in a sentence or not and its tendency to use expletives. At the level of lexical

choice they make use of verb near-synonymy, giving the example of appreciate, like and

love, using the stronger-than relationship in the VerbOcean database (Chklovski and

Pantel, 2004).

Researchers addressing the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task have often cited an in-

telligent thesaurus as a possible application of their work. Edmonds and Hirst (2002)

describe such an intelligent thesaurus which moves beyond simple lists or descriptions of

near-synonyms:

[The thesaurus] would actively help a person to find and choose the right

word in any context. Rather than merely list possibilities, it would rank them

according to the context and to parameters supplied by the user and would

also explain potential effects of any choice, which would be especially useful in

computer-assisted second-language instruction.

One such intelligent thesaurus system is described by Inkpen (2007a). Several authors

who have addressed near-synonym lexical choice have subsequently also integrated their

systems as a module in an NLG or conversational agent system (Inkpen and Hirst, 2006;

Inkpen, 2007b; Islam, 2011).

In Dras et al. (2010a,b) we developed a conversational agent designed to train border

agents to detect deception, for example, entering a country on false premises. The agent

varies its use of language depending on whether it is being deceptive or not by, among other

techniques, having the deceptive agent make more negative statements and complaints.

Keshtkar (2011) acquired emotion-inflected paraphrases from a blog corpus using a

bootstrapping method based on seed words (glad and cheerful were two seed words for

happiness, for example, and anxiously and distrust for fear). From the context surrounding

these seeds, he discovers contexts which may yield paraphrases for these seeds. Example

paraphrases are shown in Table 2.3.
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Keshtkar then used a modified version of SimpleNLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009) to de-

velop a template-based NLG system in which the NLG system substitutes elements into

largely pre-prepared texts, with the goal of producing an authoring system in which the

authors can supply most of the text and the NLG system can supply appropriately emo-

tive paraphrases. Keshtkar also explored the generation of affective paraphrases identified

using features from the emotionally laden blog corpus. Keshtkar is largely interesting in

retaining the emotion of the original sentence, but expressing it differently, thus, given

input of “I am so incredibly angry right now!” his system replaced it with “I am so

unbelievably mad right now!”(Keshtkar, 2011, Table 6.13).

2.3.2 Evaluating natural language generation and word choice

In order to measure our success on the word choice task, we are obviously in need of an

evaluation strategy. Given word w as a system’s chosen word for a particular meaning, we

need to evaluate the fittingness of that choice. In this section we discuss NLG evaluation

with an emphasis on realisation, with reference to the applicability of realisation metrics

for evaluating word choice.

Reiter and Belz (2009) give an overview of possible evaluation techniques for NLG:

task based evaluations directly measuring the impact of generated texts on end users,

for example measuring how well users carry out instructions or how health decisions

change amongst users of the tool;

evaluations based on human ratings and judgements human judges are asked to

rate various features of text such as coherence, writing style and correctness, typically

on an n-point rating scale; or

evaluation on automated metrics where an automatically calculated metric can be

found that correlates with either task-based evaluations or human ratings, evaluation

can be performed using the value of the metric.

Reiter and Belz also review reasons to use each type of evaluation: in particular,

automated evaluation is usually cheaper than human ratings which are in turn typically

cheaper than task-based evaluations. However, other considerations may occur, such as

that it may not be ethical to use task-based evaluations or even human ratings until the

system has reached a certain level of effectiveness. It is also sometimes the case that one

type of evaluation is unsuitable, for example Reiter and Belz aren’t certain what a task
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based evaluation of the output of a humour generation system (Binsted et al., 1997) would

involve.

The scope of evaluation is also unclear. Reiter (2011) draws a distinction between

controlled evaluations where systems’ outputs are compared against a baseline output

with as little confounding as possible, and ecologically valid evaluations where sys-

tems’ outputs are evaluated by users who match the target audience of the product, and

notes that his own opinion, in task-based applications such as medical advice systems, is

still in flux.

A methodology for automated evaluation of NLG systems is far from being settled on

for all common tasks. The Workshop on Shared Tasks and Comparative Evaluation in

Natural Language Generation: Position Papers (Dale and White, 2007) shows the range

of discussion, with, for example, Paris et al. arguing that then-present NLG evaluation

relied too strongly on comparisons to reference output rather than on the needs of system

stakeholders; Scott and Moore listing no fewer than eight reasons to be cautious of shared-

task metric-based evaluation systems including the difficulty of creating gold standards

that are meaningful, and the likely prematurity of specifying what the input into any one

phase of the NLG process should look like; and Belz arguing that only by comparative

evaluation of core tasks can the NLG progress collectively on core tasks. Before and since

that discussion, some tasks have begun shared evaluations, including regular expression

generation, surface realisation and text correction (eg Gatt and Belz; Belz et al.; Gatt

et al. in 2008, Janarthanam and Lemon; Belz et al.; Dale and Kilgarriff; Striegnitz et al.

in 2011).

Moreover, a significant proportion of realisation literature concentrates on the Refer-

ring Expression Generation (REG) problem, that is, “how we produce a description

of an entity that enables the hearer to identify that entity in a given context” (Reiter and

Dale, 2000, p. 55). This problem overlaps with the word choice problem in some respects,

including the near-synonym choice problem: to give an example, in attempting to pick

out a young man for further discussion, is the system better off referring to the teen or

the youth? But choosing the appropriate word or phrase to uniquely identify a discourse

entity is not the entire word choice problem: word choice also affects style, perception,

ease-of-use and other aspects of NLG output. Therefore we do not treat REG evaluation

extensively in this review, and the reader is referred to Krahmer and van Deemter (2012,

pp. 199–203) for a extensive survey of REG evaluation.

In brief, evaluation of referring expression realisation is performed by comparing the

expressions (almost always multi-word phrases like “the red ball”) with referring expres-
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sions solicited from human subjects either in the course of a complex task such as giving

directions (Anderson et al., 1991) or when specifically asked to uniquely identify objects

in a scene (Gorniak and Roy, 2004; Viethen and Dale, 2006). The comparison scores are

produced by various distance metrics such as the Dice (1945) or Jaccard (1901) measures.

This does not provide us with a guide to evaluating individual word choice, since these

metrics are designed to measure the distance between multi-word phrases.

A concrete task for evaluating the appropriate choice of near-synonym was thus devel-

oped by Edmonds (1997), the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task. This task is central to

this thesis, and is therefore discussed in detail in Section 2.4.

2.4 The Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task and related

tasks

In this section we discuss the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task initially posed by Ed-

monds (1997) and the varying approaches of Edmonds (1997, 1999); Inkpen (2007b); Islam

and Inkpen (2010); Wang and Hirst (2010); Yu et al. (2010); Islam (2011). A summary

of the task as posed by Edmonds is given in Section 2.4.1, a detailed overview of each of

their approaches is given in Section 2.4.2. A comparative summary of the performance of

each approach is given in Section 2.4.3. In Section 2.4.4 we describe approaches taken to

other similar lexical choice problems.

We take a full section to discuss this as we use this as an evaluation method in the

thesis to investigate the behaviour of affective and non-affective synonyms.

2.4.1 Overview of the FITB task

As discussed above, the FITB task has been directly addressed by several authors. It was

introduced by Edmonds (1997), who posed it as follows:

[An] important sub-problem [of lexical choice is] that of determining the near-

synonym that is most typical, or expected, if any, in a given context. Although

weaker than full lexical choice, because it doesn’t choose the ‘best’ word, we

believe that it is a necessary first step, because it would allow one to determine

the effects of choosing a non-typical word in place of the typical word…

For example, our implemented lexical choice program selects mistake as most

typical for the ‘gap’ in sentence [2.10], and error in [2.11].
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(2.10) However, such a move also would run the risk of cutting deeply into

U.S. economic growth, which is why some economists think it would

be a big {error | mistake | oversight}.

(2.11) The {error | mistake | oversight} was magnified when the Army failed

to charge the standard percentage rate for packing and handling.

2.4.2 Approaches to the FITB task

In this section we outline the several existing approaches to the FITB task. In Sec-

tion 2.4.2.1 we describe the baseline method proposed by Edmonds (1997, 1999) and used

thereafter; in Section 2.4.2.2 we describe the first approach to FITB as developed by

Edmonds; in Section 2.4.2.3 an anti-collocation method developed by Inkpen (2007b); in

Section 2.4.2.4 we describe an unsupervised approach to FITB also developed by Inkpen;

in Section 2.4.2.5 we describe a supervised approach to FITB also developed by Inkpen;

in Section 2.4.2.6 we describe a language model approach developed by Islam and Inkpen

(2010); in Section 2.4.2.7 an approach using features identified by Latent Semantic Analysis

developed by Wang and Hirst (2010); in Section 2.4.2.8 an approach using cosine similar-

ity measures adjusted for errors developed by Yu et al. (2010); and in Section 2.4.2.9 we

describe a two-phrase frequency method with a fall-back by Islam (2011).

Results for each approach will be presented in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.2.1 The most frequent baseline approach

The baseline approach suggested by Edmonds (1997, 1999) is that of choosing the most

frequent near-synonym to fill every gap. In the case of example (2.10), the system would

count the occurrence of error, mistake or oversight in a corpus, and predict the one with

the highest frequency count every time the problem was posed for that near-synonym set.

2.4.2.2 Lexical co-occurrence network (Edmonds-Collocate)

Edmonds (1997, 1999) describes an approach he terms a lexical co-occurrence net-

work, henceforth called Edmonds-Collocate in this thesis. Edmonds-Collocate

relies on collocation statistics, so that the choice of a near-synonym is based on the words

that closely surround it.

Edmonds-Collocate predicts near-synonym choice in part-of-speech tagged text, so

that the system uses part-of-speech tagged tokens such as (JJ arduous) or (NN fight) both

as candidate words and as words surrounding the gap.
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In order to choose between candidate tokens c1 . . . cn to fill a gap g in a sentence S,

each candidate ci is assigned a score score(ci, g) measuring its appropriateness for the gap

g. The score is a function of the collocational score, co-occur, of each individual word wj

in the sentence Sg which contains gap g.

score(ci, Sg) =
∑
wj∈S

co-occur(ci, wj) (2.3)

The candidate ci which has the largest value of score(ci, Sg) is chosen as the word

fitting the lexical gap g in sentence Sg. Where there is more than one candidate ci with

an equal maximum value of score(ci, S), or where no candidate has a non-zero score, we

regard the Edmonds’s method as unable to make a prediction.

Edmonds computed the score coccur(ci, wj) by connecting words in a collocation

network. The principle of his collocation network is that if token wx has a co-occurrence

score above a set threshold in a training corpus with token wy which in turn co-occurs

above the threshold with token wz, then the presence of wx should weakly predict the

appearance of wz even if they do not co-occur together above the threshold in the training

corpus. That is, he assumes that if, for example, task co-occurs above the threshold with

difficult, and difficult co-occurs with learn, then task and learn should weakly predict each

other’s presence.

Edmonds proposes extending this technique to co-occurrence networks with predic-

tion chains of arbitrary length, but his experimental results suggest that in practice two

connections approaches the limit of the usefulness of the technique. Therefore, to com-

pute co-occur(ci, wj) we take the shortest path of collocation between the tokens ci and

wj , which is either ci, wj where ci and wj co-occur, or ci, wx, wk where ci and wj both

co-occur with a third word, wx.

Where tokens ci and wj co-occur, their co-occurrence score is their t-score (Church

et al., 1991):

co-occur(ci, wj) = t(ci, wj) (2.4)

Where tokens ci and wj both significantly co-occur with token wx, their significance

score is a combination of their t-scores, with a bias factor devised by Edmonds to account

for their weaker connection.

sig(ci, wj) =
1

8
(t(ci, wx) +

t(wx, wj)

2
) (2.5)
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If there is more than one candidate word wx co-occurring significantly with both ci

and wj , the word wx is chosen so that the value of sig(ci, wj) in equation 2.5 is maximised.

In the above, we have used “co-occur” and “co-occur above a threshold” interchange-

ably and without definition. Quantitative thresholds for these are given by Edmonds

(1999): any two words wx and wy co-occur above threshold4 if their t-scores are greater

than 2.0 and their mutual information score is greater than 3.0. This was suggested to

Edmonds by the observation of Church et al. (1991) that t-scores and mutual information

scores emphasise different kinds of co-occurrence: co-occurrence with relatively common

and uncommon words respectively. He thus uses both scores to attempt to capture both

types of co-occurrence.

2.4.2.3 Anti-collocations method

The anti-collocations method of near-synonym choice is briefly described by Inkpen (2007b).

In this method, Inkpen draws on a database of near-synonym collocations developed by

Inkpen and Hirst (2002) and compute collocations using the 100 million word British

National Corpus5 in order to have collocations with different styles and topics.

The intent of the database is to identify preferential collocations, that is, words that col-

locate with one near-synonym from a cluster but not as much with another. They initially

use several separate measures of collocation; point-wise mutual information (PMI) (Church

and Hanks, 1990); the Dice co-efficient (Dice, 1945); Pearson’s Chi-square; Log-likelihood

ratios; and Fisher’s exact test (last three as calculated in Pedersen (1996)). This identi-

fies candidate collocations with presumably high recall but possibly not precision. These

candidates are then filtered using a differential t-test on the results of web searches to

eliminate some collocations.

Table 2.4 shows sample collocations for the members of the task, job, assignment etc.

near-synonym set with three adjectives, and illustrates how daunting might, for example,

be used to predict the use of task.

Inkpen (2007b) uses this database to predict near-synonym usage for the FITB task,

simply predicting the near-synonym with the strong collocation scores (and the most

frequent one, in the event of ties).

4In Edmonds’ terminology wx and wy significantly co-occur, we have chosen an alternative phrasing
to avoid confusion with the unrelated concept of statistical significance.

5http://www.hcu.ox.ac.uk/BNC/

http://www.hcu.ox.ac.uk/BNC/
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Near synonyms daunting particular tough
task √ √ √
job ? √ √
assignment * √ √
chore * ? *
duty * √ *
stint * * *
hitch * * *
√ indicates a collocation, ? a less-preferred col-
location and * an anti-collocation

Table 2.4: Example collocations produced by the method of Inkpen and Hirst (2002, Table
3)

2.4.2.4 Point-wise mutual information (Inkpen-PMI)

Although the results of Edmonds (1997) were not so promising, the increasing use of the

World Wide Web as a corpus (e.g. as early as Grefenstette (1999) for machine translation,

and Turney (2001) for statistical association-based searches for synonyms) encouraged

Inkpen (2007b) to turn to the Web for the FITB task.

The unsupervised method developed by Inkpen, hereafter Inkpen-PMI, is that of

using the point-wise mutual information (PMI) of each candidate near-synonym c with

the words in its immediate context. PMI is computed as in equation (2.6) (Church and

Hanks, 1989):

PMI(x, y) = log2
P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)
(2.6)

In Inkpen-PMI, the suitability of candidate c for a given gap is approximated dif-

ferently from Edmonds-Collocate: the entire sentence is not used to measure the

suitability of the word. Instead, a certain sized window of k words either side of the gap

is used. For example, if k = 3, the word missing from the sentence in example (2.12)) is

predicted using only the six content words shown in example (2.13).

(2.12) Visitors to Istanbul often sense a second, layer beneath the city’s tangible

beauty.

(2.13) Istanbul [often] sense [a] second, layer [beneath] [the] city’s tangible

Given a text fragment f consisting of 2k words, k words either side of a gap g

(w1, w2, . . . , wk, g, wk+1, . . . , w2k), the suitability s(c, g) of any given candidate word c to

fill the gap g is given by:
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s(c, g) =
k∑

j=1

PMI(c, wj) +
2k∑

j=k+1

PMI(wj , c) (2.7)

Inkpen-PMI estimates the token counts for PMI(x, y) by issuing queries to the Wa-

terloo MultiText System (Clarke and Terra, 2003) for occurrences of x and y separately

and within a query frame of length q within a corpus: that is, a count for the number

of times x and y occur within distance q of each other.

2.4.2.5 Supervised methods using presence and PMI scoring

Inkpen (2007b) also proposed using supervised methods for predicting near-synonyms

usage. In this case, the feature sets considered were:

• the PMI scores of the left and right context g of the missing near-synonym, as

computed by Equation 2.7 above

• the presence of words in those context windows (with binary scores of 0 for absence

from the context or 1 for presence), limited to the 500 most common words found

in the contexts for each set of near-synonyms

• a combination of both features.

Various machine learning approaches were tried, including decision trees, naive Bayes,

and k-nearest neighbour.

2.4.2.6 Language model

Islam and Inkpen (2010) use a language model built using data from the Google Web

1T corpus (Brants and Franz, 2006). Web 1T contains n-gram frequency counts, up to

and including 5-grams, as they occur in a trillion words of World Wide Web text. In a

language model, consider the problem of choose between candidate tokens c1 . . . cm to fill

a gap g in a sentence S, containing words w1, . . . wj before the gap g and wj+2, . . . , wn

after the gap.

The language model approach to the FITB problem is then estimating the comparative

probabilities of each of the sentences, one for each candidate ci:
w1, . . . , wj , c1, wj+2, . . . , wn

w1, . . . , wj , c2, wj+2, . . . , wn

…

w1, . . . , wj , cm, wj+2, . . . , wn
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The probability of a sentence S comprising words w1, . . . wn is given by equation 2.8 (Is-

lam and Inkpen, 2010, eq 1):

P (S) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w1w2) . . . P (wn|w1 . . . wn−1) (2.8)

Probability counts from a corpus are used to approximate the probabilities needed: as

Web 1T only has 5-grams, only at most four previous words can be used to estimate any

given word. If the counts are missing the probability of the unseen sequence wj−4, . . . , wj

must be estimated rather than set to zero, lest the probability result in Equation 2.8

be zero. Such counts require a factor α to be introduced estimating the likelihood of

unseen data in the probability distribution. Islam and Inkpen fall back to estimating

P (wj |wj−4 . . . wj−1) using shorter n-grams with the probability smoothed using the one-

count smoothing method (Chen and Goodman, 1996) and values of α estimated by Yuret

(2007).

2.4.2.7 Latent Semantic Analysis

The approach of Wang and Hirst (2010) uses Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer

and Dumais, 1997), in which dimensionality reduction is performed on a feature space

originally composed of vectors representing co-occurring lexical items, to produce a new,

smaller, set of features that preserve the most important information in the original, larger,

matrix of features. Drawing on the success of Rapp (2008)—on a different task, that of

identifying potential synonyms rather than choosing the usage of them—with using a small

window of context to derive the initial vectors, they compare large contexts, that is, the

document as context, with smaller ones.

Typically the application of the matrix of features resulting from LSA is unsupervised

classification, that is, a near-synonym would be chosen for a gap if that near-synonym’s

feature matrix was closest in cosine similarity to the context around the gap. Wang and

Hirst investigate a supervised approach, using the latent semantic space features to train

Support Vector Machines in near-synonym choice.

2.4.2.8 Discriminative approach using Web 1T

Yu et al. (2010) propose another discriminative approach to the FITB problem, in addition

to those of Inkpen and Wang and Hirst discussed in Sections 2.4.2.5 and 2.4.2.7 respec-

tively. Yu et al. use feature values are derived from the Google Web 1T corpus (Brants
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and Franz, 2006) as suggested by this author (Gardiner and Dras, 2007b)6. Each individ-

ual feature value in their approach is the weight of a word w with respect to collocating

with a near-synonym s, where the weight is a function of c(w|j), the number of times that

w occurs in a n-gram with s, and c(w), the number of times that w is observed in the

corpus in total:

weight(w) = c(w|s)
c(w)

(2.9)

The initial error rate using cosine similarity scores between gap contexts and near-

synonym usages with this weighting is found and then Yu et al. use discriminative training

to adjust the waiting so as to diminish the error rate, using the generalised probabilistic

descent (GPD) algorithm (Katagiri et al., 1998).

2.4.2.9 Two-phase method

Islam (2011) developed an FITB approach he terms the two-phase method. Islam

categorises n-grams based on the position of the candidate word to fill in the blank, cj ,

within the n-gram. For 3-grams, the candidate could be at the end, the middle, or the

start of the n-gram, respectively Islam refers to these as having type (k) of 1, 2 and 3.

Islam defines a measure called the normalised frequency value, where the nor-

malised value F of each candidate ci is given in terms of the frequency of the n-gram

containing ci and the n-gram frequency fj of all other candidates cj ∈ c1, . . . , cn:

F (ci) =
fi

max(f1, . . . , fn)
(2.10)

Initially Islam attempts to use the Web 1T data to choose the appropriate candidate

by maximising the value of equation (2.10).

2.4.3 Performance of different approaches to FITB

Comparison of the existing approaches is to date always performed using seven near-

synonyms chosen by Edmonds (1997) and shown in Table 2.5. Edmonds states that these

words were chosen because they have low polysemy and similar frequencies to other words

within their near-synonym set.

Edmonds (1999) goes on to perform a more comprehensive experiment, testing his

system’s performance on the 2103 synsets in WordNet 1.5, and his results are shown in
6The work described in Gardiner and Dras (2007b) is incorporated into this thesis in Chapter 3.
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Set POS Synonyms (with training corpus frequency)a
1 JJ difficult (352), hard (348), tough (230)
2 NN error (64), mistake (61), oversight (37)
3 NN job (418), task (123), duty (48)
4 NN responsibility (142), commitment (122), obligation (96), burden (81)
5 NN material (177), stuff (79), substance (45)
6 VB give (624), provide (501), offer (302)
7 VB settle (126), resolve (79)

a [Present author’s note] The training corpus referred to is the 1989 part-of-speech
tagged Wall Street Journal corpus

Table 2.5: Test words used for the FITB task (Edmonds, 1997, Table 1)

Baseline 73·3%
Recall 67·9%
Precision 74·5%

Table 2.6: Performance of Edmonds-Collocate on 2103 WordNet synsets (Edmonds,
1999, p 93)

Table 2.6, however subsequent authors have returned to using the seven word sets shown

in Table 2.5 in order to compare their system’s performances.

Comparative performances of all systems discussed above are shown in Table 2.7 as re-

ported by their respective authors. Where more than one parameter setting is described,

the best performing value is given. Performance on this test set is unavailable for the

anti-collocations method of Inkpen (2007b) described in section 2.4.2.3 and for the dis-

criminative training method of Yu et al. (2010) described in section 2.4.2.8.

The anti-collations method was tested on the British National Corpus, and the dis-

criminative training method on n-grams from Web 1T. Values for the latter are shown

in Table 2.7 but are not directly comparable because of the different test set. Values for

the former are reported in Inkpen (2007b, Table III) and are intermediate between the

baseline and the unsupervised method described in section 2.4.2.4.

2.4.4 Related tasks

The task of finding an appropriate near-synonym for a piece of text has been posed in

alternative ways to the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task, for example: a context-free

identification task, where given a word its synonym must be selected from a list; and a

replacement task instead where given sentence S, a system must find another word wr

that is a suitable replacement for an original word wo in S.

The problem of solving synonym multiple choice problems of the style posed in stan-
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dardised exams has been investigated many times.7 This problem is that of, given a word

and a small set of candidate synonyms, without any context, and only one of which is

correct, to identify that correct synonym. One example is to identify a synonym for hid-

den among laughable, veiled, ancient and revealed (Turney et al., 2003). Presently the

highest scoring system is that of Turney et al. (2003) combining weighted scores from sev-

eral systems including one using Latent Semantic Analysis, one using point-wise mutual

information scores and one using a thesaurus. The system as a whole achieved accuracy of

97.50% on a test set from several real tests of English language skill administered to second

language speakers. Other high scoring systems include a Latent Semantic Analysis-based

system with a score of 92.50% (Rapp, 2003) and a Generalised Latent Semantic Analysis-

based system with a score of 86.25% (Matveeva et al., 2005).

The FITB task is also closely related to the lexical substitution task addressed at

SemEval-2007 (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007). In this task, instead of being presented

with a gap and being required to correctly replicate the author’s original word choice

from among several alternatives, the systems are given the author’s original word choice

and ask to choose a suitable alternative. Further, unlike in the FITB task, the set of

alternative words is not fixed. The results of this harder task are not directly comparable

to the FITB task, and the ability of systems to choose the very best alternative word

had precision and recall of not greater than 13%. Baseline systems derived from walking

the WordNet hierarchy around a target word performed at about 10% precision and recall

whereas a distributional similarity baseline performed at under 9% precision and recall.

The methods used by the two best performing lexical substitution systems on the task

requiring the best single substitute, as ranked by McCarthy and Navigli, were: a language

model trained on 1012 words selecting from words drawn from all WordNet synsets of

the target word and all neighbouring synsets (Yuret, 2007); and a voting system between

several selection methods including a language model, a machine translation test and a

Latent Semantic Analysis measure selecting words drawn from several sources including

WordNet and Microsoft Encarta (Hassan et al., 2007). The major explanation for the

considerably lower performance reported by the best systems on the lexical substitution

task as opposed to the FITB task is presumably the number of substitutes that the lexical

substitution systems consider, none of which is guaranteed to be the correct replacement.

In the FITB task, typically systems are considering between 3 and 7 possible substitutes,

and the correct replacement is guaranteed to be among them.
7There is a standard test set available for this problem. The relative performance of many published

approaches to the multiple-choice synonym problem is tracked at http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.
php?title=TOEFL_Synonym_Questions_%28State_of_the_art%29

http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php?title=TOEFL_Synonym_Questions_%28State_of_the_art%29
http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php?title=TOEFL_Synonym_Questions_%28State_of_the_art%29
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2.5 Sentiment and subjectivity analysis

As seen above in Section 2.4, the statistical approaches to the Fill In the Blanks

(FITB) task do not typically investigate their performance on different near synonym

meaning types discussed in Section 2.1.3. In this thesis we will examine one such distinction

in particular, that of affect or sentiment differences between near-synonyms.

There is now a large body of research on the problems of subjectivity analysis

and sentiment analysis which supports such an approach by applying natural language

processing techniques to opinionated or affective documents for various tasks. These ap-

proaches both suggest that affective text requires specific approaches, a finding which

may apply to the FITB task, and suggest some such approaches. We therefore discuss

sentiment and subjectivity analysis techniques here. The reader is referred to the surveys

of Pang and Lee (2008) and Liu (2012) for comprehensive overviews of sentiment and

subjectivity analysis, now a very large field.

2.5.1 The sentiment and subjectivity analysis tasks

2.5.1.1 Overview of sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis is the process of determining the sentiment expressed by a piece of

writing towards its subject, for example, determining whether a movie review recommends

or pans the reviewed movie. Sentiment analysis can be performed at different levels of

granularity, for example individual words have been classified into ‘positive’ and ‘negative’

groups, and entire documents have been classified into positive and negative groups. The

classification is also not necessarily polar, with some systems grouping documents into

degrees of sentiment (Pang and Lee, 2005).

Turney and Littman (2003) divide the sentiment analysis field into three broad prob-

lems:

1. that of identifying sentimental features of individual words or phrases;

2. that of classifying documents into groups based on their positivity or negativity

towards their subject; and

3. that of identifying the parts of any text that are subjective.

Uses proposed for sentiment analysis include: providing useful search results and

summaries for users seeking opinions about travel destinations and other potential pur-

chases (Turney, 2002); and in commercial systems providing feedback on the response to
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a company’s offerings (Pang et al., 2002). More recently its use in various applications

have been proposed and tested. For example, Liu et al. (2007) attempt to detect the use-

fulness of user product reviews to other users, including using a sentiment polarity tool to

contribute features to their classifier, although the polarity features ended up making no

contribution. Attempts to predict the performance of products include Yano and Smith

(2010), who attempted to predict the comment volume that blog posts would receive, us-

ing naïve bag of words models, regression and topic models and achieving F -scores of up

to 65.9 in predicting the number of words left in comments and 57.8 in predicting number

of comments; and Joshi et al. (2010), who attempted to predict the box-office performance

of movies based on their reviews, achieving some improvement over previous approaches

using only meta-data such as the movie’s title, or reviewer-assigned review scores alone.

Most approaches to sentiment analysis and classification rely on machine learning tech-

niques of various sorts. Sentiment analysis is additionally related to a significant amount

of older work and focuses on categorising documents by style; for example: into different

genres (Yang and Pedersen, 1997), into works by the same author (Koppel et al., 2003)

or into works by authors of the same gender (Koppel et al., 2002). The justification for

addressing it as a specific task rather than simply applying text categorisation techniques

to sentiment analysis is that Pang et al. (2002) showed that classifying documents by sen-

timent is not the same problem as classifying them by genre: the most successful machine

learning approaches to topic classification — Naive Bayes, maximum entropy classification

and support vector machines — performed significantly worse on sentiment classification

of movie reviews than they do on topic based classification in general.

Liu (2012) identifies two major new classes of problems: cross-domain sentiment analy-

sis, which is difficult because sentiment prediction features and models are generally quite

domain-specific and cross-language sentiment classification requiring models be able to be

generalised over multiple languages.

2.5.1.2 Overview of subjectivity analysis

Wiebe (1990) introduced the objective and subjective distinction of Banfield (1982) to

computational linguistics: “[o]bjective sentences are those that objectively narrate events…

[s]ubjective sentences are those that present the consciousness of an experiencing charac-

ter within the story.” Wiebe (1994) identified subjectivity with private states (Quirk

et al., 1985), which cannot be verified by an observer but only reported by the person

experiencing them.

The problem of identifying objectivity and subjectivity is related to, but not identical to
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sentiment analysis: subjective sentences aren’t necessarily affective and objective sentences

aren’t necessarily non-affective.

The problem of subjectivity identification has been pursued both for its own sake and

in service of applications, for example, Riloff and Wiebe (2003) suggest several applications

for being able to identify these parts of a document: allowing factual question answering

systems to ignore them; including some of their content in automatically generated sum-

maries or extended answers that are meant to reflect different opinions or perspectives; and

identifying some potentially undesirable content in correspondence such as email “flames”

or certain kinds of commercial email.

Subjectivity analysis and sentiment analysis often occur in tandem, with Pang and Lee

(2004) finding that first identifying subjective parts of a document and then using only

those to classify the sentiment of the document assists with classification performance.

2.5.2 Techniques and features used in sentiment and subjectivity
analysis

In this section, we describe features that have been identified as useful for either or both

the sentiment and subjectivity analysis problems, in order to inform our choice of features

when attempting to predict near-synonym choice when the near-synonyms have affective

meaning or are used in affective contexts.

2.5.2.1 Techniques and features used in document sentiment analysis

In this section we briefly describe approaches to the problem of classifying documents

into groups based on their positivity or negativity towards their subject. The sentiment

classification problem is the problem of classifying documents into groups based on senti-

ment. “Positive” and “negative” is the most common set of classifications, with identifying

various degrees of positive and negative being the next most common.

The problem of automatically classifying words or short phrases into groups based on

their inherent positivity or negativity is discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.3.

Pang et al. (2002) tested common supervised machine classification methods—naive

Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machines—with a variety of features in-

cluding unigrams, bigrams and part of speech to classify movie reviews into positive and

negative groups. They achieved accuracy of between 72% and 83%, which is well above the

baseline performance, but below the performance of the same algorithms and features for

topic based classification, which is around 90%. They concluded that sentiment analysis
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was amenable to supervised learning approaches but that at the very least new features

would need to be developed to make the performance match that of topic classification.

Turney (2002) achieved scores of up to 84% accuracy classifying reviews as having either

positive or negative recommendations, based on mutual information between phrases in

the review and the terms “excellent” and “poor”. Turney discovered that movie reviews are

significantly more difficult to classify using this method than bank or automobile reviews

and hypothesised that the negative descriptions of movie characters and their actions (as,

for example “evil” or “foolish”) were being confused with judgements of the review.

Riloff et al. (2006) noticed that Pang et al. (2002) found that unigrams were more

successful than many other features, and decided that reducing the number of features

to include only the most successful features would achieve better results than including

every conceivable feature. They used a feature hierarchy to capture features in a way

that represented their overlap and their impact on performance. They discovered that

reducing the features using their hierarchy improved support vector machine performance

on several sentiment classification datasets by a small but statistically significant amount.

There are some thirty-odd supervised approaches to document sentiment classification

cited by Liu (2012). Examples include Kennedy and Inkpen (2006), who considered va-

lence shifters such as negations and intensifiers, incorporating them into bigrams with

other words and finding that they improved over a unigram approach; and Yessenalina

et al. (2010), who isolate subjective sentences in order to improve classification at the doc-

ument level, but who for the first time use document classification performance to evaluate

the success of the subjectivity identification. Unsupervised approaches after that of Tur-

ney (2002) are less common, but recent examples include Taboada et al. (2011), who built

the Semantic Orientation CALculator (SO-CAL) based on dictionaries annotated with

sentiment orientation in both polarity and strength, and on identifying contextual clues

such as negation. Dasgupta and Ng (2009) developed a semi-supervised technique, first

identifying the easy-to-classify documents, and bootstrapping a distriminative learner on

those documents and hand-labelled examples to classify more ambiguous documents.

Pang and Lee (2008) report that other features used in sentiment classification have

included position information, higher order n-grams, and the amount of contrast between

terms. Becker and Aharonson (2010) use psycholinguistic experiments to suggest focussing

on the conclusion of the text. Mejova and Srinivasan (2011) experimented with feature

definition and selection for sentiment polarity detection at the document level, exploring

features including words versus stems, binary versus term frequency weights, n-grams of

up to 3 and syntactic phrases. They found that certain more complex features—including
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stemming and bigrams—do not improve performance, and that adjectives are an especially

important feature to consider.

2.5.2.2 Subjectivity features

Spertus (1997) did some of the earliest commonly cited work on automatically identifying

subjective pieces of text: in her case, entire email messages, seeking “flames”. Spertus

manually developed several rules, including for example rules that found obscenities and

statements addressed in the second person like “you suck!” These rules were ordered using

a C4.5 decision tree in order to produce weighted rules which were able to classify messages

as flames or not flames with reasonable accuracy: it agreed with human judgement of non-

flames 98% of the time and with human judgements of flames or probable flames 64% of

the time.

Riloff and Wiebe (2003) hypothesised that many markers of subjectivity—including

subjective adjectives like “unseemly” and metaphorical phrases like “dealt a blow”—occur

relatively infrequently in text and therefore subjectivity classifiers need to be trained on

large bodies of text to identify a useful number of subjectivity-related features. They had

success bootstrapping a learning system with a number of patterns that mark subjective

features and using the subjective expressions learned from those patterns their system

found further patterns, giving it more examples to learn from. Using this method they

increased the recall of their subjectivity identifier from 33% to 40%, with precision only

dropping slightly from 91% to 90%.

Wiebe et al. (2004) explore the kinds of features that mark subjectivity. A particularly

interesting finding is that subjective features tend to be low frequency: a token’s uniqueness

in the corpus is a good indicator of subjectivity. Subjective parts of text also tend to have

high density subjective features, that is, they will be in the context of many markers of

subjectivity rather than few.

Wilson et al. (2006) combine subjectivity detection and intensity detection: they ex-

plore not only finding subjective text but assigning a value to the intensity of opinion

expressed in the identified fragments. Wilson et al. used parts of the MPQA Corpus as

training and test sets. The work uses previously established subjectivity clues such as the

use of verbs of judgement (“commend”, “vilify”) and polarised adjectives (“appealing”,

“brilliant”) together with a novel set of syntactic clues as input to three machine learning

algorithms: support vector regression yielded improvements of 51% over the baseline and

boosting yielded improvements in accuracy of up to 96%.

More recent work has considered the value of character n-grams rather than lexical
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n-grams—for example, consider string feature as the character 7-gram {f, e, a, t, u, r, e}—

with Raaijmakers and Kraaij (2008) achieving state-of-the-art performance (accuracy of

85%) on classification of the MPQA corpus. Raaijmakers et al. (2008) further found that

while character n-grams are the strongest individual feature, that combining them with

features including word-level information and acoustic information improves performance.

2.5.2.3 Gold standard sentiment and subjectivity data

Evaluation of a particular sentiment or subjectivity classifier is typically against a gold

standard. The most common example of a gold standard are those in which the author

of the review has also assigned the subject an explicit rating; such as the ‘star ratings’

typically given in movie reviews. The sentiment polarity dataset consisting of movie

reviews drawn from the World Wide Web as described in Pang and Lee (2004, 2005) are

very widely used, despite, or possibly because of, the finding of Turney (2002) that movie

reviews are significantly harder to classify by sentiment than reviews of either banks or

automobiles. This corpus is described further in Section 2.5.4.1.

Evaluation of sentiment detection effectiveness can be performed against the Multi-

Perspective Question Answering Opinion Corpus (MPQA Corpus) described by Wiebe

et al. (2005), which annotates subjective parts of texts with both the sentiment expressed,

the intensity of the sentiment, the intensity of the sentiment’s expression and the contri-

bution that expression makes to the text as a whole.

2.5.3 Sentiment analysis and lexical items

In addition to the sentiment and subjectivity work at the phrase, sentence and document

level discussed in Section 2.5.2, sentiment analysis has also considered the question of the

affective parts of the meaning of lexical items.

The feelings a word or phrase tends to convey towards a referent is referred to as that

word’s or phrase’s semantic orientation. Most work in the area of semantic orientation

identifies two orientations: positive towards the referent or negative towards it.

Typically work in this area aims to acquire the lexical semantics of sentiment: to

identify semantic orientation that is fairly central to the meaning of the word or phrase

in question. A common goal is to use such items as features in document classification as

discussed in Section 2.5.2.1.

There is a considerable body of work on expanding sentiment lexicons from small

seed sets of words. Andreevskaia and Bergler (2006) divide techniques used to extract
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sentiment-bearing words into two broad categories: those that rely on co-occurrence in

free-form text in order to derive similarity in sentiment, and those that rely on struc-

tured lexicons, typically WordNet. The best known unsupervised approach to this is that

of Turney (2002) and Turney and Littman (2003), in which positive and negative words

are learned through their collocation with other positive words in a document in a boot-

strapping cycle. Variations of this approach include that of Gamon and Aue (2005), who

incorporate anti-collocations with words of opposite sentiment, at a sentence level.

Zagibalov and Carroll developed extensions of these techniques for Chinese language

sentiment analysis first using only a single hand-chosen word and then only a list of

common negations and adverbials. Their seed words allow them to classify document

sentiment with accuracy as high as an F-measure of 92% (Zagibalov and Carroll, 2008b,a).

Kamps and Marx (2002) describe an approach to a slightly different and prior problem:

that of identifying affective or sentimental adjectives in the first place. They use the

synonymy relations given in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) to construct paths of synonymy

between words: for example there is a synonym path of length 2 between good and proper

in WordNet (good is a synonym of right, and another sense of right is a synonym of proper).

This is unhelpful in measuring the orientation of words, as antonyms tend to be closely

associated in WordNet, but they did identify a cluster of 5410 which are associated with

the words good or bad and hypothesise that this set is essentially the affective adjectives

contained in WordNet. Kamps et al. (2004) further explore this idea although neither

paper directly tests this claim. Kamps et al. do test a sketched idea from Kamps and

Marx, which is that words that are closer to bad are negative and words that are closer

to good are positive, and similarly that words that are closer to strong than to weak are

more potent and so on. They achieve accuracy of between 61% for words on the activity

axis and 71% for words on the potency axis as measured in the General Inquirer (Stone

et al., 1966) corpus.

Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) identified adjectives with positive or negative

nuances by looking for adjectives that occur in conjunctive relationships joined by and

or but. For example, a proposal might be simple and well-received, but is unlikely to be

simple but well-received, since both simple and well-received are intended to praise the

proposal. Since different conjunctions exhibit different likelihoods of coordinating two

adjectives with the same orientation, they applied a log linear regression model to rate

the chances of any two adjectives having the same semantic orientation and then divided

them into two groups: negative and positive. Their method achieved precision of over

90% on parts of their dataset as compared to human annotators separately marking the
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adjectives as positive and negative.

Turney (2002) developed a method for determining the semantic orientation of phrases

rather than of individual words. He first used the Brill part-of-speech tagger to extract two

word phrases from the documents that fell into five particular patterns of part of speech, for

example adjectives followed by nouns and two adjectives not followed by a noun. He then

calculated the point-wise mutual information scores between the two word phrases and the

words excellent and poor respectively. Words with a greater mutual information score with

excellent were considered to have a positive orientation and words with a greater mutual

information score with poor a negative one. Turney does not evaluate the effectiveness of

this classification directly but instead uses it as input to document classification.

Takamura et al. (2006) attempt to determine the semantic orientation of two word

adjective-noun phrases, noting in particular the orientation of a phrase is not the sum

of the orientation of the words in it. A “light laptop-computer” is a positive phrase but

light and laptop-computer are neutral. Further low mortality is a positive phrase despite

low and mortality being negative words in isolation. Their method is intended to capture

the notion that if, for example, low risk is known to be a positive phrase, and risk and

mortality belong to the same cluster, then low mortality is also likely to be a positive

phrase, despite the negativity of its component words. They introduce latent variables

into the models and tested with Japanese noun and adjective pairs, achieving an accuracy

rating of nearly 82% against human annotated data.

Wilson et al. (2005) consider another more complex problem: context dependent ori-

entation of phrases. For example, in the phrase “there is no reason at all to believe. . .”

the normally positive word reason, being negated, adds negativity to the sentence. In ad-

dition to negation, intensifiers and diminishers alter the sentiment and words that might

be expected to have an effect may not when located in multi-word expressions or named

entity expressions (eg trust in National Environmental Trust). Using the BoosTexter Ad-

aBoost.HM machine learning algorithm they achieve 73–76% accuracy in deciding whether

a phrase is neutral or affective, and 61–66% accuracy in deciding whether a phrase is pos-

itively or negatively affective.

Wiebe and Mihalcea (2006) explore yet another problem: the association of sentiment

with particular word senses, rather than with words in general. So, for example, they

want to capture the difference between alarm as in “fear resulting from the perception

of danger”, which is emotionally charged, and alarm as in “warning device”, which is

emotionally neutral. Given an unknown word w with multiple senses, they compare the

words most distributionally similar to w, and then compare these distributionally similar
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[Maas et al.] model [Maas et al.] model
Sentiment + Semantic Semantic only LSA

melancholy bittersweet thoughtful poetic
heartbreaking warmth lyrical
happiness layer poetry
tenderness gentle profound
compassionate loneliness vivid

ghastly embarrassingly predators hideous
trite hideous inept
laughably tube severely
atrocious baffled grotesque
appalling smack unsuspecting

Table 2.8: The five most similar words to melancholy and ghastly using the vectors learned
by Maas et al., compared to Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Maas et al., 2011, Table 1)

words with the distribution of each sense s1 . . . sn of w to arrive at a subjectivity score

based on the closest matching sense. Their method improves significantly on a baseline

assignment of subjectivity to words in a particular context.

Earlier work in the area of classifying individual words or short phrases very much

concentrated on polar classification of the phrases into positive and negative phrases,

without attempting to further position, say, the positive phrases in relation to each other

as may be required by a language generation system trying to choose amongst a number

of possible positive descriptions of an object. Quantified representations of sentiment are

explored by some more recent work, including Maas et al. (2011) who learn vector-based

representations of the sentiment of words and who can then compute the most similar

words in either sentiment or semantics or both as shown in Table 2.8; and Yessenalina

and Cardie (2011) who model the compositional effects of individual words on phrase-level

sentiment, for example, that very will increase the intensity of the sentiment of good in

the phrase very good.

There are difficulties with defining the sentiment lexicon task in the first place. An-

dreevskaia and Bergler (2006) observe that sentiment is a fuzzy category, in which words

such as good and bad are central to the category and definitively sentiment-bearing,

whereas for words on the periphery of the category there is room for interpretational

differences and high inter-annotator agreement might not be expected. They argue, in

particular, that the fact that the General Inquirer and Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown

(1997) word sets agree on the correct sentiment tagging of words only 78.7% of the time

suggests that there may be legitimate natural variability between annotators.

This notion of centricity lead Andreevskaia and Bergler to create a different evaluation

problem than a simple sentiment-bearing or not assessment. Andreevskaia and Bergler
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note that depending on the seed words chosen, their system returned widely differing

results, and used this to evaluate centricity, with sets being returned many times, par-

ticularly with the same sentiment each time, being regarded as central to the category.

Thus the overall accuracy of classification when compared to the General Inquirer as a

gold standard was 66.5%, but when limited to highly central words, it was 90%.

In our case, we would like to draw on such resources to evaluate the comparative

affect of words: is bad less or more negative than evil, in order to guide word choice. We

therefore require word lists that distinguish the strength of sentiment, rather than simply

identifying it, or providing information only about its usefulness as a feature in document

classification.

2.5.4 Sentiment corpora and knowledge bases

In this section we describe three existing sentiment corpora and knowledge bases that we

draw upon in Chapters 3 to 5: the Scale dataset v1.0 movie review data set (Scale 1.0)

corpus and the MicroWNOP lexicon. We also discuss the SentiWordNet lexicon, which

we consider and decide not to use.

2.5.4.1 Scale 1.0 corpus

The the Scale dataset v1.0 movie review data set (Scale 1.0) (Pang and Lee, 2005)8 is

a set of 5000 short movie reviews by four authors on the World Wide Web. Each movie

review is accompanied by both a three and four degree sentiment rating (that is, a rating

on a scale of 0 to 2, and on a scale of 0 to 3) together with original rating assigned by the

author to their own review on a scale of 0 to 10. Text is segmented and lower-cased in the

corpus, and HTML stripped out.

A resulting review is shown in Figure 2.2. This review was rated 2 by its author on the

original scale, and automatically is assigned 0 on both the 3 and 4-class transformations

of the scale.

2.5.4.2 SentiWordNet

A lexical database of sentiment we considered and ultimately rejected using in this thesis

is SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006)9; a sentiment-annotated set of WordNet

synsets. Each synonym set is given three numbers, representing positive, negative and

neutral meanings, which sum to 1.0.
8Available from http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
9Available from http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
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all right , i'll admit it : i'm guilty of a bias towards writers . perhaps
it's the part of me that identifies with them , or the romantic image of
a guy alone in a room staring down a blank sheet of paper in a battered
manual smith-corona until the paper blinks first . the fact is that when
i feel a project has gone sour , the writer is frequently the last target
of my wrath , and the first one to get the benefit of the doubt . not this
time . i can't think of a director alive who could have done anything with
cops & robbersons , or an actor who could have made it watchabel . to call
this script inept would be to give it more credit than it deserves . it
is exceedingly difficult to imagine what bernie somers was thinking when he
started putting this mess together . there isn't a single original situation
or character to be found , but that can be said of eight scripts out of ten
that come out of hollywood . the more telling point is that somers didn't
seem to have a clue where to go with this story . the predictable resolution
would have been for milquetoast norman to discover an inner reserve of
strength and end up saving the day . but even that simplistic an answer
seems to be beyond his grasp . norman begins and ends the film exactly the
same , and there isn't even a pat answer provided for why there is anything
different in the way his family would treat him . please , my heart can't
take any more surprises . the biggest losers , however , are probably the
two names above the title . still , it would have been nice if he hadn't
walked through the film as though he were still stunned by the cancellation
of his talk show . he's not even as endearingly incompetent as the vacation
series' clark griswold , just deathly boring . jack palance doesn't fare
much better , but he does have an innate gruff charm that transcends the role
as written ; however , that still doesn't explain why the robbersons seem so
instantly drawn to jake despite his abusiveness , nor why jake eventually
reciprocates . even at bargain prices , that's two bucks a laugh . * that's
* a crime .

Figure 2.2: An example review from the Scale 1.0 corpus (Pang and Lee, 2005)
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The numbers were originally automatically derived by having eight separate classifiers

make a decision about the status of the synset, each classifier contributes a score of 0.125

for its “vote”. Thus, a synset where one classifier had classified it positively, one negatively,

and six neutrally would have a positivity score of 0.125, a negativity score of 0.125 and a

neutrality score of 0.75. The features used to train the classifiers are WordNet relationships

such as hypernymy and antonymy. As an example, the slaphappy, silly and punch-drunk

synset has a positive score of 0, a negativity score of 0.25 and a neutrality score of 0.75.

There are no intra-synset differences in score.

In this thesis we evaluated SentiWordNet 1.0, the 3.0 version has more recently been

released (Baccianella et al., 2010) and the database is now periodically hand corrected

with improved values. Further discussion of our evaluation of SentiWordNet 1.0 is found

in Section 4.1.2, it was also used as a source of data by Whitehead and Cavedon (2010)

with indifferent results, as discussed in Section 2.6.1.

2.5.4.3 MicroWNOP

MicroWNOP is a subset of WordNet annotated with polarity information (Cerini et al.,

2007)10. Unlike SentiWordNet, the scores are assigned by human judges rather than by

an automatic process. There are three sub-corpora in MicroWNOP:

the Common group with one Positive and one Negative score per synset, as all five

annotators worked collaboratively;

the Group1 group with three Positive and three Negative scores per synset, each as-

signed by one of three annotators; and

the Group2 group with two Positive and two Negative scores per synset, each assigned

independently by the remaining two annotators.

An example entry from Group1 is baseborn, humble, and lowly, with all three anno-

tators assigned it 0 for positivity, and the first two assigning 0.5 for negativity. The

third annotator assigned 0.25 for negativity. As with SentiWordNet, the entire synset is

assigned the score, not any individual words within it.

10Available from http://www-3.unipv.it/wnop/

http://www-3.unipv.it/wnop/
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2.5.4.4 Other lexicons

There are a large number of existing affective lexicons11. Many do not annotated the

degree or strength of sentiment, only its polarity. Some of the best known, but not used

here, are:

• the General Inquirer word lists, which list unscored words in certain categories

including positive (1915 words) and negative (2291 words), developed for use in

computer-assisted text analysis (Stone et al., 1966);

• WordNet Affect, which adds “A-labels” (affective labels) to WordNet synsets, such

as adding a mood label to the synsets headed by both animosity and amiable (Strap-

parava and Valitutti, 2004); and

• the subjectivity lexicon that is part of the MPQA Opinion Corpus, again assigning

terms to categories, in this case positive, negative, both or neutral, but not scoring

the strength of their affective meaning, although this corpus does rate their effec-

tiveness as a cue for subjectivity analysis (Wiebe et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2005).

Su and Markert (2008b) provide a dataset of subjectivity and polarity annotated Word-

Net senses, per the annotation scheme described by Su and Markert (2008a). This dataset

includes some synsets which contain internal subjectivity or sentiment differences, al-

though the internal differences are not annotated. These are three synsets they regard as

having both subjective and objective members:

(2.14) beneficent, benevolent, eleemosynary, philanthropic – generous in assistance to the

poor; “a benevolent contributor”; “eleemosynary relief”; “philanthropic contribu-

tions”

(2.15) need, demand – a condition requiring relief; “she satisfied his need for affection”;

“God has no need of men to accomplish His work”; “there is a demand for jobs”

(2.16) antic, joke, prank, trick, caper, put-on – a ludicrous or grotesque act done for fun

and amusement

Su and Markert do not provide their word-by-word annotations.

11At time of writing a reasonably up-to-date list can be found at http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/Text_
sentiment_analysis

http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/Text_sentiment_analysis
http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/Text_sentiment_analysis
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2.6 Valence-shifting text

In this section we describe work in the problem called valence shifting, that of rewriting

a text to preserve much of its meaning but alter its sentiment characteristics. This is a

task this thesis will ultimately address in Chapter 5. Guerini et al. (2008) describe valence

shifting thus:

While there is the active [Natural Language Processing (NLP)] field of opinion

mining and sentiment analysis… on the other side, given the large amount

of available texts, it would be conceivable to exploit NLP techniques to slant

original writings toward specific biased orientation, keeping as much as possible

the same meaning… as an element of a persuasive system. For instance a

strategic planner may decide to intervene on a draft text with the goal of

“coloring” it emotionally. When applied to a text, the changes invoked by

a strategic level may be uniformly negative or positive; they can smooth all

affective peaks; or they can be introduced in combination with deeper rhetorical

structure analysis, resulting in different types of changes for key parts of the

texts.

In Section 2.6.1 we review existing approaches to the problem of valence shifting; in

Section 2.6.2 approaches to other problems of trying to re-write text in order to change

the perceived author.

2.6.1 Valence-shifting existing text

Existing approaches to valence shifting most often draw upon lexical knowledge bases of

some kind, whether custom-designed for the task or adapted to it. Existing results do not

yet suggest a definitively successful approach to the task,

Inkpen et al. (2006) used several lexical knowledge bases, primarily the near-synonym

usage guide Choose the Right Word (Hayakawa, 1994) and the General Inquirer word

lists (Stone et al., 1966) to compile information about attitudinal words in order to shift the

valence of text in a particular direction which they referred to as making “more-negative”

or “more-positive”. They estimated the original valence of the text simply by summing over

individual words it contained, and modified it by changing near synonyms in it allowing

for certain other constraints, notably collocational ones. Only a very small evaluation was

performed involving three paragraphs of changed text, the results of which suggested that

agreement between human judges on this task might not be high. They generated more-
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(hideous, ugly, unnatural) ←→ (pretty, beautiful, gorgeous)
(disgusting, mediocre, tasty, delicious, exquisite)

Figure 2.3: Examples of Ordered Vectors of Valenced Terms from Guerini et al. (2011)

positive and more-negative versions of paragraphs from the British National corpus and

performed a test asking human judges to compare the two paragraphs, with the result that

the system’s more-positive paragraphs were agreed to be so three times out of nine tests

(with a further four found to be equal in positivity), and the more-negative paragraphs

found to be so only twice in nine tests (with a further three found to be equal).

The Valentino tool (Guerini et al., 2008, 2011) is designed as a pluggable component

of a natural language generation system which provides valence shifting. In its initial im-

plementation it employs three strategies, based on strategies employed by human subjects:

modifying single wordings; paraphrasing, and deleting or inserting sentiment charged mod-

ifiers. Valentino’s strategies are based on part-of-speech matching and are fairly simple,

but the authors are convinced by its performance.

Valentino relies on a knowledge base of Ordered Vectors of Valenced Terms (OVVTs),

with graduated sentiment within an OVVT, two examples from Guerini et al. (2011) are

shown in Figure 2.3. Substitutions in the desired direction are then made from the OVVTs,

together with other strategies such as inserting or removing modifiers. Example output

given input of example (2.17) is shown in the more positive example (2.18) and the less

positive example (2.19):

(2.17) We ate a very good dish.

(2.18) We ate an incredibly delicious dish.

(2.19) We ate a good dish.

Guerini et al. are presenting preliminary results and appear to be relying on inspection

for evaluation: certainly figures for the findings of external human judges are not supplied.

In addition, some of the examples of output they supply have poor fluency:

(2.20) * Bob openly admitted that John is highly the redeemingest signor.

(2.21) * Bob admitted that John is highly a well-behaved sir.

Whitehead and Cavedon (2010) reimplement the lexical substitution, as opposed to

paraphrasing, ideas in the Valentino implementation, noting and attempting to address

two problems with it: the use of unconventional or rare words (beau), and the use of

grammatically incorrect substitutions as above.
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Even when introducing grammatical relation-based and several bigram-based measures

of acceptability, they found that a large number of unacceptable sentences were generated.

Categories of remaining error they discuss are:

large shifts in meaning for example by substituting sleeper for winner, accounting for

49% of identified errors;

incorrect word sense disambiguation accounting for 27% of identified errors;

incorrect substitution into phrases or metaphors such as long term and stepping

stone, accounting for 20% of identified errors; and

grammatical errors such as those shown in examples (2.22) to (2.24), accounting for

4% of identified errors.

(2.22) Williams was not interested (in) girls.

(2.23) Williams was not concerned (with) girls.

(2.24) Williams was not fascinated (by) girls.

Whitehead and Cavedon also found that their system did not perform well when eval-

uated. Human judges had low, although significant, agreement with each other about the

sentiment of a sentence but not significant agreement with their system’s output. They

particularly judge that the corpus SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) may be a

useful resource in other tasks, but is a poor resource for this task.

This task therefore appears more difficult than researchers originally anticipated, with

many factors making assessment difficult, not least the requirement to be successful at

a number of different NLG tasks, such as producing grammatical output, in order to

properly evaluate success.

2.6.2 Approaches to re-writing text to obscure the author

In addition to previous approaches to the valence shifting problem, there have been pre-

vious attempts to automatically re-write text in such a way as to change one or more of

its properties, or its category as assigned by a classifier. One prominent example is that

of changing the authorship attribution of the text.

Authorship attribution is one of the most prominent applications of stylometry (see

Holmes (1998) for an historical overview), and there has been some research on deceiving

stylometry, usually from the point of view of preserving an author’s anonymity against
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unmasking attempts; for example this was explored as a privacy problem by Rao and

Rohatgi (2000).

Kacmarcik and Gamon (2006) describe an experiment in changing a document so

as to change its perceived author. Their method is an exploratory attempt to present

authors with the most identifying features—word choices in their experiment—that they

have made. In what they call shallow obfuscation word choices were ranked by

a Decision Tree Root classifier and the most discriminative word choices presented for

editing. Testing altered feature vectors against a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model

trained to identify authors of the Federalist Papers, they achieved a reduction in correct

identifications of 74.66% on the most resistant SVM.

Kacmarcik and Gamon also discuss an alternative, deep obfuscation, designed to

defeat the multiple rounds of classification that Koppel and Schler (2004) use. Koppel

and Schler use multiple rounds of classification in order to identify and eliminate the most

discriminating features between any two documents, the insight being that two documents

by the same author should have relatively few discriminating features and thus cross-

validation accuracy should drop quickly.

Brennan and Greenstadt (2009) describe two broad classes of attempts to deceive

automatic authorship attribution: obfuscation, in which a document is altered to remove

features identifying its original author; and imitation, in which a document is altered

to include features suggestive of another author. They had success with having human

authors intentionally deceive automatic authorship attribution, particularly where there

are more than 2 authors in the set to be distinguished.

In summary, the field of author obfuscation is also somewhat immature, and hence

there are not a large number of approaches that could be tested for valence shifting.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have reviewed the general space of lexical semantic analysis of synonymy;

discussed the evaluation of NLG systems; and computational approaches to semantics with

particular reference to problems of word and phrase meaning in order to provide context

for the problems of near-synonym choice and valence shifting. We have also extensively

reviewed the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task, including existing approaches and their

performance; reviewed techniques and data used in sentiment and subjectivity analysis;

and reviewed existing approaches to the valence-shifting problem.

We particularly observe that there is more scope for fine-grained analysis of the ways in
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which different near-synonym sets perform in the FITB task; that the mature research field

of sentiment analysis offers several techniques that could possibly be exploited for near-

synonym choice and for valence shifting; and that the valence-shifting problem as discussed

by the literature to date appears to be a difficult problem which warrants returning to

basics in order to empirically identify the approaches that result in clear valence shifts.





Chapter 3

Sentiment differences in

near-synonym choice

In Chapter 2 we saw that the problem of choosing the correct lexical item in NLG systems

is an ongoing problem, and in particular that correctly predicting a near synonym for a

lexical gap, the so-called Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task, is an ongoing proxy for this

problem.

However, when reviewing specific approaches to the FITB task in Section 2.4 we saw

that while there are in recent years many statistical approaches to this problem, none of

them so far attempt to analyse whether their performance differs on the various axes of

near-synonym type given by authors including DiMarco et al. (1993); Edmonds and Hirst

(2002); Inkpen and Hirst (2006) described in Section 2.1.3. In the specific case of near

synonyms which have, or differ in, affective meaning in particular, our intuition is that

because many documents cohere in sentiment, the markers for the correct choice of near

synonym may be found throughout the document as shown by work on document-based

sentiment analysis. We thus hypothesise that choosing among attitudinal near synonyms

may be especially responsive to corpus-based methods.

In Section 2.5 we saw that independently the very large space of sentiment analysis

has explored the sentiment of lexical items extensively. It is therefore possible that some

of these properties could be exploited for the FITB task and other lexical choice tasks. In

this chapter, we therefore assess in particular the relative performance of near synonyms

that have differences in the sentiment or affect of the near synonyms, compared to those

that do not differ in sentiment.

The sentiment-differences or no-sentiment-difference axis between near synonyms ac-

57
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tually crosses from of the boundaries between near-synonym types given in Section 2.1. As

we saw there, the difference in meaning between near synonyms still broadly collapses into

the sense-reference/connotation-denotation distinction which has its origins with Frege

(1892). But if we consider near synonyms which differ in sentiment from one another, we

see some differences which could be described as denotational, and some connotational.

Consider the near synonyms given by Edmonds (1997), error, mistake and oversight.

These differ in sentiment, in that oversight is the least negative of the three, and they

do so largely by means of different denotations. Oversight makes a truth statement that

the perpetrator of the oversight passively made a trivial and minor error, whereas mistake

makes a statement about the world in which the perpetrator made some more serious and

preventable error, perhaps more actively.

Compare slim and skinny where the difference in sentiment is largely in the matter of

connotation: the truth values of many sentences such as those in examples (3.1) and (3.2)

may be identical for most individuals1 so described:

(3.1) Suzy is quite slim.

(3.2) Suzy is quite skinny.

While there are important sub-classifications of sentiment differences given in the lit-

erature, particularly the intersection with the subjectivity and objectivity distinction dis-

cussed in Section 2.5.1.2, we therefore do not consider the connotation-denotation distinc-

tion in this chapter, instead concentrating on the sentiment differences or no sentiment

differences distinction between different groups of near synonyms.

In this chapter2, our hypothesis is that, when using statistical approaches to the FITB

problem, predicting the correct choice of near synonyms when the near synonyms in ques-

tion have sentiment differences has systemically different success rates than when the same

approaches are used to predict the correct near-synonym from among near synonyms that

have no such sentiment differences from each other. We show that there is evidence that

this difference between near synonyms that differ in sentiment and those that do not so

differ does affect the performance of statistical approaches to the FITB task and therefore

that this distinction may require that the approaches to FITB consider more carefully the

type of difference between the near synonyms in a set, at least whether or not it is a

sentiment difference.
1Probably not all individuals: skinny is at best much more likely to be used to describe someone judged

to be in poor health or extremely underweight. So some difference in sentiment may still lie in denotation.
2Work described in this chapter was previously published in Gardiner and Dras (2007a,b).
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In Section 3.1 we review the near-synonym choice problem posed by Edmonds (1997)

and two existing approaches to it; in Section 3.2 we describe a test set of near synonyms we

developed which distinguish between those with attitudinal meaning and those without;

in Section 3.3 we describe the performance of these synonyms on the FITB task using the

methods described in Section 3.1; in Section 3.4 we discuss the performance particularly

as it relates to our hypothesis; and in Section 3.5 we draw some preliminary conclusions

allowing us to continue to investigate our hypothesis in Chapter 4.

3.1 The FITB task, and experimental approaches

In this section, we briefly review the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task introduced by

Edmonds (1997) and two of the existing approaches to it, originally discussed in detail

in Section 2.4. These are here reviewed in Section 3.1.1. We then introduce a variant of

one of those approaches to allow the Google Web 1T corpus to serve as a data source in

Section 3.1.2.

We will use our reimplementation of these statistical approaches to the FITB problem

to test the hypothesis outlined above, that predicting the correct choice of near synonyms

when the near synonyms in question have sentiment differences has different success rates

to when the near synonyms in question have no sentiment differences. In this section

we establish that we have acceptably approximated the approaches of Edmonds (1997,

1999) and of Inkpen (2007b) to the FITB task, building towards testing their comparitive

performance on near synonyms with sentiment differences in Section 3.3.

3.1.1 The Fill In the Blanks (FITB) near-synonym choice task,
and the Edmonds-Collocate and Inkpen-PMI approaches to
it

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task was proposed by

Edmonds (1997) and is to fill a gap in a sentence from a given set of near synonyms. He

gives this example of asking the system to choose which of error, mistake or oversight

fits into the gap in this sentence, originally introduced by Edmonds (1997) and here in

Chapter 1:

(3.3) However, such a move would also run the risk of cutting deeply into U.S. economic

growth, which is why some economists think it would be a big .
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Performance on the task is measured by comparing system performance against real

word choices: that is, sentences such as example (3.3) are drawn from real text, a word is

removed, and the system is asked to choose between that word and all of its near synonyms

as candidates to fill the gap.

The baseline approach suggested by Edmonds (1997) and introduced here in Sec-

tion 2.4.2.1 is that of choosing the most frequent near synonym to fill every gap. In

the case of example (3.3), the system would count the occurrence of error, mistake or

oversight in a corpus, and predict the one with the highest frequency count every time the

problem was posed for that near-synonym set.

The approach to this problem developed by Edmonds (1997, 1999) and here called

Edmonds-Collocate was described in Section 2.4.2.2. In this approach, in order to

choose between candidate tokens c1, . . . , cn to fill a gap g in a sentence S, each candidate

ci for the gap is scored not only by co-occurrence metrics with the words found co-occurring

with ci in a training corpus, but also with words in turn co-occurring with those words in

a co-occurrence network. Where the Edmonds-Collocate method is unable to make a

prediction or the two top candidates are tied, we fall back to the most frequent baseline

in order to have predictions for all gaps.

A second, unsupervised, approach to this problem was developed by Inkpen (2007b),

and is here called Inkpen-PMI. It was described in Section 2.4.2.4. In this approach,

the suitability of candidate c for a given gap is approximated differently from Edmonds-

Collocate: the entire sentence is not used to measure the suitability of the word. In-

stead, a certain sized window of k words either side of the gap is used. For example, if

k = 3, the word missing from the sentence in example (2.12) is predicted using only the

six words shown in example (2.13). The suitability of a candidate is given by the sum over

its point-wise mutual information scores acquired from a surrounding context. Inkpen-

PMI outperformed both the baseline and Edmonds-Collocate by 22 and 10 percentage

points respectively on the seven synsets from (Edmonds, 1997) shown in Section 2.4.3.

3.1.2 Web1T-PMI, our variation of Inkpen’s approach

Web1T-PMI, our variation on Inkpen-PMI, is designed to estimate PMI(x, y), the point-

wise mutual information of words x and y, using the Web 1T 5-gram corpus Version

1 (Brants and Franz, 2006). An approximation to the method is required without access

to the Waterloo Multitext System and the corpus used by Inkpen. We can then substitute

this value into Inkpen’s scoring mechanism for the suitability s of a candidate c for a gap
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n n-gram Web 1T count
3 means official and 41
5 Valley National Park 1948 Art 51

Table 3.1: An example 3-gram and 5-gram from Google Web 1T

g:

PMI(x, y) = log2
P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)
(2.6)

s(c, g) =
k∑

j=1

PMI(c, wj) +
2k∑

j=k+1

PMI(wj , c) (2.7)

Web 1T contains n-gram frequency counts, up to and including 5-grams, as they occur

in a trillion words of World Wide Web text. There is no context information beyond the

n-gram boundaries. Examples of a 3-gram and a 5-gram and their respective counts from

Web 1T are shown in Table 3.1.

These n-gram counts allow us to estimate the occurrence of x and y within a query

frame k by summing the Web 1T counts of k-grams in which words x and y occur and

x is followed by y. Counts are computed using the Web 1T processing software Get 1T

detailed in Hawker et al. (2007). Queries are matched case-insensitively, but no stemming

takes place, and there is no deeper analysis (such as part of speech matching).

This gives us the following methodology for a given lexical gap g and a window of k

words either side of the gap:

1. for every candidate near synonym c:

(a) for every word wi in the set of words preceding the gap, w1, . . . , wk, calculate

PMI(wi, c), given counts for occurrences of wi, c and wi and c within a query

frame from Web 1T;3

(b) for every word wj in the set of words following the gap, wk+1, . . . , w2k, calculate

PMI(c, wj) as above;

(c) compute the suitability score s(c, g) of candidate c as given by equation (2.7);

2. select the candidate near synonym with the highest suitability score for the gap

where a single such candidate exists;
3Where the counts are 0 for the purpose of computing s(c, g), we define PMI(x, y) = 0 so that it has

no influence on the score s(c, g) given by equation (2.7).
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3. where there is no single candidate with a highest suitability score, select the most

frequent candidate for the gap (that is, fall back to the baseline described in Sec-

tion 2.4.2.1).4

Since Web 1T contains 5-gram counts, we can use query frame sizes from q = 1 (words

x and y must be adjacent, that is, occur in the 2-gram counts) to q = 4.

3.1.2.1 Effectiveness of the Web1T-PMI approximation to Inkpen-PMI

In this section we compare Web1T-PMI as described in Section 3.1.2 with Inkpen-PMI

as described in Section 2.4.2.4. This will allow us to determine whether our approximation

is effective enough to allow us to compare attitudinal and non-attitudinal near synonyms.

In order to compare the two methods, we use five sets of near synonyms, also used as

test sets by both Edmonds and Inkpen, the nouns and adjectives from Table 2.5:

• the adjectives difficult, hard and tough;

• the nouns error, mistake and oversight;

• the nouns job, task and duty;

• the nouns responsibility, burden, obligation and commitment; and

• the nouns material, stuff and substance.

We do not use the two sets of verbs as our attitudinal and non-attitudinal data (de-

scribed in Section 3.2) does not include annotated verbs. We are therefore interested in the

predictive power of Web1T-PMI compared to Edmonds-Collocate and Inkpen-PMI

on adjectives and nouns.

Table 3.2 shows the performance of Edmonds-Collocate and Inkpen-PMI as given

in (Inkpen, 2007b)5 and Web1T-PMI on each of the test sets described above. Note that

Inkpen reports different baseline results from us—we have not been able to reproduce her

baselines. For the most part these are small, with the biggest difference for the set error,

mistake and oversight at 16%, see columns 2 and 6 of Table 3.2. This may be due to

choosing different part of speech tags: we simply used JJ for adjectives and NN for nouns.

Inkpen-PMI’s improvements over the baseline for the test synsets given above were

between +3.2% and +30.6%. The performance of Web1T-PMI is roughly comparable,
4Typically, in this case, all candidates have scored 0.
5Inkpen actually gives two methods, one using PMI estimates from document counts, one using PMI

estimates using word counts. Here we are discussing her word count method and use those values in our
table.
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with improvements as high as 31.2%. Further, Web1T-PMI tends to improve especially

largely over the baseline where Inkpen-PMI also does so: on the two sets error etc and

responsibility etc..

The major anomaly when compared to Inkpen-PMI’s performance is the set job,

task and duty, where Web1T-PMI performs very badly compared to both Edmonds-

Collocate and Inkpen-PMI and the baseline (which perform similarly). Web1T-

PMI also performs under both methods on material, stuff and substance, although not as

dramatically.

Overall, the fact that Web1T-PMI tends to improve over Edmonds-Collocate

where Inkpen-PMI also does so suggests that Web1T-PMI takes advantage of the same

aspects as Inkpen-PMI to gain improvements over Edmonds-Collocate, and thus that

Web1T-PMI is sufficiently different from Edmonds-Collocate to make a reasonable

comparator and hence is a good candidate for use in our main experiment.

3.2 Near-synonymous test sets

For the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task, it is necessary to have candidate near syn-

onyms, w1 . . . wn where a word wi chosen by a text’s original author is compared with the

other candidate words for being the best fit for the context.

In this section we first review the near-synonymous sets used by Edmonds (1997) in

Section 3.2.1 and then in Section 3.2.2 sets of near-synonymous words we developed in

order to test the performance of the experimental methods Edmonds-Collocate and

Web1T-PMI on words that differ in sentiment.

3.2.1 Edmonds’ original near-synonymous test sets

Recall from Section 2.4.3 that the sets of synonyms Edmonds (1997) and most subsequent

authors use to evaluate FITB performance are:

1. difficult, hard and tough

2. error, mistake and oversight

3. job, task and duty

4. responsibility, commitment, obligation and burden

5. material, stuff and substance
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6. give, provide and offer; and

7. settle and resolve.

Edmonds observes that these differ in one respect relevant to his experiment: some

sets contain a word with multiple senses — job for example — which have other senses

aside from the sense which is nearly synonymous with other words in the set. Other sets

do not contain polysemous words.

However, there are other ways in which the seven sets different from each other: the

dimensions along which they differ in meaning. For example, material, stuff and substance

differ somewhat in formality — stuff is less formal than its near synonyms — but also in

denotational aspects, as both material and substance denote a more homogeneous thing

than stuff does. Difficult, hard and tough differ less in denotation. Error, mistake and

oversight are part of a set of near synonyms discussed extensively by Edmonds (1999)

precisely because they differ dramatically in the speaker’s attitude towards the agents

responsible for the error: error implies some degree of blameworthiness, oversight less so

and mistake less so again.

With only seven entries total, this test set is not large enough to establish if there is a

difference in performance between affective near-synonym sets, and those without affective

meaning.

3.2.2 Near-synonymous test sets that differ in sentiment

In this section, we describe an annotation experiment to develop a test set of near synonyms

that differ in sentiment.

The most widely used corpus of near synonyms is WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), intro-

duced in Section 2.1.2.1. WordNet is a relatively fine-grained corpus: only words very near

in meaning are assigned to the same set of synonyms (“synset”). For example, in Edmonds’

assessment sets given in Sections 2.4.3 and 3.2.1 oversight belongs to a different synset

from error and mistake, and commitment and burden are not found with responsibility,

and obligation.

Edmonds and Kilgarriff (2002) describe some concerns with using WordNet in word

sense disambiguation tasks (see Section 2.2.4): it focuses on similarities rather than dif-

ferences between words, and Kilgarriff (2001) suggests that it does not provide enough

information about sense distinctions to be useful in some word sense disambiguation tasks.

Alternative corpora of near synonyms exist: for example, Navigli et al. (2007) prepared

a coarse-grained corpus resulting from mapping WordNet onto a dictionary’s encoding of
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sense-distinctions for their SemEval-2007 task specifically due to the concerns of Edmonds

and Kilgarriff; Inkpen and Hirst (2006) developed a corpus of near synonyms and ways in

which they differ based on the definitions in Hayakawa (1994): Choose the Right Word, a

handbook designed to explain (especially for non-native speakers of English) the nuances

of near synonym choice.

As the Inkpen and Hirst corpus is unavailable for copyright reasons, in this work we

have chosen to draw sets of near synonyms from WordNet.

3.2.2.1 Annotation method

We conducted an annotation experiment to provide a larger test set of near synonyms to

test our hypothesis — that near synonyms with sentiment differences behave differently

on FITB measures that statistical approaches — against. The annotation guidelines

required a decision on whether selected WordNet synsets differed from each other mainly

in attitude, or whether they differed in some other way.

The synsets were chosen from among the most frequent synsets found in the 1989 Wall

Street Journal corpus. We identified the 300 most frequent WordNet 2.0 (Fellbaum, 1998)

synsets in the 1989 Wall Street Journal using this frequency function, where w1 . . . wn are

the words in the synset and count(wi) is the number of occurrences of wi tagged with the

desired part of speech in the 1989 Wall Street Journal:

frequencysynset =
n∑

i=1

count(wi) (3.1)

Synsets were then manually excluded from this set by the present author and her

supervisor if they:

• contained only one word (for example commercial with the meaning “of the kind or

quality used in commerce”);

• contained a substantial number of words seen in previous, more frequent, synsets

(for example the synset consisting of position and place was eliminated due to the

presence of the more frequent synset consisting of stead, position, place and lieu);

• only occurred in a frozen idiom (for example question and head as in “the subject

matter at issue”6);

6WordNet gives example usages of “the question of disease merits serious discussion” and “under the
head of minor Roman poets”, thus head in the sense of heading
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• contained words that were extremely lexically similar to each other (for example, the

synset consisting of ad, advertisement, advertizement, advertising, advertizing and

advert); or

• contained purely dialectical variation (lawyer and attorney).

The aim of this pruning process is to exclude either synsets where there is no choice

to be made (synsets that contain a single word); synsets where the results are likely to

be very close to that of another synset (synsets that contain many of the same words);

synsets where the words in them have very few contexts in which they are interchangeable

(synsets used in frozen idioms) and synsets where there is likely to be only dialectical or

house style reasons for choosing one word over another.

This left 124 synsets of the original 300. These synsets were then independently anno-

tated by this author and her supervisor into two distinct sets:

1. synsets that differ primarily in attitude; and

2. synsets that differ primarily in some way other than attitude.

The annotation scheme allowed the annotators to express varying degrees of certainty:

1. that there was definitely a difference in attitude;

2. that there was probably a difference in attitude;

3. that they were unsure if there was a difference in attitude;

4. that there was probably not a difference in attitude; or

5. that there was definitely not a difference in attitude.

The 124 synsets and their annotations are shown in Appendix A.

The divisions into definitely and probably were only to allow a more detailed analysis of

performance on the Edmonds experiment subsequent to the annotation experiment. The

performance of attitudinal and not-attitudinal sets of synonyms were then compared using

the Edmonds methodology.

3.2.2.2 Results and discussion

Inter-annotator agreement for the annotation experiment is shown in Table 3.3 both in-

dividually for annotations that the annotators felt were definitely correct and those that
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Annotator
Difference Certainty 1 2 Overlap between annotators
Attitude Definite 14 18 7

Probable 26 18 9
Definite or Probable 40 36 29

Not Definite 68 63 51
attitude Probable 15 18 5

Definite or Probable 83 81 73
Unsure 1 7 0

Table 3.3: Break-down of categories assigned in the annotation experiment

Category division κ score Agreement
Attitudinal, not attitudinal and unable to decide 0·62 82%
Annotations where both annotators were sure of their an-
notation

0·85 97%

Table 3.4: Inter-annotator agreement and κ scores for the annotation experiment

they thought were probably correct and collectively, for all annotations regardless of the

annotator’s certainty.

Two divisions of the annotation results were used to compute a κ score and raw inter-

annotator agreement: the agreement between annotators on the “attitudinal difference”,

“not attitudinal difference” and “unsure” categories regardless of whether they marked

their choice as definite or probable; and the agreement between annotators on only the

annotations they were definitely sure about, as per Wiebe and Mihalcea (2006).

In fact, we calculated two different κ scores for each of the above: κCo assuming

different distributions of probabilities among the annotators (Cohen, 1960); and κS&C

assuming identical distributions among the annotators (Siegel and Castellan, 1988) as

recommended by Di Eugenio and Glass (2004).

In general, κ values are computed using equation (3.2), where P (A) is the observed

agreement between annotators and P (E) the probability of annotators agreeing by chance:

κ =
P (A)− P (E)

1− P (E)
(3.2)

κCo and κS&C differ in their method of estimating P (E): κCo computes P (E) as the

sum over the probability of annotator agreement on each individual category, as estimated

by the actual agreement observed on that category, and κS&C as the sum over the proba-

bility of annotator agreement on each individual category as estimated by the number of

times that category was observed over the entire dataset independent of annotator.
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However the κCo and κS&C values were the same to two significant figures and are thus

reported as a single value κ in Table 3.4. Raw inter-annotator agreement is also shown.7

The results suggest we can be fairly confident in using this classification scheme, par-

ticularly if restricted to the definite classes.

3.3 Attitudinal and non-attitudinal near synonym sets:

comparison of FITB performance

In this section we evaluate the performance of Edmonds-Collocate and Web1T-PMI

on test data that contains near synonym sets that have affective meaning and sets that

don’t, in order to test our hypothesis stated at the start of this chapter, that that a corpus

statistics approach is sensitive to the attitudinality of the near synonyms.

3.3.1 Test synsets and test sentences

3.3.1.1 Test synsets

Test synsets were chosen from the annotation task described in Section 3.2. Synsets were

chosen where both annotators are certain of their label, and where both annotators have

the same label. This results in 58 synsets in total: 7 where the annotators agreed that

there was definitely an attitude difference between words in the synset, and 51 where the

annotators agreed that there were definitely not attitude differences between the words in

the synset. These 58 synsets are shown in Appendix A

An example of a synset agreed to have attitudinal differences was:

(3.4) bad, insecure, risky, high-risk, speculative

An example of synsets agreed to not have attitudinal differences was:

(3.5) sphere, domain, area, orbit, field, arena

The synsets are not used in their entirety, due to the differences in the number of words

in each synset (compare {violence, force} with two members to {arduous, backbreaking,

gruelling, gruelling, hard, heavy, laborious, punishing, toilsome} with nine, for example).

Instead, a certain number n of words are selected from each synset (where n ∈ {3, 4}) based

on the frequency count in the 1989 Wall Street Journal corpus. For example hard, heavy,
7The Annotations where both annotators were sure of their annotation figure in Table 3.4 is computed

by excluding any question which one or both annotators marked as only probably belonging to one category
or the other, or for which one or both annotators declared themselves unable to decide at all
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Test synsets No. test sentences Baseline correctness (%)
Attitudinal Non-attitudinal Attitudinal Non-attitudinal

top3 45953 353155 59.52 69·71
top4 48515 357290 56.37 68·91

Table 3.5: Number of test sentences and performance of the baseline for each set of test
synsets

gruelling and punishing are the four most frequent words in the {arduous, backbreaking,

gruelling, gruelling, hard, heavy, laborious, punishing, toilsome} synset, so when n = 4

those four words would be selected. When the synset’s length is less than or equal to n,

for example when n = 4 but the synset is {violence, force}, the entire synset is used. This

was done to make the synsets all comparable to the (Edmonds, 1997) ones, which were all

of length 2, 3 or 4.

These test sets are referred to as top3 (synsets reduced to 3 or fewer members) and

top4 (synsets reduced to 4 or fewer members).

3.3.1.2 Test contexts

We performed this experiment, as Edmonds and Inkpen did, using the 1987 Wall Street

Journal as a source of test sentences.8 Wherever one of the words in a test set is found, it

is removed from the context in which it occurs to generate a gap for the algorithm to fill.

So, for example, when sentence (3.6) is found in the test data, the word error is removed

from it and the system is asked to predict which of error, mistake or oversight fills the

gap:

(3.6) . . . his adversary’s characterization of that minor sideshow as somehow a colossal

error on the order of a World War. . ..

Table 3.5 shows the number of attitudinal and non-attitudinal test sentences for both

top3 and top4.

3.3.2 Results

In this section we compare the improvement that each of Edmonds-Collocate and

Web1T-PMI is able to make over the FITB baseline described in Section 2.4.2.1, for

attitudinal and non-attitudinal near synonyms. Table 3.5 shows the baseline performance,

where we already observe substantially better performance on non-attitudinal synsets,
8All references to the Wall Street Journal data used in this chapter refer to Charniak et al. (2000).
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Synsets q k Edmonds-Collocate Web1T-PMI
improvement % improvement %
Att. Non-att. Att. Non-att.

top3 2 2 −0·01 0·24
4 2 −2·59 0·24
− 2 0·88 −0·27
− 5 0·74 −0·29

top4 2 2 −4·12 −1·31
4 2 −5·55 −1·32
− 2 0·36 −4·05
− 5 −1·91 −4·09

Table 3.6: Improvement over the baseline for all test sentences

and Table 3.6 shows the difference in performance between the baseline and Edmonds-

Collocate and the baseline and Web1T-PMI.9

Results are shown with varying parameters for Edmonds-Collocate and for Web1T-

PMI: for Edmonds-Collocate, results are shown using both k = 2 (2 words either side

of the gap) and k = 5 (5 words either side of the gap) to compute significance scores of

candidates; and for Web1T-PMI, we use one setting for k, k = 2 (window size of 2 words

either side of the gap) and vary q (the corpus query window) between q = 2 and q = 4.

3.4 Discussion of the comparison between Edmonds-

Collocate and Web1T-PMI

3.4.1 Comparative strength of Edmonds-Collocate

The first surprising result is that Edmonds-Collocate performs better than Web1T-

PMI overall, with Web1T-PMI always worse than the baseline on our data. This is con-

trary to what we would expect from our comparison of the two methods in Section 3.1.2.1

which showed that Web1T-PMI was generally the superior of the two methods, compa-

rable to Inkpen-PMI, and similarly contrary to the conclusions of Inkpen (2007b). We

suggest two possible ways of accounting for this.

It is not our purpose here to determine the best approach to the FITB task, it is to

determine whether or not attitudinal near synonyms behave differently under these meth-

ods. However, one possibility for the comparative strength of Edmonds-Collocate is

that Web1T-PMI (and perhaps Inkpen-PMI also) performs especially well on the test
9The numbers given in Table 3.6 for Edmonds-Collocate are different from those given in Gardiner

and Dras (2007a). We have since corrected a bug in the program that produces them. The general thrust
of the results is the same, however.
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set given in Section 2.4.3. This is possible, as Edmonds (1997) seems to have selected those

sets as exemplars of near synonyms where a choice between them would be important in

the context. However, it is also the case that Inkpen-PMI performs well when compared

to the anti-collocations method, as discussed in Section 2.4.3, and that evaluation was per-

formed on a different dataset. The second is that Web1T-PMI is hurt by its much larger

number of predictive attempts than Edmonds-Collocate. Edmonds-Collocate and

Web1T-PMI both fall back to the baseline where they are unable to produce a score

for any of the candidate words. In the case of Edmonds-Collocate, this fall-back is

used considerably more often than in the case of Web1T-PMI: between 68.4% and 89.5%

for various runs of Edmonds-Collocate as opposed to between 0.03% and 0.25% of the

time for Web1T-PMI. This difference in predictiveness is explained by the vastly different

sized training sets of Edmonds-Collocate and Web1T-PMI: about ten million words

for Edmonds-Collocate and one trillion for Web1T-PMI, but Web1T-PMI seems to

have lost more in accuracy than it gained in predictions.

It is possible also that Web 1T is not an ideal corpus for this problem: some researchers

have informally expressed reservations about the representativeness of n-grams within

it (Daumé, 2010). Other approaches to the FITB problem as summarised in Section 2.4

have used the Web 1T corpus with success but again, concentrating on the particular test

set given in Section 2.4.3. Sub-par performance using Web 1T features or with web-derived

n-grams has also been reported named entity recognition (Ramana et al., 2010). Islam

and Inkpen (2009) reported success for real-world spelling correction using the Web 1T

3-grams, but that the data sparsity of the 5-grams meant that useful recall could not be

obtained.

However, Web 1T continues to be used widely and successfully. Klein and Nelson (2009)

found that Web 1T term counts had a very high correlation with term counts found in

the Web as Corpus (WaC) (Baroni et al., 2009), greatly increasing their confidence that

Web 1T can be used to accurately estimate inverse document frequency statistic

(IDF) counts for the web. Work on error correction, which is closely related to lexical

choice insofar as it is about detecting incorrect lexical choices and sometimes offering

more correct alternatives, continues to rely heavily on Web 1T n-grams. The findings

of Bergsma et al. (2009) that lexical disambiguation tasks were amenable to approaches

using Web 1T have been influential, finding in particular who found that on the tasks of

preposition selection and context-sensitive spelling correction web n-gram models could

achieve an improvement of up to 24% on the state of the art. It is therefore difficult to

conclusively decide that Web 1T is a bad candidate for our model.
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3.4.2 Performance of Edmonds-Collocate and Web1T-PMI on at-
titudinal words

In comparing the performance of either Edmonds-Collocate or Web1T-PMI on atti-

tudinal relative to non-attitudinal synsets; it is necessary to take into account the wildly

different baselines (see Table 3.5). We therefore, when comparing either method to the

baseline, compare only the times that the method in question made a different prediction

from the baseline. We then calculate the proportion of times that the method is correct

versus the baseline (see Tables 3.710 and 3.8).

When we compare the accuracy of each method on attitudinal synsets versus non-

attitudinal synsets by calculating the z-statistic as is standard for comparing two propor-

tions (Moore and McCabe, 2003), we find that the difference in performance is significant

at the 1% level for each of the data sets with the exception of one case. (In Web1T-PMI

case where q = 2 and the test set is top3, the performance difference is not significant.)

That is, Edmonds-Collocate improves significantly over the baseline for attitudinal

synsets in three of the four test runs, whereas Web1T-PMI never does.

3.4.3 Entropy analysis

In this section, we describe an analysis of the results in Section 3.3.2 in terms of whether

the balance of frequencies among words in the synset contribute to the quality of our

prediction result.

We note that the higher baseline for non-attitudinal near synonyms might be a reflec-

tion of characteristics of the specific synsets used that make the Web1T-PMI method

perform worse, rather than its ‘non-attitudinality’ as such. Specifically, it might be that

these synsets are on average more highly skewed. That is, the most frequent word might be

far more dominant and therefore more easily chosen. Consider for example, a hypothetical

training corpus where there are two sets of near synonyms: bad, awful and terrible; and

good, great and terrific. If bad was seen 98 times and awful and terrible only once, then

it is comparatively easy for a system to perform very well by always predicting bad. If

good, great and terrific are seen 40 times, 35 times and 25 times each, it is comparatively

difficult to predict the correct one by selecting one or two very dominant terms. We wish

to find out if attitudinal and non-attitudinal near-synonym sets differ from each other in

this way.

10The numbers given in Table 3.7 for Edmonds-Collocate are different from those given in Gardiner
and Dras (2007a) due to the same error that required Table 3.6 be updated.
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Test set q Category Entropy
top3 2 −0·11 0·41*
top3 4 −0·10 0·36*
top4 2 −0·17* 0·38*
top4 4 −0·15* 0·34*
* Significant at the p < 0.05 level

Table 3.9: Regression co-efficients for Web1T-PMI between independent variables synset
category and synset entropy, and dependent variable prediction improvement over baseline

In order to measure a correlation between the balance of frequencies of words and the

prediction result, we need a measure of ‘balance’. In this case we have chosen information

entropy (Shannon, 1948), the measure of bits of information required to convey a particular

result. In general, the entropy H(X) of a series X : x1, . . . , xn is given by equation (3.3)

where p(xi) is the probability mass of xi:

H(X) = −
n∑

i=1

p(xi)log2(p(xi)) (3.3)

In general p(xi) is estimated using ratio of the number of times xi is observed, c(xi)

over the number of observances in total:

p(xi) =
c(xi)∑n
j=1 c(xj)

(3.4)

Very even distributions require a lot of information to convey and thus have high

entropy values, whereas very skewed distributions have low entropy. At the extreme,

consider a coin that always comes up heads, where all one needs to communicate the

outcome is the number of tosses—thus, entropy—as compared to a fair coin where one

must use one bit to communicate the result of each toss. (Likewise the entropy of our very

skewed bad, awful and terrible example above is 0.61, comparatively low compared with

the entropy of the good, great and terrific example, which is 1.56.)

The entropy of a synset’s frequencies here is measured using the proportion of total

uses of the synset that each particular word represents. A synset in which frequencies are

reasonably evenly distributed has high information entropy and a synset in which one or

more words are very frequent as a proportion of use of that synset as a whole have low

entropy.

We then carried out multiple regression analysis using the category of the synset (at-

titudinal or not attitudinal, coded as 1 and 0 for this analysis) and the entropy of the

synset’s members’ frequencies as our two independent variables; this allows us to sepa-
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Words in set No. tests Performance Improvement
Non-attitudinal

capable, open, subject 4449 70·0% +26·8
rest, remainder, balance 4305 63·7% +11·7
measure, step 3864 71·0% +9·9
main, independent 4582 53·0% +7·3
report, composition, paper 9098 69·1% +5·4

Attitudinal
hard, heavy, arduous 4224 56·6% +9·6
bad, risky, speculative 2839 73·8% +1·1
big, large, great 16641 49·3% +0·9

Table 3.10: The best performing 5 non-attitudinal and 3 attitudinal sets using Edmonds-
Collocate, compared to the baseline

rate out the two effects of synset skewness and attitudinality. Regression co-efficients for

Web1T-PMI are shown in Table 3.9. No statistically significant correlations were found

for Edmonds-Collocate.

Table 3.9 shows that in general, for Web1T-PMI, performance is negatively correlated

with category but positively with entropy. The negative correlation with category implies

that this statistical method works better for predicting the use of non-attitudinal near

synonyms, even factoring out entropy. Web1T-PMI may be disadvantaged in the com-

parison with Edmonds-Collocate partly due to its greatly increased tendency to make

a prediction at all. While Inkpen found that a larger training corpus benefited Inkpen-

PMI on her test set, it is possible that Web1T-PMI is also disadvantaged by training on

the Web1T corpus, which, while much larger, does not resemble the Wall Street Journal

closely.

In Table 3.10 we see examples of the best performing synsets using Edmonds-Collocate(for

the top3 setting with a window size of 4, since it had the best results), as measured by

improvement over the baseline, and divided into attitudinal and not. Only three examples

are shown for attitudinal as only three actually achieved noticeable positive difference

from the baseline.

While the performance of the best two sets, capable, open, subject; and rest, remain-

der, balance, are clearly exceptional in this table, it demonstrates that either Edmonds-

Collocate cannot achieve equivalent performance on attitudinal near synonyms or that

our test data for this chapter is insufficient to demonstrate that it can11.

Similarly, in Table 3.11 we see examples of the best performing synsets using Web1T-

PMI. We here see a greater range of potential improvement over the baseline of up to
11Recall that there are only 7 attitudinal synsets in this test data.
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Words in set No. tests Performance Improvement
Non-attitudinal

individual, separate, single 4813 74·2% +40·6
capable, open, subject 4453 80·5% +37·3
independent, main 4595 79·7% +34·1
run, test, trial 3968 68·8% +33·0
deal, hand 3742 84·5% +32·7

Attitudinal
battle, conflict, fight 3156 58·0% +11·0
force, violence 3210 91·1% +8·0
big, great, large 16669 53·8% +5·4
arduous, hard, heavy 4236 50·1% +3·2
low, modest, small 9680 55·4% −3·0

Table 3.11: The best performing 5 non-attitudinal and attitudinal sets using Web1T-
PMI, compared to the baseline

Words in set No. tests Performance Improvement
Edmonds-Collocate

single, separate 10361 73·0% −7·3
department, section 4221 79·8% −6·0

Web1T-PMI
conglutination, union 4261 28·8% −71·2
alteration, change, modification 3614 44·4% −53·5

Table 3.12: The 2 worst performing sets using Edmonds-Collocate and Web1T-PMI,
compared to the baseline

41 percentage points, and five attitudinal sets can be shown because there are enough

predictions to have interesting results even at the fifth item. It is, as with Edmonds-

Collocate, unclear whether the smaller improvements for attitudinal sets relate to more

difficulties predicting the correct choice, or absence of appropriate test data.

Conversely to the greater potential of Web1T-PMI for improvement over the baseline,

Table 3.12 shows that the scope for failure by Web1T-PMI is much greater, especially

in cases with a high baseline (although cases with a high baseline have further to fall,

as it were, when percentage improvement is used as here). Again, our test set contains

insufficient data to show whether or not this performance differs between attitudinal and

non-attitudinal near synonyms.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have compared two different methods, Edmonds-Collocate and

Web1T-PMI, for predicting near-synonym usage as regards their capacity to predict the
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use of a particular word that differs from its near synonyms in attitude, rather than in

some other way. We have shown that while both perform promisingly on the small test

set used in Edmonds (1997), neither performs well on our larger test set. Both methods

vary statistically significantly in their ability to predict the usage of attitude and non-

attitudinal near synonyms, supporting our hypothesis that a corpus statistics approach

is sensitive to the attitudinality of the near synonyms, although not exactly in the way

that we expected! It is apparent that not just any corpus statistics method will do better

for attitudinal near synonyms; as our Edmonds-Collocate does, but our Web1T-PMI

does not. Skewness of the synsets also plays a part.

This, together with the already different performance on the baseline method, suggests

that new approaches to the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task may be called for, with

emphasis on evaluating them in light of their performance on near synonyms with attitude

differences.

It is also apparent at this point that a further test set of near synonyms needs to

be developed, both one which contains more attitudinal near synonyms so that we can

examine their performance in more detail, and one that does not tend towards minor

senses or very polysemous words. Several problems with our present set of synsets remain:

1. while using the most frequent set of words gives us a lot of test sets, there is no

reason to suppose that highly frequent synsets are particularly likely to contain or

differ in sentiment, and indeed we found that they did not much differ in sentiment;

and

2. there is some reason to suppose that some highly frequent synsets are highly frequent

because some of the words in them are highly polysemous, and thus likely to be

difficult to correctly predict in a way that is less interesting to us.

One possiblity to proceed from here might be to refine our existing test set more, for

example to manually remove some of the words that resulted in annotator disagreement in

order to be able to include the synsets with the disagreed words removed. However, in the

next chapter we instead re-think our use of WordNet and return to a data source used in

previous near-synonym work, a usage guide for second language writers of English, which

is likely to present near-synonyms with particular semantic or collocational differences.





Chapter 4

Improving near-synonym choice

with sentiment differences

In Chapter 3 we concluded with a suggestion that a new approach to choosing among

near synonyms with attitudinal differences was needed. In this chapter we develop novel

approaches to the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task given in Section 2.4.1, and explore

their performance, particularly on near-synonym sets with attitudinal differences.

In this chapter, we draw on work in sentiment analysis as reviewed in Section 2.5.

First, we investigate a supervised approach; in addition to the recent popularity of super-

vised approaches to the FITB task including Wang and Hirst (2010); Yu et al. (2010) as

discussed in Section 2.4.2, this is suggested by work in sentiment analysis that shows that

supervised methods also work well for that task. However, we particularly evaluate our

approach with respect to a wide range of near-synonym sets, including many that have

affective meaning.

As in the first exploration of supervised methods in document sentiment classification,

by Pang et al. (2002), we start with a simple unigram model. Second, we then look

at broader aspects of the document to use as features. We hypothesise that affective

differences between near synonyms, such as the difference in attitude between slim and

skinny, may be more influenced by more general aspects of the document such as affect,

than are near synonyms that differ in other aspects. We test this hypothesis by applying

proven techniques from the domain of sentiment analysis to the lexical gap problem.

In Section 4.1 we describe our data set to be used for this task; and in Section 4.2 we

discuss the selection of appropriate baselines. In Section 4.3 we describe our experimental

setup, followed by the definition of our unigram models. We discuss the results of these,

81
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which motivates the selection of some additional features. Section 4.4 then describes

further experiments based on the document-level features arising from Section 4.3, while

Section 4.5 describes those based on a notion of weighting in the feature space.

4.1 Affective Text: Near-Synonyms and Corpora

Our hypothesis in this chapter is that affective and non-affective synonyms behave differ-

ently in the context of the FITB task, and that this may be extended to new models as

developed here. To test this hypothesis again require both a set of near synonyms, and

we require a set of documents with known document sentiment. Our choice of these two

datasets is described in this section.

4.1.1 Documents containing sentiment

As samples of our test words in context, we used the Scale dataset v1.0 movie review

data set (Scale 1.0) (Pang and Lee, 2005). As discussed in Section 2.5.4.1, Scale 1.0

consists of 5000 movie reviews authored by four reviewers on Internet sites, ranging from

extremely negative to extremely positive reviews. The range of authors is narrow, this

is one of the central corpora of sentiment analysis, and in addition, the narrow range of

authors allows us to explore author identity as a feature later in the chapter.

4.1.2 Sentiment annotated near synonyms

Since we seek to examine the choice between near synonyms that differ in sentiment we

require a source of such near synonyms.

In Chapter 3 we developed an annotated set of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) synsets

(shown in full in Appendix A). However not only is WordNet not annotated for polarity, it

encodes very fine-grained sense distinctions which usually precludes having near synonyms

that differ in sentiment contained in a single synset. In addition, there were very few

synsets—only 7 of the 58 used—that had any affective meaning, and as we are especially

interested in these sets, we require an additional source of near synonyms.

There are some versions of WordNet annotated for sentiment, for example SentiWord-

Net (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006), but examination of this data shows that it is not easy to

use it to produce clear distinctions such as “this set of near synonyms differ in sentiment

and these do not”.

As an example of why SentiWordNet is a difficult source of data for this use-case,
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POS Words Positive score Negative score
Adjective rich, plentiful, plenteous, copious, ample 0·125 0
Verb merit, deserve 0·75 0·125
Verb swell, puff up 0·125 0·625
Noun feat, exploit, effort 0·375 0·125
Noun swan song, last hurrah 0·125 0·125

Table 4.1: Example entries from SentiWordNet

consider the five entries from it shown in Table 4.1. While having real-numbered values

for the positivity and negativity of synsets would be of use if we were seeking features

for a sentiment classification learner, one of the uses to which SentiWordNet has been

put, but it is not straightforwardly apparent how to identify “‘synsets that have the same

affect”, “synsets that differ in affect” and “synsets that have no affective meaning” from

the numerical values.

The near-synonym usage guide Choose the Right Word (Hayakawa, 1994) contains

near synonym sets chosen by a human author specifically as a guide to the subtleties

of near-synonym word choice for readers and writers of English. It is therefore a good

source of near synonyms that differ in fundamental ways such as sentiment. It was used

by Inkpen and Hirst (2006) as a source of near synonyms marked for differences such

as denotational differences (in which near synonyms could differ in what they suggest or

imply, for example) and attitude and style differences, including near synonyms that are

more pejorative, disapproving or favourable.

Inkpen and Hirst (2006) derived data automatically from Choose the Right Word by a

decision list algorithm, and this data is not available for reasons of copyright. In addition,

the focus of this data was on all axes in which near synonyms can differ, rather than on

the axis of positive or negative attitude to the subject of a description in particular. Thus

we have annotated our own data.

We use sets of near synonyms drawn from an earlier edition of this work, Use the

Right Word (Hayakawa, 1968). (An excerpt from an entry, not used in this thesis, in Use

the Right Word is shown in Figure 4.1 as an example of its contents.) We have sampled

the sets by annotating those that are listed under the letter A, of which there are 57 in

total. Of these 57 total sets, we exclude 16 sets that do not include at least two words

that are each used at least five times in our sentiment annotated documents described in

Section 4.1.1. This leaves 37 sets, totalling 133 words.

In addition because this set only contained 5 sets with the same affect shared among
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malign, asperse, defame, libel, slander, vilify
These words mean to say or write something, often misleading or false, that is damaging
to a person or a group of people. Malign is perhaps the broadest word in the group in
that the feelings which motivate a person who maligns another can range from… simple ill
will… to bitter hatred…
Asperse and vilify imply false accusations made in order to ruin someone’s reputation…
Apserse however is extremely formal, and more commonly appears in the form of a plural
noun…
Defame can specifically indicate an attempt to destroy someone’s good name…
Libel and slander, in their most restricted sense, are legal terms pertaining to defamation…
In popular usage, however, both words are applied to false accusations by any means. See
accuse, belittle, lie.
Antonyms: praise

Figure 4.1: Excerpt from an entry in Use the Right Word

Set
sentiment
type Word Sentiment Word Sentiment Word Sentiment
Same ludicrous Negative senseless Negative foolish Negative

preposterous Negative ridiculous Negative farcical Negative
absurd Negative silly Negative irrational Negative
unreasonable Negative

None attend Neutral accompany Neutral
Differing precise Neutral accurate Neutral exact Neutral

right Positive nice Neutral correct Neutral
true Neutral

Table 4.2: Examples of test sets annotated for overall set sentiment differences, and for
the sentiment of individual words

all words, we developed an extra 10 sets with the same affect shared among all the words1.

We thus have a total of 47 test sets. These near synonyms were annotated for affect by

the supervisor of this author. The annotation scheme called on the annotator to rely on

Use the Right Word’s interpretation of the sets, rather than personal linguistic intuition.

For example, Use the Right Word suggests in the entry for aloof : “Both reserved and

detached can be associated with attractive qualities, whereas aloof is seldom so considered”.

Annotations were of two kinds:

1. for a given set, whether Use the Right Word indicates that that set contains at least

some words conveying sentiment (‘affective’, or ‘not affective’); or

2. for every word within any set marked as ‘affective’, whether Use the Right Word

indicates that that word has positive, negative, or neutral affect.

An example of three annotated test sets is shown in Table 4.2. Observe that the set
1This addition was made at the suggestion of reviewers of an unpublished version of this chapter.
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Development set Test set
Set type No. sets Mean no. words No. sets Mean no. words
All sets 12 3.6 35 3.6
no-affect words 8 3.1 12 2.8
same-affect words 2 4.5 13 3.5
differing-affect words 2 4.5 10 3.9

Table 4.3: Distribution of sentiment among Use the Right Word sets

containing attend and accompany has set type marked as None, meaning no affect. The

marking of Neutral against the individual words is thus implied. The set containing

ludicrous, senseless and others is marked Same, and all the words are indeed marked

identically with Negative sentiment. The set containing precise, accurate and others is

marked Differing and the sentiment of the individual words does indeed differ, with

words within it having varying Positive and Neutral seniment. The complete set of

annotated test sets is given in Appendix B.

Based on the annotations, we divided the 47 sets into no-affect sets (e.g. absorb,

digest, incorporate), same-affect sets (e.g. absurd, ludicrous, silly, …) where the affect was

the same for every word in the set, and different-affect sets (e.g. aloof, detached, reserved)

where the set was marked affective but affect of individual words differed within the set.

The usage of sentiment-marked words in this data is shown in Table 4.3.

It is important to note that some of the near synonyms described here as “differing” in

affect differ in that they contain neutral and negative, or neutral and positive words, for

example we so include insight and perception based on the former being positive and the

latter neutral. Therefore the same-affect sets contain only actively positive or negative

words, not neutral ones.

4.1.2.1 Development set

Feature comparison was initially performed with a development set, also as indicated in

Table 4.3), of 12 sets among the 47 sets of words. These consist of 8 sets without affect, 2

sets in which all members shared the same affect, and 2 sets where some members differed

in their affect. In the Scale 1.0 corpus, the words from these sets appeared 8587, 310

and 3759 times respectively. The words from the equivalent test sets appeared 7303, 4441

and 4374 times respectively.
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4.1.2.2 True synonymy

A key question we discuss in this chapter is whether FITB choice methods perform differ-

ently for different types of near-synonym sets, specifically whether they behave differently

on the distinction between no-affect, same-affect and differing-affect kinds described above.

One possible factor that could distort our results is the presence of true synonyms in

our data set. It is a common view, which we have followed in the thesis, that there is no

such thing as perfectly true synonymy. For example, Cruse (1986, p. 270) writes “if [true]

synonyms exist at all, they are extremely uncommon… one would expect either that one

of the items would fall into obsolescence, or that a difference in semantic function would

develop,” and Clark (1992) presents some evidence from spoken language that speakers

are careful to contrast any two near synonyms in their regular vocabulary.

For the practical purposes of this chapter, however, it might be the case that words in

different categories are more closely, or very frequently, interchangeable: if, for example,

the same-affect or no-affect sets contain extremely closely related near synonyms or even

true synonyms relative to the other, we would expect them to behave differently. In

particular, we would expect that true synonyms would be chosen by writers essentially

randomly,2 and so the baseline performance would be low and choice methods probably

not improve greatly on it. (differing-affect sets by definition contain words that differ in

affect, so we already have evidence that they consist of at best near synonyms rather than

true synonyms.) We therefore examine this in a quantitative manner.

In order to attempt to quantify the relatedness of each near-synonym set in our data,

we return to WordNet as a measure of word relatedness. As we have seen in Chapter 3,

words in WordNet synsets are closely related to each other (although not necessarily or

even usually perfectly synonymous). If we found, therefore, that words in each of our

same-affect sets tended to be in the same synsets and words in our no-affect sets tended

to be in different synsets, we would suspect that words in the same-affect sets are much

more closely related.

We therefore, for each of our word sets, count how many WordNet 2.0 synsets contain

at least 2 words from that word set. For example, consider our (differing-affect) set feat,

operation, act, exploit, action, performance. There are two WordNet 2.0 synsets that each

contain two or more words from this set:

operation, (functioning), performance “process or manner of functioning or operat-

ing”
2Or nearly so, if varying collocational restrictions are allowed for true synonyms.
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Proportion of our sets having
2 or more words in no-affect same-affect differing-affect
… at least 1 common synset 55% 75% 58%
… at least 2 common synsets 20% 26% 25%
… 3 common synsets 5% 13% 0%

Table 4.4: Similarity of words in each of no-affect, same-affect, differing-affect by shared
WordNet synsets

feat, (effort), exploit “a notable achievement”

In Table 4.4 we see that words in same-affect are probably more closely related overall

than words in no-affect and differing-affect, since for 75% of the sets in same-affect, two or

more of the words appear in the same WordNet synset at least once.3 However, while this

may lead us to suspect a lower baseline for same-affect may occur, it does not strongly

suggest large numbers of true synonyms in our data set. It may be reasonable to suspect

a somewhat lower baseline performance.

A complete listing of words in our sets that share synsets can be found in Appendix B.

4.2 Comparison of baselines

There are a number of possible baselines, each with various merits. As candidates in this

chapter, we consider four possible approaches.

Two of these are standard possible baselines:

most frequent category which we used as a baseline in Chapter 3 and which has been

used by other FITB researchers as discussed in Section 2.4.2.1; and

a language model encoding the likelihood of short strings of text, used for the FITB

task by Islam and Inkpen (2010) as discussed in Section 2.4.2.6.

Two of these are based on our implementation of methods described in the literature,

as discussed in Section 3.1:

Edmonds-Collocate (Edmonds, 1997, 1999) and as described in Section 2.4.2.2; and

Web1T-PMI (based on Inkpen (2007b)) as described in Section 3.1.2.

We outline these below, and discuss their relative performance, along with the resulting

choice of baseline for the rest of the chapter.
3Note that, as in the example of operation and performance sharing a synset and feat and exploit

sharing a second synset, the entries for the 2 common synsets and 3 common synsets rows in Table 4.4
may not actually concern the same words from each of our sets.
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Type of set No. tests MF % LM %
dev test both dev test both dev test both

No affect 8587 7303 15890 82·6 85·2 83·8 60·7 63·4 61·9
Same affect 310 4441 4751 44·8 71·4 69·6 45·8 30·8 33·8
Differing affect 3759 4374 8133 50·9 57·1 54·2 40·1 57·6 49·5
Total 12656 16118 28774 72·3 73·8 73·1 54·2 58·4 56·3

Table 4.5: Accuracy of most frequent (MF) and language model (LM) baselines for devel-
opment and test sets on the Scale 1.0 dataset

4.2.1 Candidate baselines

4.2.1.1 Most frequent

As shown in Section 2.4.3, all researchers approaching the FITB task compare with a most

frequent baseline , that is, comparing with the method of always selecting the most frequent

word in a set to fill the gap. This baseline can be quite high: Inkpen reports it as achieving

44.8% accuracy on the seven sets of test words used by herself and Edmonds (these seven

sets contain between two and four words, with a mean of exactly three words per set).

However, we find that on our dataset, even the most frequent baseline is considerably

higher for most sets in our development set, as shown in Table 4.5.

4.2.1.2 Language model

As Inkpen (2007b) notes, and as seen in the 2007 lexical substitution task, statistical

language models are the mainstream method of lexical choice. Inkpen and Hirst (2006)

compared their system to a language model baseline that was implemented as part of

the HALogen NLG system (Langkilde and Knight, 1998), trained on 250 million words

of text from the news genre. HALogen’s word choices when combined with the anti-

collocation method presented by Inkpen and Hirst (2006) outperformed HALogen alone,

and the method presented by Inkpen (2007b) outperforms anti-collocations, and thus

Inkpen (2007b) concludes that language models would be outperformed by her newer

method.

However, as discussed in Section 2.4.2.6, Islam and Inkpen (2010) implement a lan-

guage model and find that it outperforms Inkpen-PMI on 5 of the 7 evaluation sets (see

Table 2.7).

Here, like Islam and Inkpen, we implement a baseline language model choice system

using the Web 1T data (Brants and Franz, 2006), which is described in more detail in

Section 3.1.2. In short, Web 1T contains n-gram frequency counts, up to and including
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5-grams, as they occur in a trillion words of World Wide Web text.

We make a word choice by estimating the most probable 3-gram, backing off to shorter

n-grams where necessary. We fundamentally use the backoff method of Katz (1987).

The backoff method is required for smoothing the data: a common problem in statisti-

cal models of natural language. The problem is that linguistic data is sparse, meaning that

many perfectly valid sequences of words will never be seen in training data. Estimating

the probability of these sequences based on their count (ie, estimating it at 0) is not only

falsely underestimating their probability, but ends up setting the probability of related

strings to 0 as well (eg if cat is never seen in the corpus, and has an estimated probability

of 0, the probability of the cat in the hat is also 0). Smoothing techniques reserve some

of the probability space for unseen items, avoiding this problem. (Jurafsky and Martin,

2009)

The Katz language modelling technique uses smoothing below some threshold, with this

threshold often empirically determined, and uses the more accurate raw high-frequency

accounts above it. Given that Web 1T only provides counts frequencies of at least 40 for

2- to 5-grams and 200 for unigrams, we use these as our threshold.

To explain the method more fully, consider predicting a word choice as estimating the

most probable 3-gram. Consider example (4.1), originally introduced by Edmonds (1997)

and here in Chapter 1:

(4.1) However, such a move would also run the risk of cutting deeply into U.S. economic

growth, which is why some economists think it would be a big .

In order to predict a near synonym to fill the gap in example (4.1), we would be

estimating which of the following 3-grams are most likely:

(4.2) a big error

(4.3) a big mistake

(4.4) a big oversight

We would then choose from among error, mistake and oversight by choosing the word

contained in the most probable 3-gram.

As is common in language models, we back off to 2-grams and 1-grams where necessary.

We draw our discussion that follows from the original paper of Katz (1987), the more

detailed explication of Gale and Sampson (1995), and the overview of Jurafsky and Martin

(2009). In general, backoff models look like this:
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• The count of ngram w1, . . . , wn in the training data is denoted by

C(w1, . . . , wn) (4.1)

• The smoothed count C∗ of ngram w1, . . . , wn is given by the specific smoothing

algorithm.

• The adjusted probability P ∗ of ngram w1, . . . , wn is given by

P ∗(wn|w1, . . . , wn−1) =
C∗(w1, . . . , wn)

C(w1, . . . , wn−1)
(4.2)

• If a count for w1, . . . , wn is unavailable, P (wn|w1, . . . , wn−1) is estimated using the

counts for ngram w2, . . . , wn using a back-off model, where α is a the proportion of

the probability space reserved for unseen events:

P (wn|w1, . . . , wn−1) = α(w1, . . . , wn−1)P (wn|w2, . . . , wn−1) (4.3)

In the smoothing and backoff implementation of Katz (1987) the specifics of these

functions are:

• The number of ngrams with count c in the training data is denoted by

r(c) (4.4)

• The adjusted count C∗ of an ngram w1, . . . , wn is smoothed by the Good-Turing

estimation Good (1953) and is given by

C∗(w1, . . . , wn) =
(C(w1, . . . , wn) + 1) · r(C(w1, . . . , wn) + 1)

r(C(w1, . . . , wn))
(4.5)

• The proportion α of the total probability mass allocated to unseen words wn following

w1, . . . , wn−1 is given by:

α(w1, . . . , wn−1) =
β(w1, . . . , wn−1)∑

wn:C(w2,...,wn)>0 P
∗(wn|w2, . . . , wn−1)

(4.6)

where the function β is given by:

β(w1, . . . , wn−1) = 1−
∑

wn:C(w1,...,wn)>0

P ∗(wn|w1, . . . , wn−1) (4.7)
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In a typical language model implementation, at some sufficiently large value of r the

probability of n-gram w1, . . . , wn, P (wn|w1, . . . , wn−1) would be estimated using a max-

imum likelihood estimate instead, given in equation (4.8), as in for example Gale and

Sampson (1995):

P (wn|w1, . . . , wn−1) =
C(w1, . . . , wn)

C(w1, . . . , wn−1)
(4.8)

Given that we are using Web 1T for our values of C(w1, . . . , wn), and Web 1T does

not provide counts for r < 40 for 2- to 5-grams and for words when r < 200, we use

equation (4.8) rather than equation (4.2). There are several reasons for this:

1. the standard methods for determining the value of this cut-off would usually be

applied on the tail end of the data, precisely what’s been removed from Web 1T;

and

2. even for fairly low values of r available in Web1T, ie r ≈ 40, C∗(w1, . . . , wn) >

C(w1, . . . , wn) when using equation (4.5) to compute C∗. This results in periodic

cases where β < 0 in equation (4.7).

Given this, we also estimate α differently from equation (4.6). The Web 1T corpus

does not include n-grams for n ≥ 2 with counts of less than 40 (or unigrams with counts

of less than 200). We therefore estimate the probability mass allocated to unseen n-grams

by the proportion of the count of an n-gram w1, . . . , wn unaccounted for by known n+ 1-

grams w1, . . . , wn+1. To give an example of how this is done, let us assume that bigram

mistakes are has a Web 1T count of 300, and the only trigrams beginning with mistakes

are, mistakes are bad and mistakes are good, with counts of 75 each. We then have 150

unseen tokens following mistakes are and thus the value of α is 0.5.

This can be formally expressed as

α(w1, . . . , wn−1) =

∑
wn:C(w1,...,wn)>0 C(w1, . . . , wn)

C(w1, . . . , wn−1)
(4.9)

4.2.1.3 Edmonds-Collocate and Web1T-PMI prediction method

We also consider the baselines Edmonds-Collocate and Web1T-PMI as described in

Sections 2.4.2.2 and 3.1.2 respectively.
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4.2.2 Results and discussion

We discuss each individual potential baseline with respect to the most frequent baseline

below. In summary, though, all performed worse, so we use the most frequent baseline in

the rest of the chapter.

4.2.2.1 Language model results

Language model results are given in Table 4.5. The language model badly underperformed

compared to the most frequent baseline, which was not expected from the results of Inkpen

and Hirst (2006).

It is, however, difficult to compare this result directly with the one given in Inkpen and

Hirst (2006). In that article, the HALogen system’s language model, which predicts the

correct near synonym between 58 and 83% of the time, is given as a baseline against which

to compare the Xenon experimental system, but values for the most frequent baseline are

not given for the same test sets.

One possible reason for the bad performance of the language model is that the most

frequent baseline here, as noted earlier, is substantially higher than in other work, perhaps

because of the nature of the near-synonym sets. A second possible reason that could inter-

act with the first is suggested by Inkpen and Hirst (2006), who note that the collocations

encoded in the language model will tend to be with function words, per the short n-gram

distance.

However in light of the good performance of language models on the FITB task de-

scribed in Islam and Inkpen (2010), also trained on Web 1T, this requires investigation in

the future. There are some differences in our language model implementation to that of

Islam and Inkpen, including a different smoothing technique and the use of 3-grams rather

than 5-grams. However, without a high performing language model, we do not consider it

as a baseline in this chapter.

4.2.2.2 Edmonds-Collocate results

Table 4.6 shows the results of the Edmonds-Collocate prediction method. This method

performs poorly, unable to make a prediction in the vast majority of cases, and while it can

be successful when we limit the cases to those where it does make a prediction at all, its

success is not uniform, but is concentrated in the same affect group, and, on inspection,

located almost entirely within the bad, distasteful, objectionable, unpleasant set of near

synonyms, which dominates that group numerically. Otherwise Edmonds-Collocate
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Query window size 4 10
Predictions Correct Predictions Correct

Overall 5·2 65·5 11·9 67·1
No affect 4·8 51·0 11·5 62·5
Same affect 6·6 96·5 12·7 95·0
Differing affect 5·0 69·1 12·2 58·5

Table 4.6: Percentage of times Edmonds-Collocate made a prediction and percent of
those predictions that were correct

Parameters Overall No affect Same affect Differing affect
q k Value +/- Value +/- Value +/- Value +/-
2 2 54·5 −18·6 61·6 −22·3 41·0 −28·6 48·6 −5·6
4 2 51·1 −22·1 57·3 −26·5 39·0 −33·2 45·9 −8·3
2 3 48·2 −24·9 56·5 −27·3 31·7 −40·6 41·8 −12·5
4 3 45·7 −27·4 50·9 −32·9 33·8 −38·8 42·5 −11·7
2 4 42·5 −30·6 51·1 −32·7 25·8 −46·5 35·6 −18·6
4 4 43·1 −30·0 49·6 −34·3 35·6 −31·3 38·6 −15·6

Table 4.7: Web1T-PMI results compared to most frequent baseline

performs well below other methods even when its success is measured on cases where it

can make a prediction. This is unsurprising given the finding that Edmonds-Collocate

simply does not use a large enough training set to make useful predictions (Inkpen, 2007b).

4.2.2.3 Web1T-PMI results

Web1T-PMI results for varying parameters are shown in Table 4.7. One noteworthy

characteristic is that a wider window (parameter k) of context around a gap almost always

diminishes performance, with the exception of the performance on same affect for q = 4

and k = 4.

In general these results also show a large decrease in performance over the baseline,

contrary to results reported in Chapter 3, where results were approximately equal to the

baseline. Several reasons may hold as to why Web1T-PMI performs unexpectedly poorly:

• the Scale 1.0 test data in this chapter is very different from that used in Chapter 3,

which tested on the Wall Street Journal;

• the test near synonyms in this chapter are also different from those used in previous

work, being near synonyms selected by a human editor rather than high frequency

WordNet synsets; and

• the test near synonyms in Chapter 3 were trimmed to only three or four possible
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choices, whereas this set from Appendix B contains up to 9 possible alternatives (in

the case of the same-affect set containing ludicrous, senseless, foolish, preposterous,

ridiculous, farcical, absurd, silly and irrational).

4.2.3 Conclusion

In this section we have tested Edmonds-Collocate approximating the method of Ed-

monds (1997, 1999); and Web1T-PMI approximating the method of Inkpen (2007b), al-

beit on a different data set, on a new test set divided into no affect, same affect and

differing affect classes. The Edmonds-Collocate method performs especially well

on same affect test sets, allowing us to suggest that these may be especially amenable

to statistical techniques, but the overall poor performance of Edmonds-Collocate and

Web1T-PMI on our new test set requires us to develop better approaches to FITB and

explore our hypothesis further.

4.3 Unigram models

In this section we examine the effectiveness of simply using unigrams as Pang et al. (2002)

did for document sentiment classification, relative to our chosen baseline from Section 4.2.

The learner We use Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as a binary classifier. SVMs im-

plement a kernel-based supervised learning method: they perform classification by mod-

elling the training data in a high dimensionality feature space and perform efficient searches

for hyperplanes dividing this space into categories (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000).

We use the SVM-Light implementation of Support Vector Machines (Joachims, 1999),

which implements a binary classifier. Therefore a separate machine mci is trained for each

binary decision: is the gap filled by candidate word ci or not? We select the SVM mc

from among the set that returns the highest confidence score (as suggested by Rifkin and

Klautau (2004); Liu and Zheng (2005)) and choose c to fill the gap. c is judged correct if

it matches the word w the original author used.

Hypothesis testing A single method for comparing classification accuracy has not been

universally accepted. What constitutes an invalid method is now more widely recognised:

Salzberb (1997), for example, points out both the incorrectness of using a regular t-test

on two accuracy scores, and the surprisingly widespread use of it in the machine learning

community at that time. One issue is when the classifiers are evaluated on the same data
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set, so a test that requires independent data is appropriate. He consequently defines an

approach that uses a paired test—a paired t-test, McNemar test or similar—and k-fold

cross-validation. The survey on cross-validation by Refaeilzadeh et al. (2009) notes that

more complicated proposals, such as various n × k-fold cross-validation approaches have

not yet been widely accepted. We therefore use a simple 5-fold cross-validation.

With respect to the statistical test, our data, with their relatively high baselines as

noted in Section 4.2 but with some quite low values as well, appears to be quite skewed.

The Gaussian-based t-test is therefore not suitable, and we use the non-parametric Mc-

Nemar test (Sprent and Smeeton, 2007) instead.4

4.3.1 The models

To construct our unigram features, we consider every other word in the context of the gap

as a feature used to predict the correct word for the gap, giving us a feature space equal

to the number of distinct tokens in the corpus. In producing the features for each set of

words, we excluded all words in the set being predicted. We also, following Pang et al.

(2002), excluded all tokens that did not occur at least 4 times in the training data. We

did not use stemming or stop lists.

We tested four possible unigram models:

1. the frequency of each word in the document containing the gap (DocFreq)

2. the presence of each word in the document containing the gap (DocPres)

3. the frequency of each word in the sentence containing the gap (SentFreq)

4. the presence of each word in the sentence containing the gap (SentPres)

4.3.2 Results and discussion

The increase in prediction accuracy for each of these four baselines over the most frequent

baseline is shown in Table 4.8.

First, as seen in Chapter 3, we again observe that the most frequent baseline itself

differs for near-synonym sets with and without attitudinal meaning, and also when that

meaning is the same or differs among the near synonyms. Observe in particular that

the performance of the most frequent baseline is lower for attitudinal near-synonym sets,

providing some support for suggesting that choosing between these may be a more difficult
4Foody (2008) gives a good overview of the use and applicability of these tests in the comparable field

of machine learning for imaging.
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task, perhaps partly influenced by the somewhat closer semantic relationships discussed

in Section 4.1.2.2.

Second, like Pang et al. (2002) on this same data set, we have found that presence

features equal or outperform frequency features, even though we are performing a fairly

different task, lexical gap prediction rather than classifying documents by sentiment. The

improvement of presence over frequency is less dramatic at the sentence level than the

document level, presumably because most tokens will only occur at most once in a sentence

in any case.

Third, the improvement of only using tokens in the sentence surrounding the gap over

using tokens in the entire document in general echoes the result of Edmonds, that using

features from a wide window (in his case, 50 words) around a gap diminished performance

over using a smaller window. This is similar to other tasks such as word sense disambigua-

tion (WSD): the only survey comprehensively discussing the issue of window size in WSD

(Ide and Véronis, 1998) noted that the use of ‘micro-context’ provided most benefit, and

the use of ‘topical context’ was variable and generally minimal.

Fourth, and most interestingly in that it is new and is relevant to our hypothesis, and

not reflected in the literature to date, is that there is an exception to the second point,

which is that same-affect words are more accurately chosen using document frequency

rather than sentence frequency.

A possible explanation for this is that, whereas no-affect and different-affect have

sufficient information at the sentence level, for same-affect sets there is a ‘tone’ that

suffuses the document that is important in replicating word choice. As an example from

the Movie Review Corpus of this kind of tone distributed throughout a document (our

italics): “even though the film suffers from its aloof and uninviting approach … the problem

with the picture seems on the surface to be its plodding pacing, but actually the defect has

to do more with …”.

Of the twelve sets of same-affect words in the development and test set, with 4751

instances in the corpus, only the smallest set (with 35 instances) was of positive affect;

the other eleven sets and 4716 instances were negative. That is, there was vastly more

negative language, and the somewhat low baseline for these (69.6%) possibly suggests some

variety in insults used to criticise the movies. This would fit with the work of Wiebe et al.

(2004) on subjectivity, where they found that subjective opinion pieces exhibited a greater

amount of linguistic ‘creativity’ — “Apparently, people are creative when they are being

opinionated” — as evidenced by aspects such as higher frequency of hapax legomena.

This then suggested to us two possible ways that this ‘tone’ might be manifest in the
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aggregate uniform
author #1 0·032 0·121
author #2 0·086 0·234
author #3 0·041 0·088
author #4 0·010 0·180

Table 4.9: Kullback–Leibler divergences for authors vs aggregate and uniform distributions

movie reviews: in the overall sentiment of the document, or through the writing style of a

particular author.

That document sentiment might be useful is intuitive, and part of our reason for review-

ing document sentiment analysis techniques in Section 2.5. The result that document-level

classifiers did worse than sentence-level ones on different-affect sets of words (as opposed

to same-affect ones) went against that intuition, and led to the authorial style idea in-

spired by the work of Wiebe et al.. To check this idea that a particular author’s style

might be distinguishable (and therefore perhaps useful in detecting this creative choice

of same-affect words), we did a quick analysis of the development set. With most of the

same-affect instances being negative, we looked at the distribution of negative words as

broken down by the 10-point rating scale (from 0.1 to 1.0), for each author. We then

compared each distribution against the aggregate distribution for all authors and against

a uniform distribution as measured by their Kullback–Leibler divergence (Kullback and

Leibler, 1951); results are in Table 4.9. Kullback–Leibler divergence (discussed in more

detail in Chapter 5) gives a value for the difference between two distributions, or rather,

the inadequacy of one distribution as a model for another.

Note that scores for individual authors vary by a factor of 4 (vs uniform) or 8 (vs aggre-

gate). There is no generally agreed interpretation of absolute Kullback–Leibler divergence

values, but the point to be drawn here is that some authors are much more different from

the typical case in their use of negative words than are others. Also of note is that use of

particular near synonyms and other similar linguistic phenomena where language allows a

certain amount of choice at a local level is useful in the opposite task: given a document

with certain features, identify its author (Koppel et al., 2006).

We discuss our models incorporating document sentiment and author information in

the next section.
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4.4 Sentiment-derived features with unigrams

4.4.1 Document sentiment

We constructed two types of models to incorporate document sentiment. The first was

just to use the sentiment given in the movie review corpus. This is a gold-standard

sentiment, but does not contribute many features. Our second type of model was to

use the sentiment of individual words in the document, the sort of feature often used

in document sentiment classification; for this, we used scores from MicroWNOP (Cerini

et al., 2007) (see Section 2.5.4.3).

4.4.1.1 Gold-standard sentiment

The first set of features, DocSent, is as follows:

• the sentiment of the document in question, as assigned by the Subj measurement of

the Scale 1.0 corpus; and

• the sentiment of the target word, as assigned in the annotation (Section 4.1.2).

4.4.1.2 Approximate sentiment

This set of features, MicroWNOP includes the features from Section 4.4.1.1 and adds fea-

tures from MicroWNOP. We construct the following definition of a single MicroWNOP

Positive score and MicroWNOP Negative score for a word. The MicroWNOP

Positive score for a word is the highest single Positive score assigned to a synset con-

taining that word, whether assigned in the Common, Group1 or Group2 categories. The

MicroWNOP Negative score is the equivalent value for the negative scores.

We then define four features, intended to be a proxy for the document sentiment:

• the sentiment of the target word, as assigned by annotators in Section 4.1.2;

• the average of the MicroWNOP Positive scores of all of the words in the document,

excepting the target word;

• the average of the MicroWNOP Negative scores of all the words in the document,

excepting the target word; and

• the total MicroWNOP Positive scores of all the words in the document, excluding

the target, minus the MicroWNOP Negative scores of all the words in the document,

excluding the target.
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4.4.2 Author identity

Author identity is also given in Scale 1.0. We thus define AuthorID, four binary

features representing each of the four authors in the Scale 1.0 corpus, positive when a

particular author wrote the review in which the gap occurs.

4.4.3 Results and discussion

Results comparing various combinations of the above features with unigram features are

shown in Table 4.10 as an accuracy rating and a percentage increase over the unigram

baseline. Features were only tested in conjunction with DocPres and SentPres, as the

better performing unigram baselines in Section 4.3.

Table 4.10 shows that for the most part these features have little to no impact on

prediction accuracy. However, AuthorID (whether by itself of in conjunction with Doc-

Sent) always produces the best results. In three of the cases it is only by a small margin,

with the exception being the case of AuthorID on the sentence frequency classifier. The

addition of AuthorID to the sentence presence unigrams, which outperform document

presence unigrams on the other word set classes, comes closest to approximating the doc-

ument presence results on the same affect word sets.

To look further into our intuition that knowledge of the author reflects the linguistic

creativity discussed above, we examined the impact of a document frequency (DF) thresh-

old (Yang and Pedersen, 1997). A major conclusion of Wiebe et al. (2004) was that

rare events such as hapax legomena contain a lot of information for subjective texts, and

so feature selection such as by DF thresholding would be harmful. Therefore, we might

expect that DF thresholding would worsen results here if this linguistic creativity is what

has led to the same-affect results. For this, we examined the development set (which has

similar overall results on the various classifiers). Using document frequency thresholding

values of 2, 4 and 8 caused small decreases (typically around +0.1% at a DF of 8) in the

performance of all of the features above. The small magnitude of these suggested that the

source of the same-affect results might be elsewhere. In the event that author identity

had turned out to be a useful feature here, that would have indicated a need to approxi-

mate author identity, in order for the method to be effective on unseen text by unknown

authors. However that is not indicated by these results.
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4.4.4 Conclusion

In this section, we have explored the idea that sentiment-derived features might improve

upon the performance of unigram features in solving the FITB task. Unfortunately, we

have found that their contribution is neglible at best, even on near synonyms that have

sentiment or differ in sentiment, and in texts that convey opinions. Either our selection of

features is not capturing sentiment in a useful way, or it cannot be straightforwardly used

to contribute to FITB.

4.5 Unigram models accounting for distance

4.5.1 Distance measure

Our finding in Section 4.3 that sentence presence features usually outperform document

presence features coheres with the finding of Edmonds (1997) that a very small window

around the data provided better choice accuracy. (Subsequent authors have tended not to

evaluate very wide windows in the first place.) Presumably, the noise in the more distant

words overwhelms any useful information they convey. However, the finding for the same-

affect set that document presence improves performance hints that document-level features

can have an impact on the lexical gap task at least in some cases. This has parallels in

work on the behaviour of context with respect to entropy, whose underlying principle as

described by Qian and Jaeger (2010) is “that distant contextual cues tend to gradually lose

their relevance for predicting upcoming linguistic signals”. This idea was first presented in

the context of an exploration of the behaviour of entropy by Genzel and Charniak (2002),

where they propose the Constant Entropy Rate principle. By conditionally decomposing

entropy with respect to local (i.e. sentence-level) and broader context, they empirically

demonstrate support—through the consistently observed increase in entropy conditioned

on local context throughout texts—for their principle, and conclude that broader context

continues to influence later text. They develop this further in Genzel and Charniak (2003),

where they find changes in entropy behaviours at paragraph boundaries, suggesting topic

or other broader context characteristics are part of the effect. Their principle has subse-

quently been supported by work in psycholinguistics, such as that of Keller (2004), Levy

and Jaeger (2007), and Gallo et al. (2008). Qian and Jaeger (2010) go on to investigate

the precise type of relationship of broader context, and find that incorporating linear and

sub-linear representations of broader context into entropy models improves the fit of these

models of the development of entropy throughout a text.
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As noted in Section 4.3, work in the structurally similar task of WSD has generally

ignored broader context. Prompted by the results in the previous section and the work on

discourse entropy, in this section we describe another model, in which unigram features

are weighted by their distance from the gap.

Rather than using feature value 1 for presence or 0 for absence, as in the unigram

models in Section 4.3, here we weight the presence of a token by its distance from the gap.

For example, in the sentence fragment in example (4.5) the distance of the token big from

the gap is 1, and the distance of economists from the gap is 7.

(4.5) . . . some economists think it would be a big .

In order that features further away from the gap not be entirely eliminated by their

distance from the gap, but that noise not overwhelm the information they bring, we

experiment with weighting the distance using the following functions for the feature value

f(w) of a token w using distance d(g, w) in number of tokens between w and gap g:

• Inverse linear weighting, InvLinear:

f(w) =
1

d(g, w)
(4.10)

• Inverse square root weighting, InvSquareRoot:

f(w) =
1√

d(g, w)
(4.11)

As in Section 4.3, every token in the document is considered as a feature, except those

with total corpus frequency of less than 4 and the candidates to fill the gap themselves. If

a token w is used more than once in a document, the largest value for f(w), ie the smallest

d(g, w) for both InvLinear and InvSquareRoot for a given gap g is used.

We test the effectiveness of limiting the features to text surrounding the target word,

using the following measures:

• every token in the document;

• every token in the sentence containing the gap and the two surrounding sentences;

and

• every token in the sentence containing the gap, only.

We also test the InvSquareRoot unigram model with selected successful additional

features from Section 4.4, giving us the following models:
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1. InvSquareRoot

2. InvSquareRoot and AuthorID combined

3. InvSquareRoot and DocSent combined

4. InvSquareRoot, AuthorID and DocSent combined.

4.5.2 Results and discussion

Results are shown in Table 4.11 (see Appendix C for z-scores associated with the sig-

nificance data shown). We see that weighting the unigrams for their distance from the

gap is useful in all cases, giving very large relative improvements over the baseline (in

error reduction, up to 48% for differing-affect sets with InvLinear). This general pattern

accords with the behaviour of broader context in the entropy work discussed earlier.

While this result is to some extent expected—words closer to the gap have a higher

weight, and thus the most predictive power over the word filling the gap—the most in-

teresting result is that a wider context than sentence level remains useful. The result

even extends beyond the 3-sentence level to the entire document. In at least some cases

words quite far from the gap indeed are affecting the choice of near synonym. As with the

unigram results from Section 4.3, this supports our hypothesis that features of the entire

document influence the choice of near synonym, even though document-level features do

not appear to have been well captured by our choice of features in Section 4.4.

Same-affect near synonyms also respond better to a different weighting function, In-

vSquareRoot rather than InvLinear. InvSquareRoot discounts the distance be-

tween a word and the gap less heavily than InvLinear does, especially, relatively speaking,

at more extreme distances. This further demonstrates that more distant words are hav-

ing an effect: some discounting is evidently required since InvSquareRoot outperforms

no weighting, but there is an extent past which the discounting appears to under-weight

features when the entire document is required as context.

As for the general utility of the weighting functions, having no weighting function

results in the document context performing 3.4% worse than the single sentence context:

this is consistent with the discussion in Section 4.3.2 on previous and related results, where

the document context just adds noise. Weighting functions boost the results for both the

single sentence context and the document context; for the no-affect and differing-affect

sets and the InvLinear function, this is to the same (highest performing) level. The

weighting function thus seems like a good way of ignoring noise, although it does not
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Additional features Overall No affect Same affect Differing affect
None 76·6 84·9 72·8 62·6
InvLinear +8·8 +6·3 +1·1 +18·4
InvLinear and AuthorID −1·3 −0·4 −1·2 −3·1
InvLinear and DocSent −1·3 −0·4 −1·2 −3·1
InvLinear, AuthorID and
DocSent

−1·3 −0·4 −1·2 −3·1

Bold values are the best performance for that column.

Table 4.12: Performance of SVMs using InvLinear with additional features, compared
to the DocPres unigram model

entirely compensate for extending the context beyond what is necessary.

Results for the combination of the InvLinear weighting with other features is given

in Table 4.12. In all of these case, adding the features harmful. Distance weighting

thus appears to capture document tone better than the explicit features of author ID or

document sentiment.

We have thus further confirmed our result that in many cases, a very wide context is

useful, and we have gone some way to narrowing down exactly how to balance providing

this context with weighting appropriately for noise. Further work is needed to determine

how to distinguish contexts where words very distant from the gap should be included

with appropriate weights, as in our same-affect set, and where they should be excluded

entirely, or weighted even lower than InvLinear.

4.5.3 Examples of the best performing sets

The best performing five near synonym sets, relative to improvement over the baseline, are

shown in Table 4.13 for both document InvLinear and sentence InvLinear. This shows

that the best improvement our techniques deliver is in the order of a 25–35 percentage

point improvement over the most frequent baseline. For both techniques, the largest

improvements are in fact delivered over the full range of set types, including no affect: the

only difference is the appearance of different same affect sets in the top five: aghast etc in

the document list and brashness etc in the sentence list, each is seventh in the other list.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have applied a novel supervised approach to the problem of choosing the

right near synonym to fill a lexical gap. Our main conclusions from doing this are as follows.

First, as per Pang et al. (2002) with document sentiment classification, unigrams alone
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Words in set Affect type No. tests Performance Improvement
Document InvLinear

recommendation, advice no-affect 146 91·8% +37·7
feat, operation, act, exploit,
action, performance

differing-affect 3596 85·6% +35·5

charge, attack, storm, as-
sault

no-affect 177 65·0% +33·9

precise, accurate, exact,
right, nice, correct, true

differing-affect 2181 76·9% +30·7

aghast, scared, frightened,
afraid

same-affect 187 67·4% +26·2

Sentence InvLinear
recommendation, advice no-affect 146 90·4% +36·3
feat, operation, act, exploit,
action, performance

differing-affect 3596 85·2% +35·1

charge, attack, storm, as-
sault

no-affect 177 62·7% +31·6

precise, accurate, exact,
right, nice, correct, true

differing-affect 2181 77·1% +30·9

brashness, brass, cheek,
hide, nerve

same-affect 70 60·0% +25·7

Table 4.13: Best performing five sets for each of document and sentence InvLinear,
relative to baseline performance

do well, with presence outperforming frequency, and with immediate-context (sentence)

models generally outperforming wider-context (document) models. Second, that once

appropriate weighting of distance features are incorporated, the technique performs near

synonym choice notably better with document rather than sentence features; this may

be a consequence of a particular ‘tone’ suffusing the document. Third, adding in one

possible factor related to this tone, knowledge of the author of the text, gives slightly

better results overall, in particular improving sentence presence results for same-affect

near synonyms; this author effect was not expected at the start of the work. Fourth, the

most significant improvement came from incorporating document-level information using

a weighting scheme, which in fact improved over the earlier best sentence-level models,

and which in its description of the effect of broader context mirrors work on the effect of

the Constant Entropy Rate principle. This is true for all near-synonym sets, including the

non-affect ones. It is still not yet clear how precisely this author and distance information

are causing this improvement.





Chapter 5

Valence shifting text

In preceding chapters, we have seen that existing and new techniques addressing the Fill

In the Blanks (FITB) task behave differently for near synonyms that have an affective

aspect to their meaning, and in particular that the problem of distinguishing between near

synonyms which have the same affect is difficult.

In particular, the baseline performance for distinguishing between near synonyms with

affective meaning is low, so even large improvements in performance yield a comparatively

low rate of absolute correctness. Yet, the same low most-frequent baseline suggests that

it is particularly important to distinguish between such near synonyms, as there is no

obvious “default” word to choose. If these words are all true synonyms as discussed in

Section 4.1.2.2 this won’t arise but the WordNet evidence presented there suggests that

although some are closely related, they largely aren’t true synonyms.

It also intuitively makes sense to hypothesize that choosing the right level of affect is

important to authors in achieving their desired meaning: that choosing between, for ex-

ample, bad, awful and abominable is an important choice in conveying a message. Consider

the difference in meaning between these sentences, based on one from the Scale dataset

v1.0 movie review data set (Scale 1.0) (Pang and Lee, 2005):

(5.1) If we have to have another parody of a post-apocalyptic America, does it have to

be this bad?

(5.2) If we have to have another parody of a post-apocalyptic America, does it have to

be this awful?

(5.3) If we have to have another parody of a post-apocalyptic America, does it have to

be this abominable?

109
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Original text Stupid, infantile, redundant, sloppy, over-the-top, and am-
ateurish. Yep, it’s “Waking Up in Reno.” Go back to sleep.

Lexical substitution Silly, juvenile, repetitive, sloppy, exaggerated, and ama-
teurish…

Word removal [...], [...], redundant, [...], [...], and amateurish…
Significant rewrite “Waking Up in Reno” is a slapstick comedy with low pro-

duction values.

Table 5.1: Techniques for producing less negative paraphrases of example 5.4.

As we saw in Section 2.6, this problem is known as valence shifting: paraphrasing

text in order to change its sentiment. Of course, as paraphrasing problem, valence shifting

need not be limited to the lexical level. It could be addressed by any of the following

paraphrasing techniques:

Lexical substitution Replacing individual words with a less negative closely related

word, for example terrible to bad, or mistake to incident.

Word removal Removing a portion of more negative words, for example terribly unfor-

tunate mistake to unfortunate mistake

Significant re-write Paraphrase at more than the lexical level, including syntactic changes

or syntactic changes with lexical replacement, for example a disaster of catastrophic

proportions might become a difficult time or even an incident under investigation.

Consider re-writing another sentence from Scale 1.0. Valence-shifted paraphrases of

example (5.4) using each of the techniques listed about are shown in Table 5.1.

(5.4) Stupid, infantile, redundant, sloppy, over-the-top, and amateurish. Yep, it’s “Wak-

ing Up in Reno.” Go back to sleep.

However, in this chapter1 we limit ourselves to exploring the possibilities of valence

shifting by lexical substitution rather than exploring paraphrasing techniques. Lexical

choice remains an important problem: in addition to the use cases for valence shifting

itself given in Section 5.1.1, ultimately Natural Language Generation itself needs high

quality lexical choice techniques for the case of words with affective meanings, and NLG,

at least using the present pipeline as described in Section 2.3, cannot rely solely on the

kinds of statistical techniques used to address the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task in

recent years, and in Chapters 3 and 4: typically the surface realisation of the output is

not generated leaving only gaps for certain near-synonym clusters, thus an NLG system

cannot rely on surrounding lexical items for the word choice.
1Work described in this chapter was also published in Gardiner and Dras (2012).
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In addition, recall from Section 2.6.1 that authors including Inkpen et al. (2006) and

Whitehead and Cavedon (2010) have had some trouble with inter-judge agreement when

evaluating their work. It is therefore not even completely clear that the valence shifting

task is a well-defined task, although it intuitively ought to be, given both that writing

affective text has an enormous history, and the success of sentiment analysis at identifying

sentiment, it ought to be the case that features can be identified that change both the

judgement of automatic and of human sentiment judges. This encourages us to simplify

the task in order to show that a fairly simple version of valence shifting achieves judge

agreement on the direction of the change.

We therefore explore two questions:

1. Is it in fact true that altering a single lexical item in a sentence noticeably changes

its polarity for readers?

2. Is there a quantitative measure of relative lexical valence within near-synonym sets

that corresponds with human-detectable differences in valence?

We investigate these questions for negative words by means of a human experiment,

presenting readers with sentences with a negative lexical item replaced by a different

lexical item, having them evaluate the comparative negativity of the two sentences. we

then investigate the correspondence of the human evaluations to certain metrics based on

the similarity of the distribution of sentiment words to the distribution of sentiment in a

corpus as a whole.

In Section 5.1 of this chapter, we discuss the definition of the valence shifting prob-

lem further, with an emphasis on defining it sufficiently for human evaluation of valence

shifting; in Section 5.2 we discuss possible metrics for quantifying the relative valence

of near synonyms in terms of their corpus distribution; in Section 5.3 we describe a hu-

man experiment in valence shifting, confirming that lexical valence shifting under certain

parameters behaves as expected; in Section 5.4 we describe test data for the human ex-

periment; in Section 5.5 we discuss the results of the human experiment; in Section 5.6

we investigate the effectiveness of the metrics described in in approximating them; and in

Section 5.7 we discuss our success in confirming that lexical valence shifting behaves as

expected and in discovering a possible avenue for measuring the valence-shifting capability

of near synonyms.
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5.1 Difficulties defining and solving the valence shifting

problem

5.1.1 Use cases

The earlier example of rewriting a disaster of catastrophic proportions to an incident under

investigation introduces a task definition problem: at what stage does a less negative text

become an entirely different text? It is probably impossible to answer this question in the

general case; it depends upon the use-case, and to what extent the negativity is key to the

text.

For example, if one was to refer to a nuclear meltdown, and attempt to minimise

panic (or liability concerns), rewriting a disaster of catastrophic proportions to an incident

under investigation may be a desired change (although perhaps not an ethical one in many

circumstances).

Any application which provides stylistic or semantic assistance with writing could use

a module which moderates the negativity of text. Examples of possible use-cases for

reducing the negativity of text include:

• writing texts in liability-sensitive areas such as journalism;

• writing texts in the form called “PR-friendly” (or at the extreme, “doublespeak”);

• assisting writers working in a non-native language with achieving the correct level

of negativity; and

• rewriting, paraphrasing or summarising text where the target text is in a different

genre, particularly from subjective original genres such as movie reviews to objective

genres like analysis or encyclopedia articles.

5.1.2 Faithfulness

To some extent, reducing the negativity of a text must almost inevitably alter the semantic

content, and thus there is a question of at what point one is altering an existing text versus

authoring an entirely new text on the same topic.

At the extreme, consider where the negativity could be considered so key to the text

that rewriting it as less negative essentially involves writing an entirely new text on a

similar subject. Many movie reviews are much like this, for example, consider this extract

of a review of Funny Games US, a horror film:
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A cold thriller, exploring the exploitation of violence by heaping up a huge

quantity of exploitive violence itself to make some points about what is the

public’s attitude and tolerance level for the random violence that is present

in society… Paul calls Peter “fatty” several times to the mock displeasure of

Peter, Tom, Beavis, or whoever this obese, snide monster really is… I stayed

to see if this sadistic film works its point of view out , and I was disappointed

that with all its novelty and games and pretenses to high art, it offered nothing

much in the way of seeing things differently…

It is possible to rewrite this along the lines of “A cool thriller, exploring the portrayal

of violence by portraying a moderate amount of violence itself to make some points...”

but the major point of the text is to express strong disgust at and condemn the movie.

Whether any use-case would be served by softening this text is unclear.

5.1.3 Subjectivity

A difficult problem in this task is to alter negative text that is judgemental. As discussed

in Section 2.5.1.2, even truly polarised sentiment may be used in different ways. In subjec-

tivity analysis the primary distinction is between subjective and objective, in which

a speaker either self-reports an internal state (such as a negative opinion) or is describing

the observable state of an object in the discourse. Depending on application, it may be

desirable to shift the valence of only subjective or only objective statements. Consider al-

tering the sentiment of the subjective example (5.5) as opposed to example (5.6), where all

the words with negative sentiment are objective descriptions. For additional complexity,

consider also the case of example (5.7), where the objective assessment dour is a factor

influencing the subjective opinion excessively earnest.

(5.5) They should have chosen to make artistic films, instead of taking this more ex-

ploitive and superficial path.

(5.6) It is a film about urban white people: their fears, their angers, their prejudices,

their repressions, and their eroticisms.

(5.7) The excessively earnest tale features a host of dour characters.

As an even more complex example consider the Funny Games US review introduced

in Section 5.1.2. In this review violence in “a huge quantity of exploitative violence”

and displeasure in “the mock displeasure of Peter” are actually descriptive terms rather

than judgemental terms, they just happen to be describing something usually viewed as
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negative. This text is especially complex because the author’s negative opinion of the

movie is also present in very close proximity to relatively neutral descriptions of its horror

elements. Here is the quote again, where bold text indicates negative authorial opinion

and italic text descriptions of the film’s content or artistic purpose.

A cold thriller, exploring the exploitation of violence by heaping up a huge

quantity of exploitive violence itself to make some points about what

is the public’s attitude and tolerance level for the random violence that is

present in society… Paul calls Peter fatty several times to the mock displeasure

of Peter, Tom, Beavis, or whoever this obese, snide monster really is…

I stayed to see if this sadistic film works its point of view out , and I was

disappointed that with all its novelty and games and pretenses to high

art, it offered nothing much in the way of seeing things differently…

5.1.4 Context-dependence

Intuitively, one of the chief difficulties of solving the valence-shifting problem is that of

context: specifically that the polarity and strength of a statement may be highly depen-

dent on domain, genre conventions, the speaker’s or writer’s personal style, and on local

features. Consider for example negation in a loose paraphrase of example (5.1), where not

transforms be good into a criticism:

(5.8) If we have to have another parody of a post-apocalyptic America, does it have to

be this bad?

(5.9) If we have to have another parody of a post-apocalyptic America, could it not be

good?

Likewise sarcasm presents difficulties as do counter-factals, with the sentence in exam-

ple (5.10) using positive terms good and great in contrast to the reality of the film:

(5.10) If its story and its characters had been as consistent as its good intentions, it

might have been a great film.

In example (5.11) great is not being used in its positive sense at all:

(5.11) He seems to have a great deal of fun mocking the image of the sullen detective.

These difficulties are very similar to unresolved difficulties in sentiment detection at

the sentence level, with the review of Liu (2012, pp. 43–45) discussing several recent ap-
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proaches to the more difficult problems. Narayanan et al. (2009) argue that no global ap-

proach to sentence sentiment classification (and therefore presumably identifying features

for valence-shifting) is possible, and specifically focus on conditional sentences. Tsur et al.

(2010) describe their work as the first approach to sarcasm classification, with their top

performing system having precision of 91.2% on their test set: they note though that even

human annotators do not strongly agree on sarcasm identification (κ = 0.34). González-

Ibáñez et al. (2011) experimented with sarcasm detection of utterances on Twitter, again

experiencing difficulty with inter-annotator agreement (with three judges agreeing on the

classification of only about half their test set) and classifier accuracy as low as 43.3% on

sentences the judges agreed on.

For a universal solution to valence shifting, all of these challenges with sentence sen-

timent detection would need to be met. Valence shifting is therefore clearly a difficult

problem. In order to explore valence shifting in ideal conditions, throughout this chapter

we deal with a dataset from which some of the more obviously difficult contexts have been

removed, as described in Section 5.4.2.

5.2 Quantifying lexical valence

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, a sensible preliminary hypothesis is that

in the main replacing words with more negative words will render a text more negative.

For example, we might transform the sentence in example (5.12) into example (5.13),

which we argue is a more negative sentence:

(5.12) Hideaway is pretty poor entertainment, and what starts out as a superficial trip

into the occult ends with a pointless, overblown fight to the death.

(5.13) Hideaway is pretty excruciating entertainment, and what starts out as a superficial

trip into the occult ends with a pointless, overblown fight to the death.

If this holds, it should also be true that, statistically, a near synonym is more negative

than another if it is associated with more negative contexts. In this section we discuss

some possible measures of the negativity of a near synonym’s contexts.

5.2.1 Related work

In Section 2.5.4 we described the many sentiment annotated word lists available. In

addition Mohammad and Turney (2010, 2012) describe in detail the creation of EmoLex,

a large polarity lexicon, using Mechanical Turk. Mohammad and Turney, rather than
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Question Possible answers
Which word is closest in meaning (most re-
lated) to startle?

{automobile, shake, honesty, entertain}

How positive (good, praising) is the word
startle?

startle is {not, weakly, moderately, strongly}
positive

How negative (bad, criticizing) is the word
startle?

startle is {not, weakly, moderately, strongly}
negative

How much is startle associated with the emo-
tion {joy,sadness,…}?

startle is {not, weakly, moderately, strongly}
associated with {joy,sadness,…}

Table 5.2: Sample annotation question posed to Mechanical Turk workers by Mohammad
and Turney (2012).

asking annotators to evaluate words in context as we are proposing here, instead ask them

directly for their analysis of the word, first using a synonym-finding task in order to give

the worker the correct word sense to evaluate. Part of a sample annotation question given

by Mohammad and Turney (2012) is given in Table 5.2. The word source used is the

Macquarie Thesaurus (Bernard, 1986).

Mohammad and Turney include General Inquirer andWordNet Affect words in EmoLex

to allow comparisons with the existing lexicons. Their analysis is primarily interested in

the correctness of the annotator’s negative vs positive distinctions, as they argue this is

usually sufficient for their target applications in sentiment analysis. The evaluation of the

polarity annotations show that while there is a substantial tendency towards “mixed” in-

terpretations of words, for example, of the negative words from the General Inquirer, their

annotation found 83 of them to be consistently found to be negative, but another 85 to be

marked as both negative or positive by different annotators (and 1 word was found to be

positive by all annotators). Likewise, 82 General Inquirer words were uniformly marked

positive, but 84 either positive or negative (and 2 uniformly negative). Nevertheless, they

find that their negative annotations have a κ score of 0.62 and positive 0.45, indicating

strong and moderate agreement respectively.

Our work differs from that of Mohammad and Turney in that we rely on substitution

evaluations, that is, having human judges rate specific contexts rather than supply their

intuitions about the meaning of a word. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, Callison-Burch

(2007, Section 4.1) argued for this evaluation of paraphrases. He writes:

Because [in this thesis] we generate phrasal paraphrases we believe that the

most natural way of assessing their correctness is through substitution, wherein

we replace an occurrence of the original phrase with the paraphrase. In our

evaluation we asked judges whether the paraphrase retains the same meaning
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as the phrase it replaced, and whether the resulting sentence remains gram-

matical. The reason that we ask about both meaning and grammaticality is

the fact that what constitutes a “good” paraphrase is largely dictated by the

intended application. For applications like information retrieval it might not

matter if some paraphrases are syntactically incorrect, so long as most of them

are semantically correct. Other applications, like natural language generation,

might require that the paraphrases be both syntactically and semantically cor-

rect.

In our case, we are attempting to assess the effectiveness of valence-shifting, and we

cannot pre-suppose that intuitions by the raters along the lines of feeling that the meaning

of a word is more negative than that of another word translates into perceiving the desired

effect when a word is used in context.

5.2.2 Measures of distribution

Our intuition is that words that make text more negative will tend to disproportionately

be found in more negative documents, likewise words that make text less negative will

tend to be found in less negative documents.

In order to quantify this, consider this as a problem of distribution. Among a set of

affective documents such as Scale 1.0, there is a certain, not necessarily even, distribution

of words: for example, a corpus might be 15% negative, 40% neutral and 45% positive by

total word count. However, our intuition leads us to hypothesise that the distribution of

occurrences of the word terrible, say, might be shifted towards negative documents, with

some larger percentage occurring in negative documents.

We then might further intuit that words could be compared by their relative difference

from the standard distribution: a larger difference from the distribution implies a stronger

skew towards some particular affective value, compared to word frequencies as a whole.

(However, it should be noted that this skew could have any direction, including a word

being found disproportionately among the neutral or mid-range sentiment documents.)

We thus consider two measures of differences of distribution: information gain and

Kullback–Leibler divergence.

5.2.2.1 Information gain

Information gain is a measure that originated in information theory. The information gain

G(Y |X) associated with a distribution Y given the distribution X is the number of bits
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saving in transmitting information from Y if X is known. A high information gain value

thus suggests a strong predictive relationship between X and Y .

Information gain is typically used for feature selection in machine learning: a feature

with a large information gain value is likely to be a useful feature on which to split a

problem into pieces, since information gain in this case measures the expected reduction

in entropy resulting from the partitioning (Mitchell, 1997). Yang and Pedersen (1997)

evaluated information gain for feature selection for the problem of text classification,

finding it one of the more effective methods.

Yang and Pedersen give an information gain formula for the gain G of term t in

predicting categories c1 . . . cm as follows, where Pr(ci) is the relative probability of category

ci, Pr(ci|t) the relative probability of ci given term t and Pr(ci|t̄) the relative probability

of ci when term t is absent:

G(t) =−
m∑
i=1

Pr(ci) logPr(ci)

+ Pr(t)
m∑
i=1

Pr(ci|t) logPr(ci|t)

+ Pr(t̄)
m∑
i=1

Pr(ci|t̄) logPr(ci|t̄)

(5.1)

5.2.2.2 Kullback–Leibler divergence

Cover and Thomas (1991) (as cited in Weeds (2003)) describe the Kullback–Leibler diver-

gence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) as a measure of “the inefficiency of assuming that the

distribution is q when the true distribution is p”. Weeds gives the formula for Kullback–

Leibler divergence as:

D(p||q) =
∑
x

p(x) log p(x)

q(x)
(5.2)

Weeds evaluated measures similar to Kullback–Leibler divergence for their usefulness

in the distributional similarity task of finding words that share similar contexts. Our task

is not an exact parallel: we seek the relative skewedness of words.

5.2.2.3 Worked example

Consider this worked example based on Table 5.3 in which we have three sentiment cate-

gories of documents: Negative, Neutral and Positive, and five texts (sentences in this case)

within distributed among them.
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Category Word count Example sentences
Negative 11 The production quality was barely okay

Otherwise the movie was bad.
Neutral 16 The movie was okay I guess.

The lead actress was good and the others were okay.
Positive 15 The acting was good and the direction quite okay

Everything about this movie was good.
Total 42

Table 5.3: Example sentences in different sentiment categories containing the words bad,
okay and good.

Feature Negative Neutral Positive
Word count 11 26% 16 38% 15 36%
bad count 1 100% 0 0% 0 0%
okay count 1 25% 2 50% 1 25%
good count 0 0% 1 33% 2 67%

Table 5.4: Distribution of features among the Negative, Neutral and Positive categories
in Table 5.3

Table 5.4 shows the distribution of features among the different categories. We could

then consider the information gain and Kullback–Leibler divergence associated with each

of the bad, okay and good.

As examples, we consider bad and okay. The information gain of bad is given by

equation (5.3)2 and that of okay by equation (5.4):

G(bad) =− (
11

42
log 11

42
+

16

42
log 16

42
+

15

42
log 15

42
)

+
1

42
(
1

1
log 1

1
+

0

1
log 0

1
+

0

1
log 0

1
)

+
41

42
(
10

41
log 10

41
+

16

41
log 16

41
+

15

41
log 15

41
)

≈3.27× 10−2

(5.3)

G(okay) =− (
11

42
log 11

42
+

16

42
log 16

42
+

15

42
log 15

42
)

+
4

42
(
1

4
log 1

4
+

2

4
log 2

4
+

1

4
log 1

4
)

+
38

42
(
10

38
log 14

38
+

14

38
log 14

38
+

14

38
log 14

38
)

≈3.70× 10−3

(5.4)

We thus see that bad has a higher information gain than okay relative to the example

corpus in Table 5.3, which corresponds to bad being a more informative feature, as we’d
2The logarithm of 0 is undefined, however, per Weeds (2003), for the purposes of calculating information

gain and Kullback–Leibler divergence 0 log 0
q
= 0 and p log p

0
= ∞.
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expect since it only occurs in one category of document. In our use case, we would hope

that bad’s strong association with a particular class of document relative to okay implies

that it is more strongly affective than okay, although as cautioned previously a strong

association with a neutral document class would also result in a high information gain

score.

The Kullback–Leibler divergence of the distribution of bad compared to all words is

given by equation (5.5) and that of okay compared to all words is given by equation (5.6):

D(bad||words) =1

1
log

1
1
11
42

+
0

1
log

0
1
16
42

+
0

1
log

0
1
15
42

≈1.34
(5.5)

D(okay||words) =1

4
log

1
4
11
42

+
2

4
log

2
4
16
42

+
1

4
log

1
4
15
42

≈0.04
(5.6)

We again see a higher value for the value ofD(bad||words) than we do forD(okay||words),

reflecting its tendency to be associated with a particular class (or, in the Cover and Thomas

(1991) formulation previously cited, the insufficiency of general words in the corpus to sub-

stitute for bad. Observe that the Kullback–Leibler divergence isn’t a symmetric value, due

to the asymmetry of the use of p(x) and q(x) in equation (5.2). This formulation measures

the fitness of words to substitute for bad, D(words||bad) would measure the ability of bad

to substitute for other words.

5.2.3 Measure of corpus-centrality: inverse document frequency
statistic (IDF)

In addition to the measures of distribution considered in Section 5.2.2, we consider a

common measure of what we here call “corpus-centrality”: the inverse document fre-

quency statistic (IDF).

IDF was introduced to the information retrieval problem by Spärck Jones (1972), and

is intended to capture the idea that a term used in nearly every document in a corpus is

relatively unimportant for distinguishing that document’s topic from others in that same

corpus. Most often this captures closed-class stop words like the and but, but in a

specialised corpus it might also capture the common topic of the corpus.

There are several different alternatives for computing IDF and related measures, here

we follow Manning et al. (2008, pp 117–119). The document frequency dft of a term
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t is given in equation (5.7). The inverse document frequency idft of term t relative

to a corpus of N documents is then as given in equation (5.8):

dft = Number of documents in the corpus in which term t occurs at least once (5.7)

idft = log N

dft
(5.8)

Most often in information retrieval, IDF is combined with the term frequency

tft,d of term t relative to document d as given in equation (5.9), in a statistic called

term frequency-inverse document frequency statistic (TF-IDF) as shown in

equation (5.10):

tft,d = Number of occurences of term t in document d (5.9)

tf-idft,d = tft,d × idft (5.10)

TF-IDF is often used as a feature in approaches to various topic-related problems,

originally information retrieval—the retrieval of the most appropriate document from a

collection for a given search query—and later text classification—the assignment of docu-

ments to one of several given categories or topics. Salton and Buckley (1988) showed that,

in information retrieval, TF-IDF outperformed many considerably more complex models

of the importance of a term to a document’s topic. The text classification literature survey

by Sebastiani (2002) describes similar findings in text categorisation.

However, TF-IDF functions somewhat differently to the measures of distribution

discussed in Section 5.2.2 because it does not return a single statistic representing the

skewedness of the distribution of a word among all the document categories. The value of

TF-IDF varies by choice of term and document, hence it is a per document measure of a

word’s importance.

While we cannot use TF-IDF in a way comparable to information gain or Kullback–

Leibler divergence, IDF alone is a possible way to compare a word’s comparitive im-

portance to particular categories, where a lower IDF for a category indicates a higher

importance to the category. Consider as an example two categories bad movies and

good movies, in which the former has 10 documents of which 5 use the word terrible,

and in which the latter has 20 documents of which 2 use the word terrible. In this case,
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the value of idfterrible relative to bad movies is shown in equation (5.11) and the value

of idfterrible relative to good movies is shown in equation (5.12):

idfterrible = log 10

5

≈ 0.69

(5.11)

idfterrible = log 20

2

≈ 2.30

(5.12)

We could thus consider IDF relative to corpora with different degrees of negativity as

a potential feature in a system for learning valence.

5.3 Human evaluation of valence shifted sentences

As discussed above in Section 5.1, valence shifting, like many NLG tasks, is a difficult

problem to fully evaluate, because it is difficult to determine what the best possible output

text is, or, in some cases, which valence should be shifted. Hence, we confine ourselves

to the narrower question of whether lexical substitution is an effective valence shifting

strategy, and whether we can develop a way of predicting which words will shift valence

effectively.

We ask human subjects to analyse sentences on two axes: acceptability and neg-

ativity. This is loosely equivalent to the fluency and fidelity axes that are used to

evaluate machine translation (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009, Sections 25.3 and 25.9). As in

the case of machine translation, a valence-shifted sentence needs to be fluent, that is to be

a sentence that is acceptable or better in its grammar, semantics and so on, to listeners or

readers. While some notion of fidelity or faithfulness to the original is also important in

valence shifting, it is rather difficult to capture without knowing the intent of the valence

shifting, since unlike in translation a part of the meaning is being deliberately altered. We

therefore confine ourselves in this work to confirming that the valence shifting did in fact

take place, by asking subjects to rate sentences.

In order to obtain a clear answer, we specifically evaluate valence shifting with sentences

as close to ideal as possible, choosing words we strongly believe to have large valence

differences, and manually selecting sentences where the subjects’ assessment of the valence

of these words is unlikely to be led astray by very poor substitutions such as replacing

part of a proper name. (For example, consider the band name Panic! at the Disco: asking

whether an otherwise identical sentence about a band named Concern! at the Disco is
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less negative is unlikely to get a good evaluation of lexical valence shifting.) We then ask

human subjects to evaluate these pairs of sentences for their relative fluency and negativity.

5.3.1 Using Mechanical Turk for linguistic experiments

Our subjects were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk3. Mechanical Turk is a

web service providing cheap decentralised work units called Human Intelligence Tasks

(HITs), which have been used by computational linguistics research for experimentation.

Mechanical Turk launched in 2005 and was being evaluated as a tool to generated human

reviews of datasets by 2007 (Su et al., 2007). Snow et al. (2008) cite a number of studies at

that time which used Mechanical Turk as an annotation tool, including several which used

Mechanical Turk rather than expert annotators to produce a gold standard annotation to

evaluate their systems.

Snow et al. explore the reliability of using Mechanical Turk for annotation. Restrict-

ing themselves to short instructions and to tasks that only require a multiple-choice or

numeric response, they compared the performance of workers on Mechanical Turk with

expert annotators on several tasks: affective text analysis, word similarity, recognising

textual entailment, event annotation and word sense disambiguation. Beginning with 10

annotators per unique question, they found that as few as 4 annotators per question, com-

bined with bias correction techniques, were sufficient to approach expert-level performance

in their problems.

While Mechanical Turk has been shown to be an effective annotation resource, Fort

et al. (2011) question the ethics of using it: it is likely that at least a substantial number

of workers are motivated to participate by money rather than entertainment; workers earn

less than USD 2 an hour; and they do not have access to collective bargaining or workplace

benefits. (Some studies such as Downs et al. (2010) elect to pay minimum wage.) In addi-

tion Fort et al. summarise several cases where it has been found to be less effective than

desired by researchers: they report that some researchers find that the interface does not

allow complex annotation questions to be asked (Tratz and Hovy, 2010; Gillick and Liu,

2010); that Mechanical Turk does not always approach the performance of trained annota-

tors on all tasks (Bhardwaj et al., 2010); that the performance of Mechanical Turk workers

is sometimes outperformed by standard machine learning techniques (Wais et al., 2010);

and that having a large number of HITs completed can take a long time citepipeirotis10.

Callison-Burch and Dredze (2010) provide guidelines in appropriate design of tasks for

Mechanical Turk:
3http://www.mturk.com/

http://www.mturk.com/
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1. provide clear and concise instructions suitable for non-experts;

2. insert appropriate controls from gold standard data where possible, allowing for

removing the work of bad workers or weighting it differently;

3. report on your quality control measures; and

4. where possible provide the raw Mechanical Turk produced data for verification.

Wais et al. (2010) describe “filtering” techniques designed to remove the results of

low-accuracy workers, noting that existing techniques such as that of Snow et al. (2008)

involved assigning 10 or more workers to each unique question. For their task, which was

the recognition of parts of business listings (such as choosing which of two strings was a

telephone number, or extracting a telephone number from a full listing). They ended up

developing a qualification test and comparing worker performance to expert annotations

to select workers for their task. From a pool of over 4000 applicants, only 79 were selected

to work on their annotation task. Molla and Santiago-Martinez (2011), who called upon

workers to provide PubMed database IDs for references, also used a qualification task

and even approved workers were double-checked: of their 10 assigned HITs, 2 had known

answers which if answered caused the worker’s answers to be rejected. In addition Molla

and Santiago-Martinez rejected HITs if the workers provided invalid PubMed IDs, if the

database entry with the provided ID did not have substantial overlap with the title shown

to the worker, and if the worker disagreed with the majority (from 5 workers) often.

In our experiment, we ameliorate the risks of using Mechanical Turk using the following

strategies:

1. We confined ourselves to asking workers for numerical ratings of sentences, rather

than any more complex tasks, well within the type of tasks which Snow et al. re-

ported success with.

2. We paid workers well compared to the typical Mechanical Turk HIT, which pays

on the order of $0.02 to $0.05: accepted workers were paid $0.96 for an accepted

HIT, or $0.02 for each question asked (including the elimination question described

immediately below). We hope in this manner to have paid a more reasonable rate

for the workers’ time.

3. Similarly to the approach of Molla and Santiago-Martinez, all subjects were given

two elimination questions in which the sentences within each pair were identical,

that is, in which there was no lexical substitution. These, being identical, should
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receive identical scores—we also explicitly pointed this out in the instructions—and

therefore we could easily eliminate workers who did not read the instructions from

the pool.

Since we do not have a gold standard we did not implement the additional verification

against gold standard data suggested by Callison-Burch and Dredze. Nor, for this task,

can or should we agree that the majority is probably correct about our questions as Molla

and Santiago-Martinez did.

5.3.2 Eliciting subjects’ responses

In evaluating human responses to the question of whether a given sentence is more negative,

we need to have a measurement of whether statistically significant differences in subjects’

perceptions of the two sentences appear in the data.

In this section, we describe possible ways of eliciting subjects’ perceptions of the two

sentences.

5.3.2.1 Binary responses

A simple possible way of presenting the data to subjects would be an experiment which

presented stimuli in this style:

Select which of these two sentences reads like fluent English written by a native

speaker, or select ’The two sentences are equally fluent.’

Sentence 1: There are a few energetic scenes that save this production from being

an utter DEBACLE.

Sentence 2: There are a few energetic scenes that save this production from being

an utter CATASTROPHE.

The subject then chooses among the following options:

• Sentence 1 reads more like fluent English written by a native speaker

• Sentence 2 reads more like fluent English written by a native speaker

• The two sentences are equally fluent.
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After this judgement, they then might be presented with the negativity question:

Select which of the two sentences in the previous question is more negative, or

select ’The two sentences are equally negative or I cannot choose which sentence is

more negative.’

And choose among the following options:

• Sentence 1 is more negative

• Sentence 2 is more negative

• The two sentences are equally negative or I cannot choose which sentence is

more negative.

This method is simple, but has several major disadvantages. The first is that subjects

tend to choose the “equal”/“cannot tell” option frequently, and that there is no possibility

of finding out the strength of any given metric: that is, it is impossible to determine if

when the metric predicts a large difference in negativity individual subjects perceive such

a difference.

5.3.2.2 Magnitude Estimation

Magnitude Estimation is a technique proposed by Bard et al. (1996) for adapting to

grammaticality judgements. In this experimental modality, subjects are asked evaluate

stimuli based not on a fixed rating scale, but on an arbitrary rating scale in comparison

with an initial stimulus.

For example, subjects might be asked to judge the acceptability of this sentence ini-

tially:

(5.14) * The cat by chased the dog.

Assuming that the subject gives this an acceptability score of N , they will be asked to

assign a multiplicative score to other sentences, that is, 2N to a sentence that is twice as

acceptable and N
2 to one half as acceptable.

This same experimental modality was used by Lapata (2001) in which subjects eval-

uated the acceptability of paraphrases of adjectival phrases, for example, considering the

acceptability of each of 5.16 and 5.17 as paraphrases of 5.15:
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(5.15) a difficult customer

(5.16) a customer that is difficult to satisfy

(5.17) a customer that is difficult to drive

Magnitude Estimation was originally developed in the context of psychophysics, the

study of perceptions of physical phenomena, such as how perception of warmth is related

to both area and power output of a heat source. There are a number of concerns with

its application to this experiment. In a standard design and analysis of a Magnitude

Estimation experiment (Marks, 1974, chapter 2), all the stimuli given to the subjects have

known relationships (for example, that the power level for one heat stimulus was half

that of another stimulus), and the experimenter is careful to provide subjects with stimuli

ranging over the known spectrum of strength under investigation.

In our case, we do not have a single spectrum of stimuli such as a heat source varying in

power, or even the varying degrees of fluency given by Bard et al. (1996) or the hypothesised

three levels of paraphrase acceptability (low, medium, high) that Lapata (2001) is testing

that her subjects can detect. Instead, we have distinct sets of stimuli, each a pair of words,

in which we hypothesise a reliable detectable difference within the pair of words, but not

between a member of one pair and a member of any other pair. Thus, asking subjects to

rate stimuli across the pairs of words on the same scale, as Magnitude Estimation requires,

is not the correct experimental design for our task.

5.3.2.3 Rating scale

Given the difficulties with binary responses—either forcing subjects to choose or having a

“can’t tell” option that the subjects will rely on, and the inappropriateness of Magnitude

Estimation for our task, we use an 11 point (0 to 10) rating scale. This allows subjects to

rate two sentences as identical if they really perceive the sentences to be so, while allowing

fairly subtle differences to be captured.

This is similar to the assessment of machine translation performance used by the Na-

tional Institute of Standards and Technology. In their case they give very little context

or explicit instructions, as Przybocki et al. (2008) observe. Their wording of fluency and

adequacy questions are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 and the background descriptions they

provide in their guidelines (Linguistic Data Consortium, 2005) are:
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How do you judge the fluency of this translation? It is:

5 Flawless English

4 Good English

3 Non-native English

2 Disfluent English

1 Incomprehensible

Figure 5.1: The machine translation fluency question posed in the LDC guidelines (Lin-
guistic Data Consortium, 2005)

How much of the meaning expressed in the gold-standard translation is also expressed
in the target translation?

5 All

4 Most

3 Much

2 Little

1 None

Figure 5.2: The machine translation adequacy question posed in the LDC guidelines (Lin-
guistic Data Consortium, 2005)
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Fluency Assessment

For each translation of each segment of each selected story, judges make the

fluency judgement before the adequacy judgement. Fluency refers to the de-

gree to which the target is well formed according to the rules of Standard

Written English. A fluent segment is one that is well-formed grammatically,

contains correct spellings, adheres to common use of terms, titles and names,

is intuitively acceptable and can be sensibly interpreted by a native speaker of

English.[…]

Adequacy Assessment

Having made the fluency judgement for a translation of a segment, the judge is

presented with the “gold-standard” translation. Comparing the target trans-

lation against the gold-standard judges determine whether the translation is

adequate. Adequacy refers to the degree to which information present in the

original is also communicated in the translation. Thus for adequacy judge-

ments, the gold-standard will serve as a proxy for the original source-language

text.

We thus provide similar questions, although with more context in the actual instruc-

tions. The precise wording of one of our questions is shown in Figure 5.3 and full intro-

ductory instructions to participants are shown in Appendix E.

5.4 Test data

5.4.1 Selection of negative-less negative word pairs

In informal preliminary experiments4, we initially pre-supposed that our metric could

identify word pairs at either end of a negativity spectrum. We identified near synonym sets

from Use the Right Word which appeared to us to contain negative words, and attempted

to use the metrics to choose words from within the Use the Right Word near synonyms,

with the two most distant scores forming the pair of words presumed to differ noticeably

in negativity.

We initially demonstrate the source of our intuition by displaying results of these

metrics on sample data: see Tables 5.5 and 5.6 for some sample information gain and
4Since these were informal, and involved linguistic experts and non-native speakers, the results are not

detailed in this thesis.
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Acceptability and negativity: concern/panic
Evaluate these two sentences for acceptability and negativity:

• Sentence 1: As they do throughout the film the acting of CONCERN and fear
by Gibson and Russo is genuine and touching.

• Sentence 2: As they do throughout the film the acting of PANIC and fear by
Gibson and Russo is genuine and touching.

Acceptability: first sentence of concern/panic pair
Give sentence 1 immediately above a score from 0 to 10 for its acceptability, where
higher scores are more acceptable. The primary criterion for acceptability is reading
like fluent English written by a native speaker.
Acceptability: second sentence of concern/panic pair
Give sentence 2 immediately above a score from 0 to 10 inclusive for its acceptability,
where higher scores are more acceptable.
Negativity: first sentence of concern/panic pair
Give sentence 1 immediately above a score from 0 to 10 inclusive its negativity, where
higher scores are more negative.
Negativity: second sentence of concern/panic pair
Give sentence 2 immediately above a score from 0 to 10 inclusive its negativity, where
higher scores are more negative.

Figure 5.3: One of the acceptability and negativity questions posed to Mechanical Turk
workers.

Near-synonym set Lowest scoring word Highest scoring word
debacle, disaster, catastrophe catastrophe 3× 10−4 debacle 1× 10−2

harshness, bitterness bitterness 5× 10−4 harshness 5× 10−4

lumbering, gawky, inept, awkward, clumsy gawky 2× 10−4 inept 5× 10−3

Table 5.5: Sample information gain scores for some negative words drawn from Use the
Right Word

Kullback–Leibler divergence scores for words using the Scale 1.0 corpus in order to

calculate the metrics’ values. Results on our test data are shown later in Section 5.6.1.

As we see from Tables 5.5 and 5.6, larger word sets like lumbering, gawky, inept,

awkward, clumsy might have two entirely different supposed extreme words selected by

each of the two metrics. In addition, we cannot have enough faith in the metrics a priori

to use them to select the best test words.

Near-synonym set Lowest scoring word Highest scoring word
debacle, disaster, catastrophe debacle 0·71 catastrophe 1·01
harshness, bitterness harshness 0·80 bitterness 0·93
lumbering, gawky, inept, awkward, clumsy lumbering 0·79 clumsy 1·00

Table 5.6: Sample Kullback–Leibler divergence scores for some negative words drawn from
Use the Right Word
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More Negative Less Negative
dread anticipate
conspiracy arrangement
cowardly cautious
despair concern
worry concern
frightening concerning
war conflict
assassination death
toothless ineffective
ignored overlooked
stubborn persistent
fad trend
threat warning
aggravating irritating
heartbreaking upsetting
tragedy incident
scandal event
panic concern
idiotic misguided
accusation claim

Table 5.7: Negative and more neutral near synonyms chosen for Mechanical Turk workers

We therefore turn to hand-crafted data to test our hypotheses: words chosen so as

to be noticeably negative, with a neutral or slightly negative near synonym. We chose

20 such word pairs, shown in Table 5.7. The more negative word of the pair is from the

sentiment lists developed by Nielsen (2011)5, typically rated about 3 for negativity on his

scale (where 5 is reserved for obscenities) and the less negative chosen by us.

5.4.2 Selection of sentences containing negative words

We then selected two sentences for each word pair from the Scale 1.0 corpus. Sentences

were initially selected by a random number generator: each sentence originally contained

the more negative word. Since we are constructing an idealised system here, evaluating

the possibility of valence shifting by changing a single word, we manually eliminated

sentences where the part of speech didn’t match the intended part of speech of the word

pair, where the word was part of a proper name (usually a movie title) and where the

fluency of the resulting sentence otherwise appeared terribly bad to us. Where a sentence

was rejected another sentence was randomly chosen to take its place until each word

pair had two accepted sentences for a total of 40 sentences. We then made changes

to capitalisation where necessary for clarity (for example, capitalising movie titles, as the
5Available from http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication_details.php?id=6010

http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication_details.php?id=6010
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Its real achievement is creating a record of the kind of ridiculous frightening/concerning
and grimly hysterical behavior everyone already knows goes on college campuses across
the country; it’s the realest Real World episode you’ll ever see.

Cage’s frozen wide-eyed expression tells it all about his absolute panic/concern.

Willis and Pfeiffer deftly turn their post-separation scenes into awkward shuffles between
longing and despair/concern where most films treat divorce either as all-acrimony or all-
indifference this one captures how much people want it all to work out.

Sitting through In the Company of Men is a cleaner more guilt-free experience but it’s
not entirely dissimilar, much as we dread/anticipate viewing what must happen we cannot
tear ourselves away.

That film was smart enough to treat the story as grand melodrama a weepy transcendental
tragedy/incident rather than an Oscar-season message movie.

Figure 5.4: 5 of the sentences accepted by us for presentation to test subjects

corpus is normalised to lower case.) Five sample accepted sentences are shown in Figure 5.4

and all considered sentences are shown in Appendix D.

5.4.3 Controlling for ordering effects

Since each subject is being presented with multiple sentences (40 in this experiment),

rather than coming to the task untrained, it is possible that there are ordering effects

between sentences, in which a subject’s answers to previous questions influence their an-

swers to following questions. Therefore we used a Latin square design to ensure that the

order of presentation was not the same across subjects, but rather varied in a systematic

way to eliminate the possibility of multiple subjects seeing questions in the same order.

In addition, the square is balanced, so that there is no cyclical ordering effect (ie if one

row of a Latin square is A-B-C and the next B-C-A, there is still an undesirable effect

where C is tending to follow B). The Latin square is shown in Figure 5.5, each row was

the ordering used for one subject.

In addition, although subjects are naturally not informed of the assignment of words

to the More Negative and Less Negative categories, presentation of the words in a

consistent order (for example, Sentence 1 always containing the More Negative word)

may suggest answers to them. The presentation word order to subjects was therefore

randomised at the time of generating each subject’s questions.
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5.5 Results

5.5.1 Number of participants

A total of 48 workers did the experiment. 8 were excluded from the analysis, for these

reasons:

1. 6 workers failed to rate the identical sentence pairs in the elimination questions

described in Section 5.3.1 identically, contrary to explicit instructions.

2. 1 worker confined themselves only to the numbers 5 and 10 in their ratings.

3. 1 worker awarded every sentence 10 for both acceptability and negativity.

Each of the 8 Latin square rows were re-submitted to Mechanical Turk for another

worker to complete.

In addition, one worker returned a single score of 610 for the negativity of one of

the Less Negative sentences: we assume this was a data entry error and the worker

intended either 6 or 10 as the value. In our analysis we set this value to 10, since it is

the worse (ie most conservative) assumption for our hypothesis that sentences containing

Less Negative words will have a lower negativity score than those containing More

Negative words.

5.5.2 Analysing scaled responses

In this chapter we consider two hypotheses:

1. that subjects will perceive a difference in acceptability between the original sentence

and that containing a hypothesised less negative near synonym; and

2. that subjects will perceive a difference in negativity between the original sentence

and that containing a hypothesised less negative near synonym, specifically, that

subjects will perceive the latter sentence as less negative than the former.

We thus require hypothesis testing in order to determine if the means of the scores

of the original sentences and those containing hypothesised less negative near synonyms

differ significantly. In this situation, we can use a single-factor within-subject analysis of

variance (ANOVA), also known as a single-factor repeated-measures ANOVA, which allows

us to account for the fact that subjects are not being exposed to a single experimental

condition each, but are exposed to all the experimental conditions. In this experiment
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s1 s2 s3
More Neg Less Neg More Neg Less Neg More Neg Less Neg

7 2 5 4 6 7
6 5 3 3 7 6
8 2 4 2 5 2

Table 5.8: Hypothetical data for an illustrative analysis using a single-factor within-subject
ANOVA

we do not have any between-subjects factors—known differences between the subjects

(such as gender, age, and so on)—which we wish to explore. A within-subjects ANOVA

accounts for the lesser variance that can be expected by the subject remaining identical

over repeated measurements, and thus has more sensitivity than an ANOVA without

repeated measures (Keppel and Wickens, 2004, Part V).

Initially it may not appear that the data can be compared within word classes. We are

hypothesising that, for example, sentences containing stubborn are read as more negative

than otherwise identical sentences containing persistent, and that sentences containing

heartbreaking are read as more negative than otherwise identical sentences containing up-

setting, but we are not hypothesising any negativity relationship between stubborn and

upsetting or between heartbreaking and persistent, or, for that matter, between heartbreak-

ing and stubborn. However, since we are pairing the stimuli, it is reasonable to expect,

should our hypothesis hold, that the mean scores of the more negative sample should

be higher than the less negative sample, when the raters are asked about negativity.

Therefore, we use an ANOVA, which tests whether the difference between the means is

statistically significant.

We here provide a short worked example of a single-factor within-subjects ANOVA,

with hand-crafted data, in order to illustrate the process; the analysis of our experimental

data follows in Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4. For a full discussion of ANOVAs and within-

subject designs see Keppel and Wickens (2004) or other experimental design and analysis

texts. In this example we have three subjects s1, s2 ands3 and they are presented with

three sentences in the categories of More Neg and Less Neg, and asked to rank the

negativity of the sentences from 0 to 10. Their responses are as shown in Table 5.8.

We analyse this data using a statistics package (a R program to do so is given in

Appendix F) and it produces the summary statistics shown in Table 5.9. The p value is

0.03729, so p < 0.05 and we can say that Table 5.8, if it were real data, would show a

statistically significant difference in observed negativity between the two categories More

Neg and Less Neg.
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Deg. freedom Sum Sq Mean Sq F value p
Negativity 1 16·071 16·0714 5·2941 0·03729
Residuals 14 42·500 3·0357

Table 5.9: The summary statistics produced by a within-subjects ANOVA on the data in
Table 5.8

5.5.3 Acceptability results

The mean acceptability rating of sentences containing the More Negative words from

Table 5.7 was 6.61. The mean acceptability rating of sentences containing the Less Nega-

tive words was 6.41. An ANOVA does not find this difference to be statistically significant.

(F (1, 39) = 1.5975, p = 0.2138).

This is what we would expect: we manually selected sentences whose less negative

versions were acceptable to us. Confirming that this appears to have been true for the

Mechanical Turk workers also allows us to focus on the negativity results.

5.5.4 Negativity results

The mean negativity rating of sentences containing the More Negative words from Ta-

ble 5.7 was 6.11. The mean negativity rating of sentences containing the Less Negative

words was 4.82. An ANOVA finds this difference to be highly statistically significant.

(F (1, 39) = 29.324, p = 3.365× 10−6).

The means for each individual word are shown in Table 5.10.

In Table 5.10 we see that the effect is not only statistically significant overall, but very

consistent: sentences in the Less Negative group always have a lower mean rating than

their pair in the More Negative group.

5.5.5 Conclusion

In this section we have presented sentences that substitute a less negative word for a

more negative word to subjects, and found that they judge the resulting sentences to be

approximately equally acceptable, but less negative, confirming that valence shifting is an

effect that can be reliably achieved by lexical substitution at least in idealised cases.

One possible concern with this experimental methodology is that the presentation of

the sentences to subjects in pairs—review Figure 5.3 for an example—may have caused

the subjects to rely too heavily on simply reviewing the highlighted differences between

the sentences (the two words in each pair), and not the entire sentence, especially when it
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More Negative word Mean rating Less Negative word Mean rating Difference
ignored 5·7 overlooked 5·0 0·7
cowardly 6·1 cautious 4·9 1·2
toothless 6·1 ineffective 5·1 1·0
stubborn 5·3 persistent 4·3 1·0
frightening 6·2 concerning 5·5 0·7
assassination 6·2 death 6·0 0·2
fad 5·5 trend 3·5 2·0
idiotic 6·3 misguided 5·6 0·7
war 6·5 conflict 5·4 1·1
accusation 6·3 claim 4·5 1·8
heartbreaking 5·8 upsetting 5·7 0·1
conspiracy 5·6 arrangement 4·1 1·5
dread 6·6 anticipate 3·9 2·7
threat 6·6 warning 5·1 1·6
despair 6·2 concern 4·5 1·7
aggravating 6·2 irritating 5·7 0·5
scandal 6·9 event 3·8 3·1
panic 6·5 concern 4·5 2·0
tragedy 5·9 incident 4·6 1·3
worry 5·3 concern 4·5 0·7

Table 5.10: Mean negativity ratings of word pairs from the More Negative and Less
Negative pairs

came to negativity. Future work may wish to separate the paired. stimuli to control for

this effect.

5.6 Automatically predicting the raters’ scores using

distribution statistics

Ultimately, the goal of this work is to be able to correctly predict the correct choice of

near synonym so as to achieve the correct level of negativity in output. In the preceding

section our data suggests that this can be accomplished with lexical substitution. However,

this leaves the problem of determining the negativity of words automatically, rather than

relying on hand-crafted data.

In this section, we attempt to determine whether the metric scores are useful in re-

predicting the raters’ scores.
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More Negative Inf. gain Less Negative Inf. gain Difference
heartbreaking 1.43× 10−3 upsetting 4.57× 10−4 9.71× 10−4

despair 3.02× 10−4 concern 9.54× 10−5 2.07× 10−4

panic 6.51× 10−4 concern 9.54× 10−5 5.56× 10−4

aggravating 3.97× 10−4 irritating 2.40× 10−3 -2.00× 10−3

toothless 6.19× 10−4 ineffective 2.66× 10−4 3.53× 10−4

scandal 2.02× 10−4 event 4.87× 10−4 -2.85× 10−4

war 2.52× 10−3 conflict 4.91× 10−4 2.03× 10−3

frightening 3.49× 10−4 concerning 3.69× 10−4 -2.05× 10−5

cowardly 2.93× 10−4 cautious 2.35× 10−4 5.75× 10−5

assassination 1.34× 10−4 death 1.13× 10−3 -9.94× 10−4

idiotic 3.89× 10−3 misguided 1.65× 10−3 2.25× 10−3

fad 1.63× 10−5 trend 1.02× 10−4 -8.55× 10−5

threat 5.19× 10−4 warning 5.60× 10−5 4.63× 10−4

conspiracy 6.06× 10−4 arrangement -3.96× 10−4 -2.10× 10−4

dread 1.95× 10−3 anticipate 3.64× 10−4 1.58× 10−3

accusation 3.55× 10−4 claim 4.99× 10−6 3.50× 10−4

stubborn 5.23× 10−4 persistent 3.34× 10−4 1.89× 10−4

ignored 1.23× 10−4 overlooked 1.60× 10−3 -1.48× 10−3

worry 4.06× 10−4 concern 9.54× 10−5 3.10× 10−4

tragedy 6.12× 10−3 incident 9.79× 10−5 6.02× 10−3

Table 5.11: The information gain values computed for the test data in Table 5.7

5.6.1 Information gain, Kullback–Leibler divergence and IDF val-
ues for the test data

The results of the information gain metric given in equation (5.1) on the test data are

shown in Table 5.11. The difference between the Less Negative and More Negative

information gain is shown in the final column, and also in Figure 5.6. No pattern in the

data is immediately obvious, and in particular the ordering of More Negative and Less

Negative is not maintained well by the metric.

The results of the Kullback–Leibler divergence metric given in equation (5.2) on the

test data are shown in Table 5.12. The difference between the Less Negative and More

Negative Kullback–Leibler divergence is shown in the final column, and also in Figure 5.7.

Here we see a much stronger pattern, that the word from More Negative tends to have

a lesser Kullback–Leibler divergence value than the word from Less Negative (18 out of

20 word pairs).

The results of the IDF statistic given in equation (5.8) on the test data are shown

in Table 5.13. The difference between the Less Negative and More Negative IDF

is shown in the final column, and also in Figure 5.8. We do not see an especially strong

pattern of one column’s IDF values being larger than another’s: eight pairs have a higher
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More Negative KL divergence Less Negative KL divergence Difference
heartbreaking 0·84 upsetting 0·62 0·22
despair 0·99 concern 1·02 −0·03
panic 0·75 concern 1·02 −0·27
aggravating 0·85 irritating 0·94 −0·09
toothless 0·50 ineffective 0·89 −0·39
scandal 0·94 event 1·02 −0·09
war 0·96 conflict 0·97 −0·01
frightening 1·00 concerning 0·90 0·10
cowardly 0·79 cautious 0·83 −0·04
assassination 0·96 death 1·00 −0·04
idiotic 0·67 misguided 0·94 −0·27
fad 1·02 trend 1·01 0·00
threat 0·90 warning 1·00 −0·10
conspiracy 0·88 arrangement 0·90 −0·02
dread 0·86 anticipate 0·88 −0·02
accusation 0·75 claim 0·98 −0·23
stubborn 0·69 persistent 1·00 −0·31
ignored 0·98 overlooked 0·85 0·12
worry 1·00 concern 1·02 −0·02
tragedy 0·93 incident 1·01 −0·08

Table 5.12: The Kullback–Leibler divergence values computed for the test data in Table 5.7

value for the More Negative word and 12 for the Less Negative word.

Preliminary indications are thus that the Kullback–Leibler divergence may be a more

useful metric for predicting the raters’ scores most accurately, and thus perhaps for pre-

dicting negativity in usage more generally.

The next step is to transform the metrics into a model that predicts the raters’ scores.

There are two things that might be done here:

1. finding a function that maps each metric to the raters’ scores; and/or

2. combining the two metrics in case there is any useful complementarity.

To achieve both of these simultaneously, we use Support Vector Regression (SVR). See

Section 4.3 for a brief discussion of Support Vector Machines as background.

5.6.2 Predicting raters’ scores from skewness statistics using Sup-
port Vector Machines

We test our hypothesis that the information gain and Kullback–Leibler divergence scores

may be useful for predicting the perceived negativity of a word in its context by attempting

to predict the raters’ scores using Support Vector Machines with the information gain

and/or Kullback–Leibler divergence values.
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More Negative IDF Less Negative IDF Difference
heartbreaking 5·69 upsetting 6·57 0·89
despair 5·08 concern 4·33 −0·76
panic 5·75 concern 4·33 −1·42
aggravating 6·12 irritating 4·14 −1·98
toothless 6·91 ineffective 5·47 −1·44
scandal 5·57 event 3·91 −1·66
war 3·04 conflict 3·81 0·77
frightening 3·71 concerning 5·95 2·25
cowardly 6·91 cautious 6·44 −0·47
assassination 6·22 death 2·96 −3·26
idiotic 5·30 misguided 5·43 0·13
fad 6·73 trend 5·15 −1·58
threat 5·19 warning 4·28 −0·90
conspiracy 4·91 arrangement 6·57 1·67
dread 5·52 anticipate 6·32 0·80
accusation 6·91 claim 4·23 −2·68
stubborn 6·32 persistent 6·12 −0·20
ignored 4·61 overlooked 5·30 0·69
worry 4·14 concern 4·33 0·19
tragedy 3·17 incident 4·83 1·66

Table 5.13: The IDF values computed for the test data in Table 5.7

In order to do this, for each of the 38 words in Table 5.7 (concern appears three times,

hence there are not 40 individual test words), we construct a leave-one-out SVM on trained

using the values for the other 37 test words. Three separate SVMs are trained for each

word:

SVM-IG using the information gain score of the 37 training words as the only feature;

SVM-KL using the Kullback–Leibler divergence score of the 37 training words as the

only feature; and

SVM-IG-KL using two features for each training word, the information gain and the

Kullback–Leibler divergence value.

SVM-IG and SVM-KL, having only one feature, are equivalent to a regular regression

(ie not carried out by an SVM), in that it will transform the metric by rescaling and/or

shifting the intercept to match the dependent variable as closely as possible, but having

them allows us to evaluate whether the combination of features in SVM-IG-KL adds any

information over the better performing of SVM-IG or SVM-KL.

All models are trained using SVM-Light (Joachims, 1999) on the default settings, other

than training to perform regression rather than classification. We then ask the SVM to

recompute the raters’ mean score for that word.
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Predictions
Category Word SVM-IG SVM-KL SVM-IG-KL Mean rater score
More Negative assassination 4·10 5·55 5·56 6·24
Less Negative death 4·18 5·51 5·51 6·05
More Negative panic 4·51 5·76 5·76 6·51
Less Negative concern 4·63 5·58 5·58 4·53
More Negative scandal 3·77 5·58 5·58 6·88
Less Negative event 4·63 5·57 5·57 3·81
Prediction closest to the mean rater score shown in bold.

Table 5.14: Sample SVM predictions for the rater scores for each of the three SVM feature
sets SVM-IG, SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL

5.6.3 Results of prediction from skewness statistics

Sample predictions for individual words are shown in Table 5.14. In these examples we see

that the SVM-IG-KL prediction is extremely close to the SVM-KL prediction, indicating

that the information gain feature is not contributing to the predicted value when the

Kullback–Leibler divergence feature is present. This is confirmed by inspection of the

data: while the predicted values of SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL do differ, the largest

such difference is only 7.36 × 10−2 and the mean difference between the SVM-KL and

SVM-IG-KL models across the 38 test words is 7.03× 10−3.

As in Section 5.6.3, we consider the overall success by examining both the mean av-

erage error (MAE) and the mean square error (MSE) of the predictions, with the former

weighting all errors equally and the latter penalising outlying errors.

Evaluating the success of a regression without having an immediate application is

tricky, because it is not clear how bad errors are: are extreme outliers very bad, or only

bad proportionally? This is not yet clear for this task. We therefore give two common

error measures in Table 5.15: mean average error and mean square error.

The mean average error (MAE) of a set of predictions P : p1, . . . , pn as compared to

a set of known values C : c1, . . . , cn is simply the mean of the difference between each

prediction pi and the corresponding known value, ci, and weights all errors, small and

large, equally:

MAE(P ||C) =

∑n
i=1 |pi − ci|

n
(5.13)

The mean square error (MSE) of predictions P as compared to known values C is the

mean of the squares of difference between each prediction pi and the corresponding known

value, ci, and thus disproportionately penalises outlying errors:
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SVM-IG SVM-KL SVM-IG-KL
Mean average error 1·38 0·70 0·70
Mean squared error 2·48 0·75 0·75

Table 5.15: Mean average and mean squared error for each of the three SVM feature sets
SVM-IG, SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL

SVM-IG SVM-KL SVM-IG-KL Raters
Minimum predicted rating 3·67 5·51 5·51 3·52
Maximum predicted rating 7·37 5·93 5·93 6·88
Standard deviation 0·69 0·10 0·11 0·87

Table 5.16: Range of ratings predicted by SVM-IG, SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL, com-
pared to those of the raters

MSE(P ||C) =

∑n
i=1 |pi − ci|2

n
(5.14)

We see in Table 5.15 that, as expected from the examples in Table 5.14, the overall per-

formance of SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL are nearly identical, and vastly exceed SVM-IG.

In addition, the MSE value suggests that SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL have less outliers

than SVM-IG, since it is much closer, both relatively and absolutely, to the MAE value.

Returning to Table 5.14 however, it is clear that SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL are not

themselves a perfect solution to this problem: the range of predicted scores shown is very

small. This is confirmed by an inspection of the complete range of predictions made by the

models, a summary of which is shown in Table 5.16. The mean rating for a word by the

raters themselves varies from 3.52 to 6.88, but the range of SVM-KL and SVM-IG-KL

is only from 5.51 to 5.93. In addition, the standard deviation of the ratings is lower for

all models, including SVM-IG, than the standard deviations of the mean scores assigned

by the raters. This shows that the models do not adequately model the full spectrum of

scores assigned by the raters.

In addition, we can consider whether or not SVM-IG-KL managed to preserve the

order of ratings; that is, if say the sentences containing war were rated as especially

negative, did SVM-IG-KL also return an especially high result relative to its other pre-

dictions. A simple proxy for this is whether both numbers tend to be on the same side

of their respective means: if the worker rating for sentences containing war was above

the mean, was the SVM-IG-KL prediction above the mean of SVM-IG-KL predictions?

Inspection of the data shows that SVM-IG-KL is inconsistent at achieving this: the pre-

dicted value for 19 words had a matching relationship with the mean to the worker rating,
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but for 19 words it had the opposed relationship, ie less than the mean where the worker

rating was greater, or vice versa.

We therefore conclude that Kullback–Leibler divergence between the distribution of a

word and the distribution of words overall in a sentiment-annotated corpus is a promising

feature for this task, but certainly cannot be used in isolation.

A second issue to consider is why Kullback–Leibler divergence should perform better

than information gain in this regard, when both provide a measure of a word’s distribu-

tional difference from the underlying distribution. We hypothesise that this may be due

precisely to the asymmetry of Kullback–Leibler divergence, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.

In our valence-shifting pairs in Table 5.7, the pairs are generally going from the more

specific (say, panic) to the more general (concern). Since Kullback–Leibler divergence in

the direction we apply it amounts to, in the analysis of Weeds (2003), a measure of the

ability of any word in the corpus to substitute for the word in question, it is likely the

case that words in general substitute less poorly for the word concern than they do for the

word panic. Therefore, use of this feature needs to evaluated further in light of whether

less strongly attitudinal words are in fact also more general in meaning, or whether this

is particular to our examples.

5.6.4 Predicting raters’ scores from IDF using Support Vector
Machines

In Section 5.6.2 we attempted to re-predict the raters’ scores from the information gain and

Kullback–Leibler divergence statistics. We found that Kullback–Leibler divergence was a

potentially useful feature, and information gain appears not to be. In this section, we

explore IDF as a feature, to discover whether it is useful, and potentially complementary

to Kullback–Leibler divergence.

As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the IDF of two terms within a corpus could be considered

as a measure of that term’s importance to the corpus as a whole. While this will capture

stop words (such as the and and) as important, we can use it as a feature for particular

words, such as our 38 test words, and its value for stop words will not arise.

Therefore, for each of the 38 words in Table 5.7, we again construct a leave-one-out

SVM on trained using the values for the other 37 test words. Two further SVMs are

trained for each word:

SVM-IDF using the IDF score of the 37 training words as the only feature;
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Predictions
Category Word SVM-KL SVM-IDF SVM-IDF-KL Mean rater score
More Negative assassination 5·55 5·59 5·59 6·24
Less Negative death 5·51 5·64 5·63 6·05
More Negative panic 5·76 5·61 5·62 6·51
Less Negative concern 5·58 5·71 5·70 4·53
More Negative scandal 5·58 5·62 5·62 6·88
Less Negative event 5·57 5·72 5·72 3·81
Prediction closest to the mean rater score shown in bold.

Table 5.17: Sample SVM predictions for the rater scores for SVM feature sets SVM-KL,
SVM-IDF and SVM-IDF-KL

SVM-KL SVM-IDF SVM-IDF-KL
Mean average error 0·70 0·72 0·72
Mean squared error 0·75 0·81 0·81

Table 5.18: Mean average and mean squared error for the SVM feature sets SVM-KL,
SVM-IDF and SVM-IDF-KL

SVM-IDF-KL using two features for each training word, the IDF and the Kullback–

Leibler divergence value.

As in Section 5.6.2, models are trained using SVM-Light (Joachims, 1999) on the

default settings, other than training to perform regression rather than classification and

we then ask the SVM to recompute the raters’ mean score for that word.

5.6.5 Results of prediction from IDF

Sample predictions for individual words are shown in Table 5.17. As with the SVM-IG-

KL SVM, the SVM in these examples is apparently relying heavily on a single feature,

this time IDF rather than Kullback–Leibler divergence. The largest difference between

the predictions of SVM-IDF-KL and SVM-IDF is 1.84× 10−2, and the mean difference

1.21× 10−3.

As in Section 5.6.3, we consider the overall success by examining both the mean av-

erage error (MAE) and the mean square error (MSE) of the predictions, with the former

weighting all errors equally and the latter penalising outlying errors.

In Table 5.18, we see that SVM-IDF and SVM-IDF-KL have virtually identical

performance, but that this performance is worse than that of SVM-KL (and therefore

SVM-IG-KL). Since IDF measures, in a sense, generality (as in, words that are more

widespread in a corpus and hence more general have a lower IDF), this suggests that

replacing words with more or less general words may not assist valence shifting.
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Category Sentence
self report I read that most of the people in the film are loosely based on real stars

but that is a distraction that I ignored/overlooked while watching the
film.

reviewer opinion The last half-hour especially drags as the interaction between Brack-
ett and Peterson is curtailed in favor of shoot-outs chases and a lot of
idiotic/misguided exposition.

film description Director Kevin Hooks’s Fled is a fast action movie that appears to be
about two convicts on the lam but is actually a highly contrived and
ridiculous conspiracy on top of conspiracy/arrangement plot.

Table 5.19: Example sentences assigned to each of the self report, reviewer opinion
and film description categories

5.6.6 Error analysis by example sentence objectivity

As the discussion in Section 5.1.3 demonstrates, sentiment analysis and valence shifting

are both made more difficult by the varying ways sentiment may be used, including in

objective or subjective contexts. In this section we consider whether the different contexts

used affect the results given in Section 5.6.3 for the SVM-KL predictions, which is our

best-performing feature.

We assign the sentences given to raters the following categories:

self report directed at the reviewer, that is, the reviewer is expressing a negative trait

or opinion of themselves

reviewer opinion directed at the work, that is, the reviewer is expressing a negative

sentiment about the film

film description neutrally describing a negative trait of a film character, setting, plot

etc without expressing an opinion about it

One of sentences assigned to each of the three categories shown in Table 5.19 and

the full assignment of categories to the 40 example sentences is shown in Appendix D.

Table 5.20 shows the number of word-pairs (of 20, but one word-pair may have sentences

in up to two categories) that are included in each category and the number of sentences

(of 40) in each (since each More Negative-Less Negative word-pair has two sentences

in the test data).

The predictions of SVM-KL is on the level of individual words, and because it uses

the mean rating as features, does not distinguish between the two (or six, in the case of

concern occuring in three word pairs) sentences the raters were given, we here consider
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Category Number of sentences Number of word pairs
self report 2 2
reviewer opinion 14 8
film description 24 12

Table 5.20: Number of test data sentences and word pairs per category

Category MAE MSE
self report 0·91 1·15
reviewer opinion 0·53 0·54
film description 0·83 0·90

Table 5.21: Mean average error and mean square error of SVM-KL at predicting the
rating of words in each category

performance of the words by category when at least one of the sentences containing that

word fell into that category.

The MAE and MSE per category are shown in Table 5.21. Both average errors for

reviewer opinion words are noticeably lower than the other two averages. Iff we compare

the per-word rank of errors for the two large categories reviewer opinion as opposed

to film description for words that have a sentence in one of the two categories but not

both, we find that the distributions of the two samples differ significantly (Mann–Whitney

U = 218, n1 = 13, n2 = 22, p < 0.01 two-tailed).

This means that SVM-KL is better at predicting the ratings of a word’s negativ-

ity when at least one of that word’s example sentences is in the reviewer opinion

category, where the reviewer is describing their subjective state. This indicates that

Kullback–Leibler divergence–and possibly related measures—may be a more useful fea-

ture for valence-shifting in subjective contexts than otherwise.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown that lexical substitution, as we hoped, can achieve valence

shifting on its own, as judged by human raters with a substitution task. In addition,

we have shown that at least one measure of the distribution of a word in a corpus, the

Kullback–Leibler divergence, is a potentially promising feature for modelling the ability

of a lexical substitution to achieve a valence shift, especially for sentiment in a subjective

context.

We have not, in this chapter attempted to reproduce human judgements of the valence,

or shifted valence, of pieces of text larger than the sentence level, and one weakness of
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information gain, Kullback–Leibler divergence and IDF as features is that they are fairly

limited to the lexical level. Extensions to n-grams would quickly run into a data sparsity

problem. Even at the lexical level we also expect that they may not be useful as measures

of the valence-shifting possibilities of closed class words, even though some closed class

words like very contribute to sentiment (as discussed by for example Yessenalina and

Cardie (2011)) and therefore presumably to valence shifting. Future work needs to be

able to reproduce the comparitive sentiment of longer valence-shifted that differ in multiple

places.

As we observed at the beginning of this chapter, ultimately the techniques used for

the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task may not be suitable for all tasks that require

near-synonym choice, but only for those, such as the intelligent thesaurus or in other

writing support tools, where surrounding context (largely) exists. Thus, the ability to

use statistical information to inform lexical knowledge-base entries suitable for use in a

general NLG system is also important, and our work here suggests some possible avenues

for doing so. In particular, the investigation of other distributional measures as discussed

by eg Weeds (2003) may prove to provide promising measures of the inherent sentiment, or

other characteristics of near-synonym differences, when an appropriately annotated corpus

is available.
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Conclusions

The goal of this thesis was to contribute to a solution to the problem of lexical choice,

specifically by studying how to choose between words that have similar meanings but differ

in sentiment, and by choosing between such words when there is a specific goal of valence

shifting.

This thesis has shown that words that differ in sentiment or affect are a unique subset

of the lexical choice and will need either specialised techniques or at least attention in

performance and error analysis of lexical choice solutions. It has shown that valence-

shifting is a meaningful problem, and one that can be addressed with lexical substitution

as one possible approach, at least as a baseline.

There is considerable scope for further work in lexical choice and valence-shifting. In

concluding this thesis, we first provide a summary of our major results in Section 6.1 and

then outline future research directions in Section 6.2.

6.1 Summary of findings

6.1.1 Performance of FITB approaches on attitudinal near syn-
onyms

We have examined the Fill In the Blanks (FITB) task in which a system must suggest

the most appropriate near synonym from a list in order to supply the missing word in a

piece of text, such as in this example due to Edmonds (1997) and originally introduced

here in Chapter 1:

(6.1) However, such a move also would run the risk of cutting deeply into U.S. economic

151
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growth, which is why some economists think it would be a big {error | mistake |

oversight}.

We have observed that the tendency with the FITB task is to evaluate performance

on a fairly small set of near synonyms, which does not provide scope for performance to

be analysed in terms of certain types of near synonyms, despite considerable discussion in

the literature of the axes on which near synonyms can vary.

Based both on the large number of societal uses for writing attitude-infused text, and on

the mature body of statistical approaches to sentiment analysis — primarily the detection

of the polarity of texts — we concentrate on near synonyms that express, and sometimes

differ, in attitude.

We reimplemented two existing approaches to the FITB problem, and found that

they indeed vary in their ability to predict the usage of attitude and non-attitudinal near

synonyms.

Limitations of this investigation included having imperfect re-implementations of meth-

ods described in the literature; not investigating the performance of more recent ap-

proaches to the FITB problem (see Section 2.4.2) on near synonyms that differ in senti-

ment; and not investigating related hypotheses on tasks like the lexical substitution task of

McCarthy and Navigli (2007) (discussed in Section 2.4.4), which would bolster the claim

that near synonyms that differ in sentiment behave differently in word choice or word

prediction tasks. Overall, it is not clear how generalisable these results are to natural

language generation applications, this requires considerable further work.

6.1.2 Development of FITB approaches that allow wide context
to be incorporated

We have developed new supervised approaches to the FITB problem and investigated

various feature sets. We found that incorporating distant lexical choices in a document

can be a helpful feature if appropriate weighting is applied allowing them to be discounted

for distance from the near synonym gap. We have investigated directly using author

identity, document sentiment and proxies thereof as features, finding them to be only

slightly useful at best, at this stage.

We have found that these techniques, like the existing ones we tested, behave differently

for attitudinal near synonym sets, and also that these near-synonym sets tend to have a

lower most-frequent baseline result also, continuing to suggest that statistical approaches

may need to treat these near synonyms differently.
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As a minor contribution in addition to this, we developed a set of annotated near

synonyms for testing which include a sizeable proportion of attitudinal near synonyms.

It remains to be seen what, precisely, what the weighting of distance words is contribut-

ing to the FITB solution. Additional error analysis may contribute to our understanding.

This approach to lexical choice may be of limited in natural language generation systems

that cannot realise the remainder of the text before making a lexical choice between certain

near-synonyms.

6.1.3 Demonstration of valence shifting by lexical substitution

We have investigated the problem of valence shifting, of automatically rewriting a text in

order to change its sentiment — in our case, making it less negative — by lexical substi-

tution. Previous work had had some difficulty with achieving valence shifts recognisable

by human judges, we therefore constructed an idealised version of valence shifting which

eliminated common confounding factors such as grammatical errors, showing that lexical

valence shifting can be accomplished by solely by substituting a more negative word with

a less negative word without significant loss of fluency. This result confirms that valence

shifting is a meaningful problem for future investigation.

This approach is exploratory and its major limitation is therefore that it does not

strongly suggest any particularly effective method for valence-shifting.

6.1.4 Investigation into measures of valence-shifting capability

We explored the idea that the valence-shifting capability of a word might correspond

to that word’s distribution in a sentiment-annotated corpus. We investigated two such

measures of distribution, or rather of the extent to which a word’s distribution varied

from the overall distribution of words in the corpus: information gain and Kullback–

Leibler divergence, together with IDF, a measure of a word’s importance to a corpus.

We found that Kullback–Leibler divergence, which can be considered to be the sub-

stitutability of a lexical item for other lexical items in the document, had promise as a

feature which could contribute to a model of how human judges perceive the results of

valence shifting.

The major limitation of this approach is that we did not go on to investigate any of

our measures as a feature in a valence-shifting system. They remain simply promising

features to be investigated.
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6.2 Future work

Each of the contributions of this thesis suggests further research avenues, both for improv-

ing lexical choice among near synonyms, and for improving valence shifting capabilities of

systems that transform text.

6.2.1 Evaluation of other FITB approaches on attitudinal axes

Chapter 3 of this thesis describes a finding that several of the statistical approaches to

the FITB task vary in their ability to predict the use of attitudinal near synonyms from

the ability to predict non-attitudinal near synonyms. This result suggests that the several

other statistical approaches have been proposed (see Section 2.4.2) should likewise be

evaluated in terms of whether their success in predicting near-synonym use varies on the

attitudinal axis.

6.2.2 Evaluation of FITB approaches on other near-synonym types

In this thesis we have considered one axis of difference between near synonyms: that of

sentiment, as suggested by the large body of sentiment analysis research. However, in

Section 2.1 we described many axes on which near synonyms can vary, and to date the

performance of FITB approaches has not been broken down along these lines. Thus,

another direction for future work would be evaluating FITB approaches, or at least the

present best-performing ones, on other axes.

Several of these axes have one of the properties that encouraged us to examine senti-

ment differences, which is the potential for that axis to infuse the whole document. For

example, formality is in some ways a property of an entire document, so as with attitudi-

nal aspects of meaning, statistical approaches to near-synonym choice may vary on their

performance on the axis of formality.

6.2.3 Further evaluation of the distance-weighted unigram model

The unigram distance model is yet to be compared specifically to the performance of more

recent FITB approaches discussed in Section 2.4.2. While we argue in this thesis for a

broader range of test data for the FITB problem on the grounds that the possible different

performance of approaches on different types of near-synonyms, verifying this approach

on the standard test words and Wall Street Journal corpus would allow us to determine

which of the measures to use as a starting point for improving FITB performance when
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it comes to near synonyms that have affective meaning.

6.2.4 Identification of the features used by the unigram distance
model

The feature values in the unigram distance models for the FITB task are weighted only

by their distance from the gap to be filled by the chosen near synonym.Despite having not

discovered useful features in our investigations of author identity and sentiment scores,

we continue to suspect that distance from the gap is not the only useful feature. Investi-

gation of precisely which distant lexical features are having a measurable impact on the

result would allow for more specific features to be developed, and perhaps, if patterns are

observed in the lexical features which are assisting the model’s performance, the use of

non-lexical features that capture similar properties. It may be the case that these features

are serving as a proxy for the sentiment of the document, the author of the document, the

topic of the document or other global features of the document that could be used directly

when known to be helpful.

One hypothesis that has been suggested is that of elegant variation, that is, a

stylistic preference to not use an identical word repeatedly in a short sequence of text.

Wider context may therefore provide clues to the choice of word that were stylistically pro-

hibited in surrounding text. Another is that discourse level structures are being detected,

perhaps contrast or alternative points of view. This could be investigated using existing

discourse analysis tools or recent sentiment analysis work that focuses on sentiment-related

discouse features.

6.2.5 Further investigation of the human perception of valence
shifting

One approach to improving valence shifting is to tackle it from the other side: rather than

valence shifting text and then having human judges evaluate it, find out what human judges

find to unambiguously shift valence, and then attempt to have systems incorporate these

strategies. This can be done in an explicit way (“what would you do, to valence shift this

text?”) but linguistic intuitions may be better captured if techniques are tested on human

judges with ideal-condition implementations, without the judges needing to introspect

about how they would valence shift. Successful techniques can then be incorporated into

valence-shifting systems.
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6.2.6 Experimentation with distributional similarity measures for
valence shifting

Given the initial promising result using the Kullback–Leibler divergence to predict the rat-

ing of sentences by the human subjects investigation, other conceptually similar measures

should be investigated. Given this finding, other measures of distributional similarity (or,

perhaps, difference in this case) to the general distribution of words in a sentiment an-

notated corpus may be suitable: the many measures considered by Weeds (2003) are an

obvious starting point.

6.2.7 Valence shifting between negative and positive text

In Chapter 5 we confined ourselves to valence shifting to less negative text. A range of

questions about valence shifting between negative and positive text remain open: is this

a valid task, to what extent is lexical substitution possible or effective, and are any of the

same features explored in Chapter 5 useful when the words may have equal strengths but

opposite polarities?



Appendix A

124 WordNet synsets annotated

for sentiment differences

This appendix contains the annotations of the 124 high frequency synsets from WordNet

described in Section 3.2.2.1. Section A.1 gives the instructions to annotators and a sample

annotation question, and Section A.2 gives the full annotation results.

A.1 Instructions to annotators

The instructions to annotators are shown in Figure A.1 on page 163 and a sample anno-

tation question in Figure A.2 on page 163.

A.2 Annotations for each of 124 synsets

Synsets that formed the final 58 selected synsets which were used as test data as described

in Section 3.3.1.1 are in bold face.

Synset has affective?

POS Words Annotator 1 Annotator 2

Noun care, attention, aid, tending Definitely Unsure

Noun deed, feat, effort, exploit Probably Probably

Adjective legal, sound Definitely not Definitely not

Noun effect, essence, burden, core, gist Probably not Definitely

Noun care, charge, tutelage, guardianship Probably Probably not

Adjective individual, separate, single Definitely not Definitely not
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Noun operation, functioning, perfor-

mance

Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective former, late, previous Definitely not Definitely not

Noun ascent, acclivity, rise, raise, climb,

upgrade

Definitely not Definitely not

Noun fusion, merger, unification Definitely not Probably not

Noun batch, deal, flock, good deal, great deal,

hatful, heap, lot, mass, mess, mickle,

mint, muckle, peck, pile, plenty, pot,

quite a little, raft, sight, slew, spate,

stack, tidy sum, wad, whole lot, whole

slew

Definitely Probably

Adjective entire, full, total Definitely not Definitely not

Noun matter, affair, thing Definitely not Probably not

Noun consequence, effect, outcome, result,

event, issue, upshot

Definitely not Unsure

Noun debris, dust, junk, rubble, detritus Probably Probably

Noun sphere, domain, area, orbit, field,

arena

Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective available, uncommitted Probably Probably

Adjective clear, open Probably not Unsure

Noun kind, sort, form, variety Definitely not Definitely not

Noun measure, step Definitely not Definitely not

Noun topic, subject, issue, matter Probably not Probably not

Adjective respective, several, various Definitely not Definitely not

Noun share, portion, part, percentage Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective arduous, backbreaking, grueling,

gruelling, hard, heavy, laborious,

punishing, toilsome

Definitely Definitely

Adjective clean, clear, light, unclouded Definitely not Definitely not

Noun path, track, course Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective capable, open, subject Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective significant, substantial Probably not Definitely not

Noun health, wellness Probably not Probably

Noun variety, change Definitely not Probably not

Noun composition, paper, report, theme Definitely not Definitely not

Noun commission, charge, direction Definitely not Definitely not

Noun test, trial, run Definitely not Definitely not
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Noun sketch, study Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective broad, full Definitely not Definitely not

Noun speculation, venture Probably Definitely

Noun place, property Definitely not Definitely not

Noun undertaking, project, task, labor Probably not Probably not

Noun person, individual, someone, somebody,

mortal, human, soul

Definitely not Unsure

Adjective inadequate, poor, short Definitely Probably

Noun bang, boot, charge, rush, flush, thrill,

kick

Probably Definitely not

Noun topographic point, place, spot Definitely not Definitely not

Noun drop, dip, fall, free fall Probably Definitely not

Noun hand, deal Definitely not Definitely not

Noun campaign, cause, crusade, drive, move-

ment, effort

Definitely Probably

Noun seat, place Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective able, capable Definitely not Probably

Noun survey, study Definitely not Definitely not

Noun support, keep, livelihood, living, bread

and butter, sustenance

Probably Definitely

Noun coupling, mating, pairing, conjugation,

union, sexual union

Probably Definitely

Noun mind, head, brain, psyche, nous Probably not Probably not

Adjective chief, main, primary, principal Probably not Definitely not

Noun argument, statement Definitely not Probably

Noun cogitation, study Probably not Definitely not

Adjective separate, single Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective independent, main Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective expected, likely, potential Probably Probably

Noun view, survey, sight Definitely not Definitely not

Noun union, conglutination Definitely not Definitely not

Noun rise, boost, hike, cost increase Probably Definitely

Noun position, post, berth, office, spot,

billet, place, situation

Definitely not Definitely not

Noun opinion, sentiment, persuasion, view,

thought

Probably Definitely
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Noun human body, physical body, material

body, soma, build, figure, physique,

anatomy, shape, bod, chassis, frame,

form, flesh

Probably Probably not

Adjective humble, low, lowly, modest, small Definitely Definitely

Adjective broken, crushed, humbled, humili-

ated, low

Definitely Definitely

Noun construction, building Definitely not Definitely not

Noun remainder, balance, residual,

residue, residuum, rest

Definitely not Definitely not

Noun marriage, matrimony, union, spousal

relationship, wedlock

Probably not Probably not

Noun approval, commendation Probably not Definitely not

Noun violence, force Definitely Definitely

Adjective bad, tough Unsure Definitely

Noun job, task, chore Probably Definitely

Noun view, aspect, prospect, scene, vista,

panorama

Definitely not Probably not

Adjective full, replete Probably not Probably not

Noun kernel, substance, core, center, essence,

gist, heart, heart and soul, inwardness,

marrow, meat, nub, pith, sum, nitty-

gritty

Probably Probably

Adjective cardinal, central, fundamental, key, pri-

mal

Definitely not Probably not

Noun procedure, process Definitely not Definitely not

Noun documentation, support Probably not Definitely not

Adjective difficult, hard Probably Unsure

Noun spending, disbursement, disbursal, out-

lay

Definitely not Definitely

Noun security, protection Probably Definitely not

Noun course, trend Definitely not Probably not

Noun union, sum, join Definitely not Definitely not

Noun department, section Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective avid, great, eager, zealous Definitely Definitely

Noun study, work Definitely not Probably not

Noun stead, position, place, lieu Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective light, scant, short Probably Definitely
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Noun food, nutrient Definitely not Definitely not

Noun imperativeness, insistence, insistency,

press, pressure

Probably Probably

Noun effort, elbow grease, exertion, travail,

sweat

Probably Probably not

Noun scheme, strategy Probably Probably

Noun deficit, shortage, shortfall Probably not Definitely not

Noun party, company Definitely not Definitely not

Noun fairness, equity Probably Probably

Noun advance, rise Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective full, total Definitely not Definitely not

Noun charge, complaint Definitely not Probably

Adjective big, enceinte, expectant, gravid, great,

large, heavy, with child

Definitely Definitely not

Noun caper, job Probably Definitely

Adjective bad, insecure, risky, high-risk,

speculative

Definitely Definitely

Noun return, issue, proceeds, take, takings,

yield, payoff

Definitely not Probably not

Noun leverage, purchase Definitely not Definitely not

Noun book, volume Definitely not Definitely not

Noun bargain, deal Probably Probably

Noun provision, supply, supplying Definitely not Definitely not

Noun charge, billing Definitely not Definitely not

Noun head, chief, top dog Probably Definitely not

Noun committee, commission Definitely not Definitely not

Noun option, alternative, choice Definitely not Definitely not

Noun area, region Definitely not Definitely not

Noun history, account, chronicle, story Definitely not Probably not

Noun financing, funding Definitely not Definitely not

Noun battle, conflict, fight, engagement Definitely Definitely

Noun cause, reason, grounds Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective especial, exceptional, particular, special Definitely not Unsure

Noun choice, selection, option, pick Definitely not Definitely not

Noun output, yield, production Definitely not Definitely not

Adjective long, tenacious Definitely Probably

Adjective hard, heavy Probably Unsure

Noun probe, investigation Probably not Definitely not
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Noun basis, base, foundation, fundament,

groundwork, cornerstone

Definitely not Probably not

Adjective blue, depressed, dispirited, down, down-

cast, downhearted, down in the mouth,

low, low-spirited

Definitely Probably

Noun change, alteration, modification Definitely not Definitely not
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Near synonyms
In this experiment you will be presented with sets of near synonyms. Near synonyms are
groups of words which mean nearly the same thing.
For each set of near synonyms, you will be asked whether you think the differences between
all the words are mainly in attitude, or mainly in something else.

Examples
Difference in attitude

An example of two words that differ primarily in attitude to what they’re describing are
attitude are stingy, and frugal.

Other differences

An example of two words that differ primarily in meaning are wood and forest.
An example of two works that differ primarily in formality are potato and spud.

Figure A.1: Instructions to annotators annotating the 124 WordNet synsets.

Instructions
For each set of comma-separated words, choose whether you think they differ from each
other mainly in attitude or mainly in some other way.

Words
position, post, berth, office, spot, billet, place, situation
(Meaning: a job in an organization; “he occupied a post in the treasury” (noun 556725))

• Definitely attitude difference

• Probably attitude difference

• Unsure

• Probably not attitude difference

• Definitely not attitude difference

Figure A.2: Sample annotation question for the annotators annotating the 124 WordNet
synsets.





Appendix B

47 test word sets from Use the
Right Word annotated for

sentiment differences

These are the 47 test word sets drawn from Use the Right Word (Hayakawa, 1968) as described

in Section 4.1.2.

Each word is also marked with words in the same set that it shares a WordNet 2.0 synset

with, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.2. Words in the same set sharing a synset may be marked with

×, ⋆, or †. There is no meaning attached to either the same symbol used in different sets, or the

choice of symbol within a set.

Set

sentiment

type Word Sentiment Word Sentiment Word Sentiment

None incorporate Neutral digest Neutral absorb Neutral

Same ludicrous×⋆ Negative senseless Negative foolish Negative

preposterous⋆ Negative ridiculous×⋆† Negative farcical× Negative

absurd⋆ Negative silly† Negative irrational Negative

unreasonable Negative

None attend Neutral accompany Neutral

None collect× Neutral gather× Neutral

Differing precise⋆ Neutral accurate⋆ Neutral exact⋆ Neutral

right× Positive nice Neutral correct× Neutral

true Neutral
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Differing acknowledge× Neutral confess Negative admit× Neutral

Differing feat× Positive operation⋆ Neutral act Neutral

exploit× Positive action Neutral performance⋆ Neutral

None activity Neutral stir Neutral

Differing insight Positive perception Neutral

None fit Neutral conform× Neutral adapt× Neutral

None supplement Neutral addition Neutral

None adequate× Neutral satisfactory Neutral enough× Neutral

sufficient Neutral

None recommendation Neutral advice Neutral

Same aghast Negative scared× Negative frightened× Negative

afraid Negative

Differing drunk Negative alcoholic Neutral

None fable× Neutral allegory× Neutral

Differing aloof Negative reserved Positive detached Negative

None old Neutral ancient Neutral

Same indignation Negative rage× Negative wrath⋆ Negative

fury× Negative anger⋆ Negative

Differing creature× Neutral animal× Neutral beast× Negative

None reply×⋆† Neutral response×⋆ Neutral answer⋆† Neutral

Same foreboding Negative anxiety Negative angst Negative

worry Negative dread Negative

None aspect× Neutral look× Neutral appearance Neutral

None acclaim Neutral applause Neutral

None around×⋆ Neutral about×⋆ Neutral approximately× Neutral

roughly Neutral

Differing debate⋆ Neutral discuss Positive reason× Neutral

argue×⋆ Neutral

None result⋆ Neutral issue×⋆ Neutral stem Neutral

emerge× Neutral arise Neutral

None material Neutral weapons Neutral arms Neutral

Differing synthetic Neutral ersatz Negative false× Negative

imitation× Neutral

Differing stylist Positive artist Neutral creator Neutral

virtuoso Positive painter Neutral

Differing mannered Negative artificial Negative artistic× Neutral

precious Negative arty Negative stylized Positive
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aesthetic× Positive

None ally Neutral associate× Neutral fellow× Neutral

partner Neutral

None promise× Neutral guarantee⋆ Neutral assure×⋆ Neutral

None charge Neutral attack× Neutral storm Neutral

assault× Neutral

None sympathy Neutral attraction Neutral affinity Neutral

Differing credit Positive attribute Neutral

Same bad Negative distasteful Negative objectionable Negative

unpleasant Negative

Same banal Negative fatuous× Negative inane× Negative

inspid⋆ Negative vapid⋆ Negative

Same bait× Negative hector Negative hound Negative

ride× Negative

Same bigotry Negative bias× Negative intolerance Negative

prejudice× Negative

Same bitterness Negative harshness Negative

Same bleak× Negative barren× Negative desolate× Negative

gaunt Negative

Same brashness Negative brass× Negative cheek× Negative

hide Negative nerve× Negative

Same abrupt Negative curt× Negative gruff Negative

short× Negative

Same catastrophe× Negative debacle Negative disaster× Negative

Same clumsy×⋆† Negative awkward×† Negative gawky⋆ Negative

inept× Negative lumbering Negative





Appendix C

z scores corresponding with

significance levels for Tables 4.8

and 4.11

z-scores resulting from the non-parametric McNemar test corresponding with the significance

levels shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.11 are shown in Tables C.1 and C.2 respectively.
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Appendix D

Sentences considered for

Mechanical Turk experiment

D.1 Accepted sentences
In this section we give all accepted sentences which were randomly chosen from the the Scale

dataset v1.0 movie review data set (Scale 1.0) (Pang and Lee, 2005) corpus due to containing a

more negative test word from Table 5.7, and which were manually chosen by us for presentation to

Mechanical Turk workers, as described in Section 5.4. These sentences include manually corrected

punctuation.

We also give the target of their sentiment, as discussed in Section 5.6.6, that is, whether the

negative sentiment is:

self report directed at the reviewer, that is, the reviewer is expressing a negative trait or opinion

of themselves

reviewer opinion directed at the work, that is, the reviewer is expressing a negative sentiment

about the film

film description neutrally describing a negative trait of a film character, setting, plot etc with-

out expressing an opinion about it

Latin square Sentence Sentiment source

number

0 I read that most of the people in the film are loosely

based on real stars but that is a distraction that I ig-

nored/overlooked while watching the film.

self report
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1 Ruben whose 1987 sleeper The Stepfather was one of

the decade’s best thrillers has in The Good Son ig-

nored/overlooked everything that made that earlier film

work: a tight script excellent atmosphere and solid char-

acterization.

reviewer opinion

2 It’s hard to argue with the rational message delivered, I

just wished the film took on the politics of the scientists

sleeping in the same bed with the government who are

just as much a detriment to world peace as the xenophobic

media and the cowardly/cautious bunch of world leaders.

film description

3 What we learn is that Goya was a flawed man, feeling him-

self to be cowardly/cautious and weak-spirited at times,

whose great influences to overcome his shortcomings were

Vel Zquez Rembrandt and his imagination tied to reason .

film description

4 EdTV is a shallow and jokey rendering of its subject a

toothless/ineffective satire that fades before the last punch-

line.

reviewer opinion

5 It’s curious how one of the most inventive made-for-cable

tv series, HBO’s Tales From the Crypt, could turn into

one of the most toothless/ineffective movie series to haunt

multiplexes.

reviewer opinion

6 Alvin’s eyesight is so poor that he doesn’t have a driver’s

license, he walks with a cane has a bad hip, has emphy-

sema, and is as stubborn/persistent as a mule therefore

even though it doesn’t make too much sense to travel the

way he does no one can talk him out of it.

film description

7 This stubborn/persistent driven hard-working man is not

entirely pleasant to be around but he’s fascinating and

thoroughly human.

film description

8 It’s not a horror movie although there are some frighten-

ing/concerning images.

film description

9 Its real achievement is creating a record of the kind of

ridiculous frightening/concerning and grimly hysterical be-

havior everyone already knows goes on college campuses

across the country it’s the realest real world episode you’ll

ever see.

film description
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10 assassination/death taking place in the crowded boxing

venue is masterfully done and well worth the price of ad-

mission as de Palma goes crazy with his cameras offering

numerous shots from all different angles of the crowd and

the casino.

film description

11 Admittedly most of the humor is warped: how else could

you describe a comedy with central themes of incest and

an obsession with JFK’s assassination/death but it would

take an exceedingly bland viewer not to find at least a few

amusing elements in the film.

film description

12 So what is the fascination, this fad/trend is much larger

than previous ones like the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

and the power rangers.

reviewer opinion

13 The Star Wars fad/trend such as it was lasted into the early

’80s and the original film received two additional theatrical

runs.

reviewer opinion

14 Add to this an idiotic/misguided hollywood ending and

First Knight turns out to be a mess of the first order.

reviewer opinion

15 The last half-hour especially drags as the interaction be-

tween Brackett and Peterson is curtailed in favor of shoot-

outs chases and a lot of idiotic/misguided exposition.

reviewer opinion

16 Unlike those two films and numerous others that show the

Bosnian war/conflict from an insider’s viewpoint Welcome

to Sarajevo makes its main character a British TV news

reporter.

film description

17 The movie is not rated but would be an R for war/conflict

carnage brief nudity and a little profanity.

film description

18 When the movie does deal with the children at all it is to

have one of them scream out an accusation/claim and/or

cry perhaps to be resolved later by a sensitive talk and a

hug, perhaps not.

film description

19 Personally I don’t buy the male bashing accusation/claim

that has been leveled at Waiting to Exhale.

reviewer opinion

20 I felt very touched by the film and its ability to tell such

a heartbreaking/upsetting story in such a sensitive and in-

telligent manner without it being an art house film.

reviewer opinion
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21 The entire milieu of the Falls City youth has a heartbreak-

ing/upsetting genuineness to it particularly noteworthy is

how Lana’s mother becomes Mom to everyone in their des-

peration for any family relationship and Peirce does a fine

job of using Brandon to explore the effect of a noncon-

formist on a place where reality is assumed to be static.

reviewer opinion

22 Director Kevin Hooks’s Fled is a fast action movie that

appears to be about two convicts on the lam but is actu-

ally a highly contrived and ridiculous conspiracy on top of

conspiracy/arrangement plot.

film description

23 Let me not dwell on this implausibility thing and rather

than get into the intricate conspiracy/arrangement maze,

let me give two small examples.

film description

24 Sitting through In the Company of Men is a cleaner more

guilt-free experience but it’s not entirely dissimilar much as

we dread/anticipate viewing what must happen we cannot

tear ourselves away.

self report

25 The film draws to an end with the 11 discussing the blur-

ring of class distinctions in england and the effect of the

series on their lives most claim to dread/anticipate it but

tolerate it.

film description

26 The script heaps several unnecessary leaps of faith on the

audience most surrounding the lack of seriousness american

law enforcement officers place on the threat/warning of a

major assassination.

film description

27 The curious mix of violence and charm with the implicit

threat/warning of death lurking behind every toothy smile

adds luster to the mystery.

film description

28 Willis and Pfeiffer deftly turn their post-separation

scenes into awkward shuffles between longing and de-

spair/concern where most films treat divorce either as all-

acrimony or all-indifference this one captures how much

people want it all to work out.

film description

29 Which signifies that there is something despairing about

the foreign influence in Vietnam but what that de-

spair/concern exactly means is never clearly stated in the

context of the story.

film description
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30 Agent whose facial tics grow a bit aggravating/irritating

but is simply hilarious when he goes into full prowl mode

in his attempt to think like a cat.

reviewer opinion

31 The incessant koan-like philosophizing becomes aggra-

vating/irritating enough but it’s even more frustrat-

ing that every one of the men from the law school-

educated Staros to Kentucky-bred farm boy Witt thinks

in the same college-sophomore-on-a-double-bong-hit-my-

fingernail-could-be-a-whole-nother-universe terms.

reviewer opinion

32 This ignorance is bliss tale a tale with no given solution

seems like it is a documentary but instead it mixes fact and

fiction as it adds setup fictional pieces to its factual story

and this national story in Iran which was widely reported

in their media causing a national scandal/event plays here

with a dazzling sense of wonderment and complexity.

film description

33 If you stay to see all of the credits you will learn that it

was never proven that either had anything to do with the

scandal/event.

film description

34 Cage’s frozen wide-eyed expression tells it all about his

absolute panic/concern.

film description

35 As they do throughout the film the acting of panic/concern

and fear by Gibson and Russo is genuine and touching.

film description

36 That film was smart enough to treat the story as grand

melodrama a weepy transcendental tragedy/incident rather

than an Oscar-season message movie.

film description

37 But Liberty Heights isn’t some heavy romantic

tragedy/incident a la Romeo and Juliet.

film description

38 The director Peter Hyams has a spartan approach that

sticks to action read killing without much worry/concern

about plausibility.

film description

39 This is a special movie that some might detest or feel put

upon on first viewing it but is for others an exhilarating

work an outstanding example of a non-commercial film

allowed to take on the personalities of the stars without

worry/concern about it being a formula story or needing

a glib ending.

film description
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D.2 Rejected sentences
In this section we give all rejected sentences which were randomly chosen from the Scale 1.0

corpus due to containing a more negative test word from Table 5.7, but which were manually

rejected by us for various disfluencies, as described in Section 5.4. Since they were rejected,

sentences have not been manually punctuated or recapitalised.

Sentence Reason for rejection

he pops these little magnesium pills at the right time and

instant courage just like the badge for bravery on the cow-

ardly/cautious lion in the wizard of oz .

part of proper name

most films fad/trend in our minds like the setting sun . wrong part-of-speech

after failing to provide the grandeur of the english patient

in love and war/conflict then can’t muster the kind of con-

vincing characterizations which at least made the whole

wide world watchable .

part of multi-word expression

our subject today is something i refer to as characterization

via accusation/claim .

wrong sense

the first shadow conspiracy/arrangement was a terrible

film that vanished from theaters almost as soon as it

opened .

part of proper name

sad to say most wanted is yet another poorly-executed

government conspiracy thriller joining the lackluster ranks

of shadow conspiracy murder at 1600 and conspir-

acy/arrangement theory .

part of proper name

conspiracy/arrangement lovers will have fun sorting

through the layers of cover-up and treachery here .

nonsensical

i’ve said before that i’m not a big believer in conspir-

acy/arrangement theories but that’s not why i think most

films about conspiracy theories are so mediocre at best .

part of multi-word expression

for while the material here is inherently better than that

of shadow conspiracy/arrangement it takes strong perfor-

mances and a sure steady hand at the helm to lift the

production above the level of its uneven script .

part of proper name

perhaps you think this won’t be just another plot-driven

conspiracy/arrangement thriller .

part of multi-word expression
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sad to say most wanted is yet another poorly-executed gov-

ernment conspiracy thriller joining the lackluster ranks of

shadow conspiracy/arrangement murder at 1600 and con-

spiracy theory .

part of proper name

the storyline for conspiracy/arrangement theory is just as

moronic as that of air force one which is saying a lot but

at least wolfgang petersen’s picture moved .

part of multi-word expression

for the record i don’t tend to put much stock in conspir-

acy/arrangement theories .

part of multi-word expression

i put aside my critical notebook and tried to clear my

mind of all preconceptions the thirty-two writers who

worked on the script the mind-numbing marketing blitz

the dread/anticipate at the appearance of yet another tv

retread .

wrong sense

the combination of lyrical odd scenes of naturalism and the

melodrama of a crime-fiction story as the film is full of dis-

appearances and disguises sudden deaths and uncanny res-

urrections hidden trapdoors and secret tunnels bus chases

and rooftop escapes- which gave the film its power its sense

of dread/anticipate perfectly matching the public’s mood

at the time of world war1 .

wrong part-of-speech

interlaced with these close-ups are slow-motion shots that

give the audience a constant feeling of dread/anticipate .

wrong part-of-speech

panic/concern plays like an episode for homicide does that

has become more invigorated with psychological possibili-

ties .

part of proper name

touching sad and sometimes funny panic/concern is the

story of alex’s rebellion at what has become his destiny .

part of proper name

panic/concern by writer/director henry bromell is a crisp

tale rather like a short story .

part of proper name

the film ably depicts the city in a panic/concern and shows

the victims foaming at the mouth reduced to madness .

wrong part-of-speech

don’t worry/concern this isn’t one of those manipulative

disease-movie-of-the-week weepers .

wrong part-of-speech

i’ll worry/concern tomorrow about whether or not the far-

relly brothers portend the end of civilization as we know

it today i’m still grateful someone is willing to push the

comedic envelope into heretofore unknown zip codes .

wrong part-of-speech
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the best that can be said of the movie is that it is so inof-

fensively bland that families need not worry/concern about

the ages of their kids .

wrong part-of-speech

if the script had created characters i cared about which

it didn’t then i would have been more impressed by this

scene because i would worry/concern that someone would

get hurt .

wrong part-of-speech

the best line was smith’s don’t worry/concern i’ve been in

worse scrapes than this but i don’t remember any right

now which sounds like it was lifted verbatim from one of

the plethora of lethal weapon movies .

wrong part-of-speech

if your kids worry/concern about being abducted this could

push them over the edge .

wrong part-of-speech

what were we going to do also if you are warned all

of the time you soon learn to either ignore it or just

worry/concern a lot .

wrong part-of-speech

don’t worry/concern there aren’t any subtitles and the

adaptation is loose very loose .

wrong part-of-speech

but not to worry/concern guy has a rock solid alibi . wrong part-of-speech

there is plenty of action so don’t worry/concern you don’t

have to think of anything when you are watching this flick

everything moves at break-neck speed .

wrong part-of-speech

don’t worry/concern if you didn’t . wrong part-of-speech

if every non-disney animated film in production or on the

drawing board is as good as anastasia the executives at the

magic kingdom have good reason to worry/concern .

wrong part-of-speech

if the script had created characters i cared about which

it didn’t then i would have been more impressed by this

scene because i would worry/concern that someone would

get hurt .

wrong part-of-speech

don’t worry/concern . wrong part-of-speech

but that’s not all he has to worry/concern about . wrong part-of-speech

i’ll worry/concern about what that means tomorrow . wrong part-of-speech

if you did not cover pucker in your biology class don’t

worry/concern spalding quickly turns you into an expert .

wrong part-of-speech
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like wings of desire faraway so close shows us the angels’

world in black and white and opens with loosely connected

scenes of the angels smiling knowingly over human shoul-

ders as they work and worry/concern .

wrong part-of-speech

david needn’t worry/concern since everyone is so relaxed

that a massive sleeping sickness appears about to strike at

anytime .

wrong part-of-speech

ford looks so out of breath that you begin to worry/concern

that he may have a real-life heart attack .

wrong part-of-speech

an old timer consoles him by telling him don’t

worry/concern i’ve done it myself .

wrong part-of-speech

i’ll worry/concern tomorrow about whether i’ve consigned

myself to film critic hell today i’m still waiting for my

cheeks and sides to recover .

wrong part-of-speech





Appendix E

Instructions to Mechanical

Turk workers

In this appendix we give the full introductory instructions given to Mechanical Turk workers for

the task described in Section 5.4.

Sentiment Polarity Word Paraphrasing

Please do HITs from this group only once. Only your first HIT in this group will be

approved.

Information About this Research

This is a research study conducted by faculty members of Macquarie University, Australia, and

funded by Macquarie University. We are inviting you to participate in this research project.

Research studies are designed to obtain new knowledge. This new information may help people

in the future.

In this research we are examining sentences that use similar words that differ in how negative

they are, and want to examine which sentence you perceive to be more negative. In addition, we

want to examine which sentence you perceive to be more fluent English.

What are the Benefits of this Research?

Research is designed to benefit society by gaining new knowledge. Though you may not receive

any direct benefit from participating in this study, you will learn more about the kinds of research

conducted by Macquarie University. There will be no personal benefit from participating in the

study, other than contributing to science, and the MTurk.com payment.
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What are the Risks of this Research?

There are no known risks associated with participating in this research.

What About Confidentiality?

All information collected in the study is confidential to the extent permitted by law. Please note

that the data you provide will be grouped with data others provide for reporting and presentation,

and that your personal information will not be used in any presentation of these results.

Voluntary Participation

Participation is completely voluntary. You can also withdraw from this study at any time and

without penalty. However, you will be paid only if you complete the study. We will review your

submission within 14 days of submission. If your submission is approved you will receive 0.96(0.02

per question for 48 questions total).

Warning: please do HITs from this group only once. Only your first HIT in this

group will be approved.

Instructions

The purpose of this exercise is to get you to judge the acceptability and negativity of some English

sentences. You will see a series of sentences in the Mechanical Turk interface.

Your task is to judge how good or bad each sentence is, and then how negative it is, by

assigning a number to it.

Acceptability task

You will be presented with pairs of sentences that differ by one word. Some will seem perfectly

okay to you, but others will not. What we’re after is not what you think of the specific meaning

of the sentence, but what you think of the way it’s constructed.

You may decide that some sentences are perfectly acceptable, but that others are not, due to

not being understandable, or being understandable but not sounding natural.

Your task is to judge how good or bad each sentence is by assigning a number from 0 to 10

to it, where the number assigned to each sentence reflects its acceptability relative to the other

sentence.

Higher numbers mean more acceptable.

For example, in this pair of sentences you might judge the first sentence as acceptable, and

the second sentence as understandable but not natural:

• the movie was cool.

• the movie was snap-frozen.
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Thus, if you assigned the first sentence a 10 for acceptability, you might assign the second

sentence 5, as half as acceptable.

Negativity task

You will be presented with pairs of sentences that differ by one word. Some will seem more

negative to you than others. What we’re after is what you think of the meaning of the sentence,

independent of how it’s constructed unless its construction is so bad it is meaningless to you.

Your task is to judge how negative (critical, depressed, angry, and expressing other negative

emotions and opinions) each sentence is by assigning it a number from 0 to 10, where the number

assigned to each sentence reflects its negativity relative to the other.

Higher numbers mean more negative.

For example,consider the sentence pair:

• the movie was bad.

• the movie was abysmal.

If you assigned the first sentence a 5 for negativity, you might give the second sentence a

higher score, such as 7 or 9.

If you cannot meaningfully compare the two sentences because one is meaningless to you, as

in this example, assign that sentence the special MEANINGLESS score:

• the movie was snowing.

• the movie was cool.

Scoring instructions

There are no ’correct’ answers, so whatever seems right to you is a valid response.

If you are presented with the same word in both sentences, give them both the same score for

acceptability and negativity. For example:

• the movie was cool. the movie was cool.

Since the sentences are exactly the same, you give them the same score for acceptability and

negativity.

Warning: please do HITs from this group only once. Only your first HIT in this

group will be approved.





Appendix F

Illustrative ANOVA

implementation

This appendix gives the R implementation of the illustrative ANOVA performed in Section 5.5.2.

The data presentation R requires for the data in Table 5.8 is a Comma Separated Values

(CSV) file as follows (tab-separated for readability:

Subject Negativity NegScore

1 moreneg 7

1 moreneg 6

1 moreneg 8

1 lessneg 2

1 lessneg 5

1 lessneg 2

2 moreneg 5

2 moreneg 4

2 moreneg 3

2 lessneg 4

2 lessneg 3

2 lessneg 2

3 moreneg 6

3 moreneg 7

3 moreneg 5

3 lessneg 7

3 lessneg 6

3 lessneg 2
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The R code is:

sentenceData <- read.csv("example.csv")

aov.example <- aov(NegScore~Negativity+Error(Subject/Negativity),sentenceData)

summary(aov.example)



Appendix G

Ethics approval for Mechanical

Turk research

The research presented in Section 5.3 of this thesis, using human subjects, was approved by the

Macquarie University Ethics Review Committee, reference number 5201100823 (D), on November

7 2011. A copy of the final approval follows.

From: Faculty of Science Research Office <sci.ethics@mq.edu.au>

Date: Mon, Nov 7, 2011 at 4:00 PM

Subject: Final Approval for Ethics Application 5201100823_Dras(Gardiner)

To: A/Prof Mark Dras <mark.dras@mq.edu.au>

Cc: Prof Richie Howitt <richie.howitt@mq.edu.au>,

Ms Cathi Humphrey-Hood <cathi.humphrey-hood@mq.edu.au>,

Faculty of Science Research Office <sci.ethics@mq.edu.au>

Dear Associate Professor Dras,

RE: Ethics project entitled: "Sentiment Polarity Word Paraphrasing"

Ref number: 5201100823 (D)

The Faculty of Science Human Research Ethics Sub-Committee has reviewed

your application and granted final approval, effective 7th November 2011.

You may now commence your research.
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The following personnel are authorised to conduct this research:

Associate Professor Mark Dras

Ms Mary Gardiner

NB. STUDENTS: IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP A COPY OF THIS APPROVAL

EMAIL TO SUBMIT WITH YOUR THESIS.

In addition to the standard requirements of approval (listed below) -

please note that your use of the Amazon Mechanical Turk for recruitment was

considered carefully in the light of emerging discussion of wider ethical

concerns with the operations of the AMT (see e.g. Fort K, Adda G and Cohen

KB. (2011) Amazon Mechanical Turk: Gold Mine or Coal Mine? Computational

Linguistics 37: 413-420). Following discussion with the University's ethics

secretariat, it was concluded that your proposed use of the AMT in this

study does not raise any specific ethical concerns, but we would appreciate

your feedback, either to the Science Ethics Sub-Committee or the Ethics

Secretariat, on the issues raised by Fort et al in relation to the sort of

work you undertake.

Please note the following standard requirements of approval:

1. The approval of this project is conditional upon your continuing

compliance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research

(2007).

2. Approval will be for a period of five (5) years subject to the

provision of annual reports. Your first progress report is due on 7 November

2012.

If you complete the work earlier than you had planned you must submit a

Final Report as soon as the work is completed. If the project has been

discontinued or not commenced for any reason, you are also required to

submit a Final Report for the project.

Progress reports and Final Reports are available at the following website:

http://www.research.mq.edu.au/for/researchers/how_to_obtain_ethics_approval/

human_research_ethics/forms
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3. You may not renew approval for a project lasting more than five (5)

years. You will need to complete and submit a Final Report and submit a new

application for the project. (The five year limit on renewal of approvals

allows the University Human Research Ethics Committee to fully re-review

research in an environment where legislation, guidelines and requirements

are continually changing, for example, new child protection and privacy

laws).

4. All amendments to the project must be reviewed and approved by the

Faculty Sub-Committee before implementation. Please complete and submit a

Request for Amendment Form available at the following website:

http://www.research.mq.edu.au/for/researchers/how_to_obtain_ethics_approval/

human_research_ethics/forms

5. Please notify the Faculty Sub-Committee immediately in the event of any

adverse effects on participants or of any unforeseen events that affect the

continued ethical acceptability of the project.

6. At all times you are responsible for the ethical conduct of your

research in accordance with the guidelines established by the University.

This information is available at the following websites:

http://www.mq.edu.au/policy/

http://www.research.mq.edu.au/for/researchers/how_to_obtain_ethics_approval/

human_research_ethics/policy

If you will be applying for or have applied for internal or external

funding for the above project, you are responsible for providing the

Macquarie University's Research Grants Management Assistant with a copy of

this email as soon as possible. Internal and External funding agencies will

not be informed that you have final approval for your project and funds

will not be released until the Research Grants Management Assistant has

received a copy of this email.

If you need to provide a hard copy letter of Final Approval to an external
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organisation as evidence that you have Final Approval, please do not

hesitate to contact the Faculty of Science Research team at

sci.ethics@mq.edu.au.

Please retain a copy of this email as this is your official notification of

final ethics approval.

Yours sincerely,

Richie Howitt, Chair

Faculty of Science Human Research Ethics Sub-Committee

Macquarie University

NSW 2109
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